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Opinions 
 

I have read the manuscript of "Panjab and Panjabi". The 
author has very nicely and ably outlined the origins, evolution, 
and the development of Panjabi language and the Gurmukhi 
script. 
   
This book, in addition to other factors, is a thorough study of 
words and the way they get modified over time. The study 
indicates that we have got a great wealth of words and word-
roots in Guru Granth Sahib. We should therefore find new 
words from the Guru Granth Sahib to further enrich our 
everyday language. This will not only develop our language 
and strengthen our cultural ties but also cement our bond with 
the Guru.   
 
On reading this book one does not fail to be struck by the fact 
that the Panjabi civilization was the oldest civilization of the 
world. The book also clarifies how the foreigners gathered 
knowledge from the Punjabis and stamped it as their own. It 
will surely awaken and rivet the Punjabis’ interest in their 
language and culture and open up further areas for research. 
May Akal Purkh grant Mr.Sidhu good health to continue such 
efforts for a long time. 
 
Dr. Sarbjit Singh, Scientific Officer, 
Bhaba Atomic Research Centre. 
Bombay(India)-400085 
2.6.2004 
 
I have thoroughly enjoyed reading the manuscript of “Panjab 
and Panjabi”. I congratulate Mr.Sidhu on doing such a 
remarkable work. 
 
Dr. Haribala Kaur Vaid, Education Secretary,  
Central Gurdwara (Khalsa Jatha),  
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London. 
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The book titled “Panjab and Panjabi” authored by Mr. 
G.S.Sidhu, is a highly delightful, informative and interesting 
addition to literature. It is a genuine attempt to put forth in a 
lucid style the facts about the origin, growth, and development 
of Panjabi language and script starting from the earliest times.  
 
I am sure the book will prove very useful for the readers in 
general and the lovers of Panjabi and Panjabiat in particular. 
 
Prof. A.S.Virk 
Senior lecturer in English, 
G.T.B.National College 
Dakha (India) 
 
Mr. G.S.Sidhu has conducted excellent research and brought to 
light the historical importance of Panjab, Panjabi language and 
the Gurmukhi script. I have read the manuscript between the 
lines and found it very informative. Justified inferences, 
precise and concise treatment, and comprehensive arguments 
make this book a valuable asset. Interpretations are supported 
with authentic historic documents. I can say with confidence 
that this book is an authentic document on Panjab’s 
geographical, political, linguistic, and cultural evolution over 
the millenniums. I am sure it will prove a unique gift for 
posterity. 
   
Shivcharan Singh Gill 
Panjabi writer 
Southall (U.K.) 21.4.2004 
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This book contains very useful information and valuable 
references about the history of Panjab and the Panjabi 
language. The author has especially put in great effort in 
tracing the origin and development of Panjabi language and 
script. The book will go a long way in providing impetus to 
other Panjabis for digging out more facts in this area and 
enrich our language and culture. 
 
I congratulate Mr.Sidhu on this great contribution. 
 
Dr. D.S.Deol, 
Head, Department of English, 
G.T.B. National College, 
Dakha (India) 
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Introduction 
In 1983, the Sikh Students Federation of U.K. organized a 
weeklong conference in the University of Nottingham. I was 
invited to speak on “Panjabi language and its historical 
background.” At that time, I lived in Coventry and was a 
member of the executive of ‘Anjuman-e-Traqiye Urdu’ with 
Mr. Ralph Russell as its Chairman. A Pakistani Muslim friend, 
teaching Urdu in Coventry, usually travelled in my car to 
attend the meetings of the association. He expressed a desire to 
listen to my speech at the Panjabi conference and accompanied 
me to Nottingham. At the conference, he listened attentively 
but did not raise any questions during the question time. On 
our way back he said that I was wrong in saying that ‘Panjabi 
was the oldest language of Panjab’ and Urdu came into 
existence as a result of the interaction of Persian and Panjabi 
when the Muslims entered India. He maintained that Urdu was 
the oldest language of the world and that Panjabi was invented 
and popularised by Guru Nanak. It was a byproduct of Urdu.1 I 
simply laughed and said, “In that case you should have been a 
Sikh by now.” “Why?” he asked. I said, “If every Tom, Dick, 
and Harry in the Panjab including Hindus, Muslims, Jews, and 
Christians etc started speaking Panjabi on the day Guru Nanak 
was born, then it must be the greatest miracle of the world. 
You should have accepted Sikhism by now because no other 
Prophet including Muhammad has worked such a miracle.” He 
was flabbergasted but silent. If a postgraduate trained teacher 
of language can be so ignorant, what can be said about 
ordinary people? I wondered. 
 
Such crass ignorance is not peculiar to the Pakistanis or 
Muslims alone.  Many Sikhs in England know little about the 
background of the country they have come from, or the 
language they have inherited from their parents. There is no 

 
1 The first writer in Urdu was Muhammad Quli Qutab Shah (1545-1612) who wrote poems like 
the following pIAw bwJ ipAwlw pIAw jwey nw,pIAw bwJ iek pl jIAw jwey nw [ First book  in Urdu 
was written  and published by Wali Dakhni (1650-1708) who lived in Aurangabad. 
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dearth of Asians who feel alienated in the Western countries 
because of their colour and /or beliefs and are ignored and 
ridiculed for their lack of competence in English. When they 
go back to the Panjab, they again develop an inferiority 
complex because they find themselves far behind their Indian 
counterparts in not only linguistic competence but also in 
knowledge about their parents’ land and its history. It was this 
situation that prompted me to produce a book providing brief 
introduction to the history of the Panjab and the origin and 
history of Panjabi language and script. The notes prepared for 
the above-mentioned Panjabi conference came in handy. 
 
At present, the Panjab is not what it once used to be. It is also 
passing through a phase where it’s present and future must be 
the concern of our next generation. Our children living in 
European countries may not return to the Panjab permanently 
but their whole history and culture are intimately intertwined 
with the Panjab. Not to know one’s history and background is 
to remain a child of the circumstances. Cultural and religious 
links cannot be sundered too easily. 
 
I hope this book will provide the necessary information to our 
next generation, clarify wrongly held beliefs, and revive their 
interest in the land and language of their ancestors. 
 
G.S.Sidhu 
August 30, 2004  
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Chapter 1 
 
      Political history of the Panjab 

 
Main currents 

 
The history of the Panjab has influenced the whole history of 
India for centuries. If we try to reconstruct this history, our 
efforts meet with enormous difficulties. Panjab has been the 
threshold of foreign invaders, who not only destroyed most of 
its history but also adulterated the culture and social values 
from time to time. As a result of the vicissitudes of Panjab, 
very meager sources are available from which a historian can 
build up a true and authentic history. We will try to brush off 
the dust of antiquity from the available sources and get a bird’s 
eye view of the main events that influenced the Panjabis, their 
culture, language and social institutions. 
 
1.1 Phase 1 (Prehistoric & Vedic period) 
 
The oldest written record of the history of Panjab is available, 
albeit partially, in the Rig Veda2 where the Panjab is referred to 

 
2 Two non-Aryan tribes are mentioned in the Rig Veda. Sudhas, the king of 
Panjab, is reported to have repulsed the armies of an Aryan tribe named 
Parlu in the Das Rajna (ten kings) war  fought on the banks of Purusni 
(River Ravi)   (Rig Veda RV X.18) 
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as Saptsindhu, a land of seven rivers3. Later in the Buddhist 
literature, it is called Panchnada (Land watered by five rivers) 
and the Puranas called it Uttarapatha. Uttarapatha was used 
for the whole of pre-partition Panjab plus some areas of 
modern Afghanistan, and parts of Iran which were once a part 
of the Indian Empire.  
 
From very ancient Mesolithic implements discovered in the 
valley of Sohaan river (District Rawalpindi)4, in the Valley of 
Baanganga (near Kangra), in Pehalgam (Kashmir), in 
Peshawar and in Dholbaha (District Hoshiarpur), some 
historians conclude that Panjab may have been the home of the 
first humans born on this earth.5 All Archaeologists agree that 
ceramic finds discovered at various places point to the fact that 
village settlements of pre-Harrappan cultures existed in Amri, 
Kuli, Mehi, Quetta, and many other places. 

 
3 Hymn 102 of Book 1 in Rig veda reads, 
 “In Indira, ye in Him victorious through his strength 
  The gods have enjoyed the feast when the soma flowed 
  The seven rivers bear his glory far and wide 
  And heaven, sky and earth display his comely form.” 
 
In Avesta the name is Hapt Hindu. This included five rivers of Panjab plus 
river Sindh and river Kubha of Kabul (Afghanistan) (RV viii 54,4 and Nadi 
Stuti X.75 and vii 96.2) Mahabharat (vii 44). It is commonly believed that 
the word Sindhu got changed to ‘Hindu’ because the Parsees could not 
pronounce ‘S’. The Greeks called it “Indu” which later became India. 
Chinese traveller Hiuen Tsang called it “Hantu”  
 
4 Sohaan River (known as Susoma in the Rig Veda) runs through Rawalpindi and Jehlum 
Districts of Pakistan and joins the Indus at Mokhad.  
 
5 “Opinion is gaining ground that the Indus Civilization was the earliest civilization in the 
world.”……… “ Civilization had a very early start in India in the Panjab which was one 
of the first countries of the world to commence agriculture and grow the food required to 
sustain civilization”  (Hindu civilization by R.K.Mukerji page 34 and 36). Basing his research 
on wheat type Mr.J.B. Haldane also reaches the same conclusion (see Inequity of man and 
other essays page 47-48 and 71-76).  “The Mohinjo Daro wheat is found to be the ancestor of 
the wheat which is still in cultivation in the Panjab” (Mohinjo Daro and Indus civilization III. 
586). “Recent researches have shown that it was probably the first place in India to have any 
human habitation.” (History of the Punjab-Punjabi University Patiala Foreword.) 
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Hariyupiya (Harrappa District Montgomery), Chanhu-Daro, 
Jhukar-Daro and Mohinjo-Daro (in Sindh-Pakistan) culture is 
the next stage which has placed Panjab on the world map. 
Harrappan types of antiquities have also been found at 
Kalibangan (Hanuman Garh), Ropar, Sanghol (District 
Ludhiana) and Chandi Garh. Some archaeologists believe that 
this civilization existed between 3250 and 2750 BC and 
covered the whole of the Panjab (including modern Pakistan, 
Iran, and Afghanistan). 

Hordes of invaders (Aryans6 under the banner of their god 
Indira)  are believed to have descended into the Panjab plains 
like locusts time and again and destroyed its civilization.7 The 

 
6 The word Arya is mentioned in Rig Veda i.15.8. Philologists believe that it is derived from 
the Latin word aratum which means ‘a plough.’ Other philologists think that it is derived from 
Greek word Aristos which means ‘noble’. Indians argue that it is derived from Sanskrit ri-ar 
which means ‘A Plough’. The Buddhists used this word in its moral sense. Arya Samgha meant 
‘Holy community’. The Nazis used this word for themselves to prove that they were of noble 
birth.” 
 
Some historians believe that Aryans visited India 50,000 years before Christ. The general 
consensus however is that the Aryans invaded India towards the beginning of the second 
Millennium BC. Rig Veda (RV I.30.9, VIII 6.46) gives some details of Aryan immigration but 
they are patchy. There is evidence that waves of people from Iran poured into India from the 
beginning of the second millennium BC and continued up to the 8th century BC.  
 
According to professor Langdon, “it is far more likely that Aryans in India are the oldest 
representatives of the Indo-Germanic race.” In his book “Hindi Boli ka itihas” Ayodhya Singh 
Upadhiya tries to prove that Aryans were the inhabitants of India and travelled from India to 
the West.  
Maxmuller considers Middle East as the origin of the Aryans. Some people believe that Aryans 
came from somewhere near river Volga in Russia. Some, like Bal Ganga Dhar Tilak of India, 
consider the North Pole as the home of the Aryans. Recently Gordon Wasson discovered the 
Soma plant (Amanita muscaria), used by the Aryans as an intoxicant, in the forest belt of 
Eurasia and claims that Aryans originated from there (see the journal of the American Oriental 
Society1971 Vol 92 page 170). 
The word Aryan originally meant not ‘nobleman’ but peasant.” (Will Durant in Our oriental 
heritage page 227).  In 1898 Max Muller argued that the word ‘Arya’ stands for language not 
race (collected works Vol 10 page 90). Suniti Kumar Chatterji  also agrees with this 
interpretation when he writes, “Mother India is the repository of a composite culture of which 
the vehicle of expression is the Aryan language.” 
 
7  Herdotus tells us that the Aryans were “no better than wild beasts”. Accoring to Avesta, the 
Aryans were either hunters or cattle-hearders but later when they settled in the Panjab, 
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conflict between the invaders and the invaded must have been 
long drawn out and bloody.  Rig Veda (vii. 19-14) tells us that 
Indira brought “swift death” and usurped the “plenteous food 
of the Dasas” (RV vii.6.31). Rig Veda also tells us that “The 
thunder wielder Indira8 destroyed “ninety nine castles” of the 
natives (RV vii 19.5 and 100.5). It destroyed castle after castle 
of the non-Aryan king Sambara. A passage in the Rig Veda 
(RV vii 5.3) also mentions that afraid of the destruction caused 
by Vedic god Agni, the inhabitants abandoned their hearths 
and homes and fled helter skelter. We also find it mentioned in 
the Rig Veda that some castles were not invaded because the 
people there were sorcerers (Yatumati) and practised 
witchcraft. 

 Harrappan people (the non-Aryans) lived in magnificent 
mansions and were very prosperous.9 They were city dwellers 
with well-planned sewerage system, spacious meeting halls, 
and hot public baths. Rig Veda tells us that the wealthy people 
lived in big castles. Their women folk bathed in milk (RV i.6). 
They were mainly Dravidians, Kols, Bheels, Nisadas, Mundas, 
Santhals, Kurumbas, Korvas, Khokhurs, and Kirats.10 The 
victorious Aryans hated the vanquished non-Aryans and called 
them Dasas (slaves), Sudras (outcaste), Asura (demons), 

 
Dionysus taught them how to plough the land and produce food grains. 
 
8 In later hymns, Indira is described as Purandra (sacker of cities and destroyer of forts). 
Philologist Kretschmer is of the opinion that the Vedic god ‘Indira’ is the same as Hittite god 
Inarus. 
 
9 The ruler was known as Asvapati (the Lord of horses). The gifts given by a Panjabi king to 
prince Bharata included different varieties of antelope hides, fine quality blankets, hunting 
dogs and and 1600 horses (See Ramayana). Many Panjab chiefs and tribes are mentioned in 
the Vaishnavite mythology. Bharat’s sons Taksh and Pushkar are reported to have lived in the 
Panjab. Taksh founded the city of Taxila and Pushkar founded Pushkravati. 
 
10 Descendants of these people now inhabit Ceylone, Madras and the south states of India. 
Pockets of them still live in the North. Their language group is called “Munda 
languages.”Some of them either intermarried with Aryans or accepted their slavery and stayed 
in the North. They still live near Chhota Nagpur, Parts of Madhya Pardesh, Orissa, and parts of 
Tibet.  The Brahui speakers of Baluchistan are believed to be their descendants 
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Paishachas (Cannibals)11, Naagas (snakes), Daityas (ogres) 
and Rakhshashas (RV I -133,4) and described them as 
miridhvak (users of dirty language), Adevya (non-believers in 
gods and goddesses), and   Sisnadevah (worshippers of 
phallus) ( RV vii 21,5 and X 99,3). They even called them 
Anasa (snub-nosed) and Krishnagarba (darkys).  
 
The occupation of Panjab, Iran and Afghanistan by the Aryans 
was by no means easy. They had to contend with a very 
advanced civilization of the Sindh valley. Therefore, the 
battles between the Aryans and non-Aryans (referred to as 
demons, goblins, and devils) continued for centuries. Pogroms 
and massacres were common .The Rig Veda tells of 50,000 
‘dusky brood’ Dasas killed in one single battle (RV iv16, 3) 
and 30,000 killed in another (RV i 53, 8).12 Looting and 
plundering were the order of the day.13 The main non-Aryan 
antagonists according to Rig Veda were the Nisadas, Pulindas, 
and Panis. The Panis were sea-faring rich merchants who had 
built iron castles (ayasi durgs RVvii 58, 8), some of which 
were so big that they had one hundred pillars (Satburji RV i 
166, 8). As a result of these wars, the non-Aryans were 
gradually pushed to the East and the South of India.14 At one 

 
11 According to Ancient Indian Historical tradition (1962 page 290), the word Pishach was 
first used for a tribe. Later it began to be used to mean an imp or a goblin. 
 
12 The prayer of the Aryans to Indira was, “We are surrounded on all sides by Dasyu tribes. 
They do not perform sacrifices like us nor do they believe in anything. Their cities are 
different. They are not men! O Destroyer of foes, kill them. Destroy the Dasa race once 
for all.”(RV X 22,8). Rig Veda tells us that Krishna was an enemy of Indira which would 
mean that Lord Krishna was a non-Aryan. It has also been stated by some historians that the 
Pandavas were Aryan and the Kaurvas were non-Aryans. This is also clear from the fact that in 
the battle of Mahabharat the Kauravas sought help from all non-Aryan kings and the Pandvas 
rallied the support of all the Aryan rulers. 
 
13 According to Hindu sources, Rishi Vishwamitter was waylaid by the Dravidians on the 
confluence of rivers Sutlej and Beas when he was carrying a lot of offerings. 
 
14 Aitrya Brahmana (2000 BC) mentions that non-Aryan aboriginals like Andhras, pundras, 
and Pulindas etc lived in the Jungles. The non-Aryans living in the South of India still have 
different social customs from those of North Indian people. For example they practise 
polyandry. An heir to a person’s property is the son of one’s sister. 
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time, the Aryans had to fight with the combined forces of 10 
non-Aryan kings. The epic war of Ramayana (1950 BC)15 was 
one of the memorable wars fought between the Aryans (under 
Ram Chandra) and the non-Aryans (under Ravana). 
 
Having defeated the non-Aryans, the Aryan people established 
their own kingdoms all over India. According to Mahabharata 
(1400 BC),16 those ruling in the Panjab were Kambojas, 
Sindhus, Kakeyas, Madras, Kurus, and Malvas. At this time, 
Panjab was at the height of its glory. It was the richest part of 
India known as the “Golden Sparrow.” Takshashila (modern 
Taxila) became a place of learning where people flocked from 
all over India and abroad to study medicine, receive military 
training, learn arts, and practise sacrifices17. Another important 
centre was Kurukshetra which became the centre of religion. 
According to the Grammarian Panini,18 it was during this time 
that some Greeks set up a colony in the north of the Panjab. 
 

 
15 Some Hindu scholars believe that this war took place in 2350BC. 
  
16 There is some disagreement about this date. This date is given in The Vedic Age on page 16. 
Some put it at 1200 BC. Some even suggest 950BC as the date of this war.  The 
Mahabharat  war was the biggest war in which the kings of Panjab are known to have taken an 
active part. The Mahabharata literature available to us today was prepared in 400AD.   
By the time of this war, the Aryans settled beyond the Yamuna River and hated the Panjabis. 
“One should not go to the land of five rivers flanked by the Sindhu because the land is not 
sanctified by Himalayas, Ganges, Yamuna, and Sraswati. The place lacks true religion and 
purity. They eat beef and garlic and drink wine prepared from fermented rice.”(See Karan 
parab of Mahabharata).  
  
17 The famous politician Kautulya (popularly known as Chanakaya) worked here as a professor 
(Acharya) of Dandniti (Polity). The Great King Chandragupta Maurya received military, 
diplomatic, and administrative training here. Ashoka, the great, later administered this place as 
a Governor. 
 
18 There is a difference of opinion about the time of Panini. Mr. Gold Tucker believes that he 
lived around 700 BC. According to MacDonnell (India’s Past and Present p.136) he was born 
in 350 BC. Most scholars agree that he lived during 400 and 500BC. He was born in the 
Panjab at Salatura (near modern Attock- Pakistan). His mother’s name was Daksi. He received 
education from Varsa. Hieun Tsang (629-646) mentions that he saw his statue in the 7th 
century at Salatura. It is said that he was killed by a lion. Even today his grammar is considered 
in the literary circles as a masterpiece. 
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During the time of Gautma Buddha (623BC)19 and Mahavira 
(599-527BC) there was a movement against the prevalent 
Brahmanism faith. This caused social conflicts which coupled 
with political expedience of the tribal chiefs resulted in 
internecine wars. This weakened the Panjab. Disunity and 
domestic bickering attracted foreign invaders. Cyrus (558-530 
BC),20 the king of Iran and his descendants attacked many 
times. Later Darius (522-486BC) and his descendants kept up 
the pressure on the Panjab during 518 to 515 BC.  
 
1.2 Phase2 (Foreign Invasions) 
 
Alexander,21 the great, attacked the Panjab in 326 BC and 
conquering all Panjab chiefs reached river Beas22 where his 
commanders are said to have faced stubborn resistance and 
declined to go further. The presence of Iranians and Greeks 
contributed greatly to the racial, social, cultural, and linguistic 
tradition of the Panjab.23 Alexander left the Panjab for King 

 
19 According to Sanskrit, Chinese and Tibetan texts Buddha visited the Panjab. His visit to 
Rohtak is well documented.  Near River Sarasvati he is said to have converted the notorious 
bandit Angulimala to Buddhism. Buddhism continued to flourish in the Panjab throughout the 
rule of the Mauryas. Panjabi Brahman Kaplayan’s daughter Bhadra was one of the most well-
known preachers of Buddhism in the Panjab.Hieun Tsang tells us that the whole of Panjab and 
Afghanistan were Buddhist and the people of Afghanistan studied Indian literature and spoke a 
form of Panjabi. After the decline of their Empire, Pusyamitra Brahman burnt and destroyed 
Buddhist monasteries everywhere and killed all monks in the Panjab and Afghanistan. He 
announced one hundred gold coins (Dinars) each for the head of a monk. 
20 An Indian soldier is said to have inflicted a hard blow on his thigh and killed him. As soon 
as he was dead general massacre ensued. Only seven Iranians could save their lives and return 
back to Iran. 
21Young Prince Chandra Gupta Maurya was studying politics with his teacher Chanakya at 
Takshashila and is said to have met Alexander to seek assistance in conquering the Nanda 
kingdom.( See The Invasion of India by Alexander the Great  by J.W .McCrindle page311) 
22 Before turning back, Alexander erected twelve big altars on the bank of river Beas. They 
were called Sikandergiri. McCrindle quotes Plutarch to tell us that Chandra Gupta Maurya had 
a Greek wife who used to offer sacrifices there in Hellenic fashion.  
23This is evident from the fact that even the names of cities and towns changed (just like 
Rawalpindi becoming Islamabad after 1947). The historian Al Beruni tells us that the town of 
Kasyapapura became Hamsapura then Bagapura then Sambapura and finally Mulasthana 
(present Multan). According to Panini, Darius and Cyrus had settled many Iranians in the 
Panjab and Alexander left many Greeks to manage his affairs and exercise check on the local 
chiefs. This is also evident from King Ashoka’s inscriptions, some of which are also written in 
Aramaic and Greek. 
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Ambhi (of Takshashila) and King Porous (of Gandhara) before 
going back. This invasion had one great benefit for the 
Panjabis. It resulted in uniting the Indians under these two 
kings (Ambhi and Porus) which later made it easy for Chandra 
Gupta Maurya to establish his kingdom in the Panjab and 
Afghanistan. 
 
It fell to the lot of King Ashoka (483 BC)24 to extend the 
Mauryan Empire to Iran and to make it world famous. In his 
time, the province of Gandhara (Panjab) included Kashmir, 
Gilgat, Swat, and Afghanistan. After the battle of Kalinga, 
Ashoka turned Buddhist and took extensive steps to preach 
Buddhism throughout the length and breadth of his kingdom25. 
In the Panjab, he is said to have established at Sanghol (known 
as Sangladvipa in his time) a centre for preaching Buddhism. 
Historians think that most of the Panjab at that time was 
Buddhist. The very strong and centralized administration of the 
Mauryas and their descendants lasted for many years and 
brought peace and prosperity to the whole continent.26 
 
After the Mauryas, came the Guptas (380-413 AD) who ruled 
for another 123 years and their rule was relatively peaceful but 
parts of the Panjab and the whole of Afghanistan had been 
occupied by the Greeks. Later, towards the middle of the 6th 
Century AD, the Huns, a barbarian tribe of central Asia, 

 
24  Three dates of Ashoka’s accession to the throne are given (544BC, 486 BC, and 483 BC). 
Asokavadana tells us that his father Bindusara had sent Ashoka to suppress a revolt in 
Gandhara, which he quelled successfully. This resulted in his appointment at Takshashila as a 
Priyadarsi (viceroy). Prior to this he had received political and military training 
at Takshashila. 
  
25 The edicts of Ashoka have been discovered near Mardan (Peshawar) at Mansehra and 
Shahbaz Garhi.  They are in Prakrit language written in Kharoshti script. 
 
26 It is said that Ashoka’s young and beautiful wife Tisyaraksita was infatuated with Ashoka’s 
handsome stepson Kunala, who spurned her sexual advances. She contrived to have the prince 
blinded. When the king came to know about the conspiracy, the queen burned herself. Ashoka 
was inconsolable and died broken-hearted (232BC).  Maurya Empire lasted for 137 years and 
came to an end in 184 BC. 
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conquered the Panjab. After the death of King Harsha, (606-
648 AD)27 internecine wars and revolts brought confusion and 
darkness to the Panjab. The Iranians and Turks had already set 
up their kingdoms in Iran and Afghanistan and implanted 
Islam in the place of Buddhism. Great calamities were now in 
store for India. Invaders were hovering over the head of India, 
especially Panjab, like vultures. In 712 A.D., Mohammad Bin 
Qasim invaded India and conquered Sindh and Multan. In 857 
A.D, an Arab historian Sulaiman visited India and on his return 
denounced an Indian potentate Mihira Bhoja (836AD-885 
A.D.) as a bitter enemy of Islam in his memoirs. This was 
enough to attract more and more Muslim invaders from outside 
to sound the death knell of Indian prosperity and bring in 
death, destruction, and desolation.28   
 
 Mohammad Bin Qasim’s early death and the gross 
incompetence of his weak successors and their mutual 
bickering afforded an opportunity to the Turkish slave 
Mahmud of Ghazni29 to usurp power.  Mahmud Ghaznavi 
made spectacular successes in a very short time and after 
conquering a large part of Afghanistan attacked India through 
the Khyber Pass. He invaded the Panjab year after year 
seventeen times (1001AD to 1025 AD) and every time went 
back loaded with gold and ransom money in millions of dinars. 

 
27 Events of this period are faithfully recorded by a Chinese traveller known as Hiuen Tsang 
who visited India between 629AD and 645 AD 
 
28 “In 73 Hijra Khalifa Walid had written to Hajjaj, “God says give no quarter to infidels, but 
cut their throats. This is the command of the great God. You should not be too ready to grant 
protection, because it will prolong your work.” ( Elliot’s History of India Vol 1 page 173-174)  
 
29 At 15, he fought bravely with Hindushahi King Jaipal in 968AD-87AD and eventually in 
1001AD he completely routed his forces. Jaipal and fifteen of his relatives were captured alive 
but he paid the ransom of 2.5 Lac dinars affecting his and their release. Leaving his truncated 
kingdom to his son Anandpal, Jaipal burnt himself rather than put up with ignominy and 
humiliation. Mahmud’s whole objective was the collection of booty and the spreading of 
Islam. He usually carried away the artists also with him. Mahmud was a staunch Muslim. He 
knew the whole Quran by heart. According to Tarikh-e-Yamini written by the contemporary 
historian Utbi, Mahmud was a religious crusader, an iconoclast, a destroyer of Kafirs and a 
Ghazi. 
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Although the Hindushahi rulers gave him a tough time and 
fought relentlessly, they were no match for him.  Eventually 
Mahmud converted Anandpal’s son Sukhpal to Islam (he 
named him Nawab Shah) and made a treaty (1007AD). This 
treaty was abrogated the very next year when Mahmud 
attacked Sukhpal again. Collecting a huge booty and leaving 
his trusted men behind, he returned to Ghazni in 1009AD on 
his way plundering Nagarkot (present Kangra). In 1012AD, 
Mahmud attacked again and this time went right up to 
Thanesar (District Ambala). Here he completely destroyed and 
plundered the Hindu Chakrawarti temple which was respected 
by the Hindus as Mecca is by the Muslims. He took away the 
statue from this temple to Ghazni. In 1013AD, he made 
Sirhind his capital and decided to stay in the Panjab 
permanently but soon left because of a revolt back home. In 
1019AD, he attacked the sacred Hindu city of Mathura and 
ransacked it completely, causing rivers of blood. In 1021AD, 
he converted the hill tribes of Swat and Bajaur to Islam, 
attacked the Panjab, and appointed his trusted friend Malik 
Ayaz as Governor of Lahore. He destroyed the famous 
Somnath temple (in Kathiawar) in 1025AD. He died in 
1030AD at the age of 63 after completely destroying the 
political solidarity of India. “Though he did not actually stay 
here to rule, yet he can safely be called the founder of the 
Turkish power in India, because it was he who paved the way 
for the establishment of the future Sultanate of 
Delhi”(A.L.Srivastva in Sultanate of Delhi Page 62). 
 
Muhammad Ghori (1180 AD) attacked Lahore thrice and on 
the third occasion (1186 AD) stayed there for some time. 
Later, Jai Chand invited Ghori in order to chastise Prithvi Raj. 
His selfishness resulted in bringing a quick end to the Hindu 
rule of India. After Ghori’s death (8 March 1206AD), his 
Viceroy Qutbudin Aibak (1206AD -1210AD) took over and 
the Panjab remained a part of the Muslim Empire. In 1299 AD, 
the control of India passed to Alau-Din Khilji who was a very 
staunch Muslim and converted people to Islam on the point of 
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sword.30 In 1343 AD, there was revolt in the Panjab when 
Sunam, Kaithal, Samana, and some other areas of Panjab 
refused to pay taxes, deserted their homes, and took shelter in 
the jungles. Some even took to highway robbery. The revolt 
was suppressed ruthlessly.  Order was restored but Panjab 
became militarily so strong that every king of Delhi was able 
to ascend the throne only with the active help of Muslim 
Governors of Lahore and Multan. 
 
Soon however, Panjab was passing through incessant struggles 
between local over- ambitious rulers. This tempted Amir 
Timur (usually known as Tamerlane)31 to invade the Panjab. 
He attacked the Panjab on 9 October 1398AD and completely 
destroyed Tulamba, killing all inhabitants except teachers, 
Shaikhs and Sayyads. Later he attacked and destroyed Multan, 
Dipalpur, and Ajodhan. The Hindus of these places left their 
hearths and homes and fled to Bhatner. Timur launched a 
surprise attack on Bhatner and killed all who had sought refuge 
there. He reached Delhi on 16 December and ordered a general 
massacre and plunder for three days. On his return, he passed 
through Hardwar, Ambala, Hoshiarpur, Kangra, Pathankot and 
Jammu capturing skilled artisans and plundering tons and tons 
of marble which he used in building a mosque at Samakand.32 
He also sent a detachment to capture Lahore. At no time in 
history had there occurred such destruction of men, materials, 
animals, and property as happened at the time of Timur’s 

 
30 Alaudin murdered his own uncle and usurped his throne. He is known to have  pounded the 
Hindu prisoners under the feet of the elephants. For the first time in Indian history, he levied 
special taxes on the Hindus like ‘House tax,’ ‘Grazing tax’ and ‘Jazya.’ One of his orders 
reads, " There should be left only so much to the Hindus that neither, on the one hand, they 
should become arrogant on account of their wealth, nor, on the other, desert their lands in 
despair”( See Tarikh e Feroze Shahi by Zia ud din Barani page 430). Hindus were forbidden 
from carrying arms, dressing elegantly or riding a horse. In cruelty he was surpassed only by 
Ghyas-ud-din Tughlaq and Aurangzeb. 
 
31 In The memoirs of Timur he writes, “My main objective in coming to Hindustan had been 
twofold. The first was to wage war on the infidels and thus claim benefit for the life to come. 
The second aim was to plunder the wealth and valuables of the infidels.”  
 
32 Among other things, Timur took away thousands of heads of cattle from the Panjab. 
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invasion. Samana, Tohana, Bhatner, Nagarkot, and Hardwar 
suffered the most.33 
 
1.3 Phase 3 (Muslim Rule) 
 
Timur’s invasion had left the Panjab and Delhi bleeding and 
disunited. India, and especially Panjab at this time, consisted 
of a congeries of independent and disunited states fighting with 
one another for supremacy. Behlol Lodhi attacked the Panjab, 
established his authority, and appointing Tatar Khan as 
Governor of Panjab marched to Delhi to become the Emperor 
of India. After Tatar, his son, Daulat Khan Lodhi assumed 
Governorship of Panjab. Behlol’s descendant Ibrahim 
considered Daulat Khan his most trusted and faithful 
Governor. Daulat Khan however, secretly sent his son Dilawar 
Khan to Timur’s descendant Zahir-ud-Din Muhammad Babur 
(the tiger) asking him to attack Delhi. He hoped that Babur, 
like Timur, would invade India and go back leaving Delhi for 
him.34 Babur was in Kabul and had already made up his mind 
to fish in the troubled waters. He attacked India five times 
(between 1521AD and 1526AD) but eventually defeated 
Ibrahim Lodhi at Panipat on 12th April 1526AD and became 
the Emperor of Delhi. Thus was laid the foundation of the 
Mughal Empire of India which lasted for the next three 
hundred years.35  
 
The Mughals were by and large good administrators but with 
the exception of Akbar, the great, they were religious bigots. 

 
33 In his Zafarnama (page 92), Sharf-ud-din writes that people of Samana and Kaithal, who 
burnt their houses and tried to fight Timur, were killed in large numbers. One Lakh of them 
were captured alive and killed in cold blood.  
34 Some historians write that even Rana Sanga invited Babur to invade India. 
 
35  muslmwn AwrIEN kI qrh XhW Aw kr Awbwd ho gey AOr ienkI izMdgI ky mu^qil& pihlUEN myN 
huMdosqwnIAq numwXW ho geI [Arb sy aunkw isrP eyk iksm kw rUhwnI qA`lk bwkI rih igAw, vrnw 
qriz bUdo bwS, qRIkwie hkUmq AOr dUsrI hYsIAqoN myN vuh ihMdusqwnI izMdgI myN pUrI qrh SrIk ho gey.” 
(qnkIdI jwiezy pMnw 284) 
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The conversion of Hindus to Islam continued unabated during 
their rule. Jehangir killed the fifth Sikh Guru and Aurangzeb 
beheaded the ninth Guru of the Sikhs at Delhi. 36 This resulted 
in the Sikhs uniting as an indomitable Khalsa brotherhood 
(1699AD) which undertook to finish the Mughal Empire root 
and branch. After Aurangzeb, the Mughals suffered from a war 
of succession which ended in putting a weakling Bahadur Shah 
on the throne. One after the other some phantom Emperors 
came and went leaving Farrukh Siyar to rule. His rule was 
virtually limited to Delhi and its outskirts. The Sikhs were an 
eyesore for the tottering Mughal Empire and the foreign 
invaders. They were fighting against both. They succeeded in 
dislodging the rulers of Samana, Shahabad, and Sadhaura. 
Farrukh Siyar captured the Sikh leader Banda Singh and his 
794 associates and murdered them in cold blood in front of the 
Delhi residents on March 5, 1716AD. The situation was being 
closely watched by Nadir Shah (of Persia) who invaded India 
in 1739AD. He defeated Muhammad Shah, the then ruler of 
Delhi, and ordered a general massacre of the Delhi residents. 
Delhi was looted and plundered with brutal ferocity for five 
hours. After Nadir Shah’s death Afghan chief Ahmad Shah 
Durrani (also known as Ahmad Shah Abdali), who had 
accompanied Nadir Shah on the former’s Indian expeditions, 
invaded India several times (between 1748AD and 1767AD). 
 
On February 5, 1762AD the Sikhs had assembled near Maler 
Kotla when Ahmad Shah Abdali fell upon them unexpectedly 

 
36 For the first time in the history of the Panjab, Aurangzeb introduced teaching of Islam in the 
Madrassas through the medium of Panjabi.. Kuhar Mall Sunami wrote eIzdbwrI, Umeed wrote 
AlHwbwrI, Ganesh Dass wrote wrote isPqbwrI as textbooks. Most popular books were njwqul 
momnIn by Abdul Karim and Abrwrul Aw^irq  by Faqir Daarji. Some of these books preached: 
1.  “lw ielw dw JwVU dy ky sInw swP bxwE, iel ielw dw izkr qs`vP idl ivc KUb itkwE[ pwk rsUl 
muhMmd mno qy pl pl sIs invwE, khy gulwm ibn klmw is`iKAW qusIN kdI nw FoeI pwE]” “nzm ijnHW 
dw nwm hY bwJON iPkw AsUl, auh A`lw dI drgwh ivc nwhIN njm kbUl” jy koeI qYnUM Awieky p`uCy ieh 
svwl,ikQoN hoieEN ds KW kd dw muslmwn[ AgoN aus nUM d`s qUM nwl zbwn hlIm, mYN hoieAw roz mIswk dw 
muslmwn kdIm”] To read more about the Hindus adoping Muslim ways read, “History of 
Muslim rule in India” by Ishwari Parshad.   
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and killed about 30,000 Sikh men women and children.37 On 
10 April that year, he ordered the holy Sikh Temple of 
Amritsar to be blown up with gunpowder. Despite these fatal 
reverses, the Sikhs gave Ahmed Shah a crushing defeat on 
October16, 1762 at Amritsar38 and he returned to Afghanistan 
without his Indian booty.39On July 7, 1799AD, the Sikhs 
captured Lahore and set up their own kingdom of Panjab under 
Ranjit Singh. No foreign invader dared attack India from the 
west after this. 
 
1.4 Phase 4 (British Rule) 
 
The western sea-faring powers were watching the deteriorating 
political situation in India. Under the pretext of carrying out 
trade, the British established The East India Company in 
1599AD, the Dutch, the Danes, and the French established 
their centers on the Indian coasts in 1602AD, 1616 AD and 
1664AD respectively. They interfered in local affairs and 
eventually clashed with one another, leaving only the British in 
the field. By the time, the Sikhs established their Empire in the 
Panjab; the British had virtually conquered the whole of India 
and were looking at Panjab with longing lingering looks. As 
soon as Ranjit Singh died (27 June, 1839AD), they struck and 
captured the Panjab as well. Panjab was annexed to the British 
Indian Empire on December 16, 1846AD. 
 
Soon the Indians started a war of independence under the 
Indian national congress.  The Panjabis were in the forefront of 

 
37  Our ancesters used to say, “AwrXwnw nwqu dws Bwv:” (Aryans will never submit. Today we 
say, “ puq jwey kvx gux, Avgux kvx mueyx ] jW bwpU kI BuieVI cMp jwie Avryx” (What use is the 
living son if his ancestral land is usurped by the outsider and why shed tears if such a son 
dies.) “How can a man die better than facing fearful odds, for the ashes his father, for the 
temples of his gods?” 
38 “Our greatest glory consists, in never falling, but in rising every time we fall,” Goldsmith. 
 
39 “A nation was created that blunted the edge of Abdali’s aggressive power,which even the 
Marhattas had failed to resist,” Indu Bhushan Bannerji 
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this war. In 1919AD, the British General Dyer opened fire on 
20,000 peaceful Panjabis holding a conference in Jallianwala 
Bagh (Amritsar), killing 381 people in cold blood, and 
wounding 1,200 others.40  This incensed the Panjabis further 
and made every Panjabi take a pledge to kick out the British 
lock, stock, and barrel from India. The British eventually left 
India on 15 August, 1947AD. As if Panjab still deserved to be 
punished for resisting the onslaught of foreign robbers, the 
British divided the Panjab into East and West Panjab 
(Pakistan) before departing. This resulted in an enormous 
destruction of property and millions of deaths. Later, to 
squeeze the Panjab further, the Indian Government once again 
divided the Panjab into Haryana and Panjab. The mutilated 
Panjab has now lost its greatness and glory. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
40 This figure of casualties is given in “Jallianwala Massacre” published by the Panjab 
University where names of the dead are listed in appendix C. The actual figure is said to be 
more than 381 killed. The firing continued for fifteen minutes. 1,650 rounds were fired. “I 
made up my mind that I will do all men to death if they were going to continue the meeting,” 
Said Brigadier General Dyer. 
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Chapter 2 
     

Origin and development of language 
 
All living creatures have consciousness. This consciousness 
impels the living organisms to communicate with members of 
their kind, their peer group, or their own children. This gives 
rise to language41. Human beings are the most developed form 
of life on earth and have a developed language, whereas the 
other creatures communicate only through gestures or other 
means unintelligible to humans. Human language is not one 
man’s job. It is a social tool and requires societal efforts to 
invent it and keep it alive. When the societies disappear, their 
languages are also lost or forgotten. It is for this reason that we 
do not have any records of the spoken languages of the pre-
Aryan people. A language has no final shape and is never 
complete but it does have a history and a geographical 
location. 
 
2.1 How languages are born 
 
An idea originates in our mind and we are mysteriously urged 
to share it with others. We do so by using words stringed 
together in a sentence. Words alone do not convey full 

 
41 ‘Human Language’ has been defined differently by different people. Some definitions are as 
follows: 1. Language is the vocal medium of human communication. 2. A Language is a 
sequence of words conveying a meaningful idea. 3. “A creative expression of a civilization” 
(Hegel), 4. “A creative evolution of consciousness.” (Karl Marx) 5. “It is a system of signs. By 
signs we understand all those symbols capable of serving as a means of communication 
between men.”(A Linguistic Introduction to History) 
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meaning and neither does a sentence, unless the words in the 
sentence are arranged in a particular sequence.42 Therefore, the 
meaningful sequential strings are called sentences, which 
become the basis of language.  
 
Language is a very powerful instrument of socialization. 
Although as a tool for communication, language is pre-eminent 
but there are other ways as well through which living creatures 
contrive to convey their feelings and intentions to one another. 
Anthropoids do so through oral exchanges, birds do so through 
courtship posturing and ants use their antennas. When human 
language proves inadequate to convey their inner concepts, 
humans too use gestures with hands, eyes, and lips or by 
creating some impressions on their forehead or face. At such 
times they use the methods (ijvyN n`k skoVnw, AMgUTw idKwauxw, 
mu`kw au`Grnw, m`Qy v`t pwauxw, A`K mwrnw Awidk) which humans 
may have used when the human language was not fully 
developed and humans also communicated by gestures like 
other animals. Our less fortunate deaf, dumb, and blind 
brothers have developed sign language and Braille etc for non-
verbal communication which may have been used by all 
humans at an earlier period of human history.  
 
The question of how and why ideas and concepts originate in 
the human mind has not been satisfactorily answered. 
Philologists start by assuming the existence of ideas and have 
advocated a number of theories about the origin of language. 
Some linguists think that at some time our ancestors (who were 

 
42 Socrates (469-399 BC) was of the opinion that thoughts and language are the two main and 
significant parts of expression. They are inter-dependant but expression is not dependant on 
either. Later, Plato (429-347BC) disagreed with this idea and maintained that thought and 
expression were also intimately related with each other. Combining the spoken and written 
language Plato used the word Gamma for it. 
 
Philologist Ferdinand de Sassure compared the language to a sheet of paper and said, 
“Thought is one side of the sheet and sound the reverse side. Just as it is impossible to take a 
pair of scissors and cut one side of the paper without at the same time cutting the other, so it is 
impossible in a language to isolate sound from thought, or thought from sound.” 
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not in any great number at that time), sat down together and 
agreed to name the objects and the sequence of words.43 This 
theory is not very convincing. If our ancestors could 
communicate with each other, then what was the necessity of 
coming together?  
 
Another group of people think that language was created by 
God.44 This does not answer the question of why God gave 
different languages to different people. Why even in one and 
the same society, rural and urban inhabitants or educated and 
uneducated people speak slightly different languages. 
P.D.Gune suggested that humans copied the sounds of natural 
events and animals and slowly and steadily began to organize 
them into meaningful sequences. For example, a crow caws, a 
cuckoo coos, an elephant trumpets, a cockerel crows and a cat 
mews. Some think that language just appeared automatically as 
leaves start growing on the trees. It may have started with the 
romance of a man and a woman. Some people think that 

 
43This view was expressed by Rousseau and vigorously supported by Alfredo Trombetti. If our 
ancestors consciously created a language through consensus, then all countries would have the 
same language but this is not so. Why is it that different countries attach different meanings to 
the same words? tMg in Panjabi is not the same as “tongue” in English. The word dyv means 
angel in India but   ‘demon’ in Iran. The word ‘Corn’ is used for food grains in England but the 
same word is used for ‘maize’ in America. Rousseau did not answer this. In our own times, 
Esperanto has been produced like this as a world language but we have not succeeded in 
making it current. Again, it has been found that if a human child is kept away from humans, he 
remains dumb. A human child in India (Raju found in jungles around 1950s near Lucknow) 
brought up by wild animals, was found to replicate wild sounds only, and ate only raw meat. 
  
44 “dyvIN vwcmjnpnq dyvw:qw:ivSvrUpw pSvo vcMq (Rig Veda 8-100-11)”  “BwSw dyiviqAW ny  sB 
lokW dy vrqx leI bxweI” . Some Hindu philosophers claim that Lord Brahma invented the 
Language and invented Brahmi script to write it. This theory does not answer why perfect God 
(or gods) did not give language to the dumb and the animal kingdom. Why all languages of the 
world are still imperfect and in-complete? German philosopher Max Mueller was of the 
opinion that humans have an innate ability to invent roots. This divine power invented 400-500 
roots and then stopped. Language developed from these roots. This idea is also not very 
convincing because Chinese language has no roots. “The theories that it is a gift of God or that 
it is the result of a deliberate convention arrived at by the members of the most primitive 
community, may be brushed aside at once. No linguist believes in them today.” Mr.P.D.Gune. 
“After much futile discussion, linguists have reached the conclusion that the data with which 
they are concerned, yield little or no evidence about the origin of human speech.”(An 
introduction to Linguistic science  by Edgar .S. Page 40) 
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humans have an inborn tendency to sing. These songs later 
developed into language.45 
 
None of these theories has so far convinced the philologists. 
Most modern day scholars think that languages develop as 
naturally as dewdrops settle on a flower. “Language was not 
deliberately framed by man; but sprang of necessity from his 
innermost nature.” (Jesperson–Language its Nature, 
development & origin). It is man’s own invention born out of 
psychological impulsion and that is why man keeps it under 
repairs all the time adding new vocabulary and discarding 
obsolete words. 
 
2.2 How languages develop 
 
Languages are living things and in the normal course of their 
growth and development, their words alter their meaning, or 
fall into disuse, to be replaced by other expressions. Such 
changes occur over centuries instead of years. Languages are 
also prone to wither and die.  
 
If we were to discover the language spoken by our distant 
ancestors, we will not be able to recognize or understand it. 
When Chaucer wrote Canterbury tales, he was telling us the 
stories narrated by a group of ordinary village people travelling 
to Canterbury and entertaining each other with village tales. 
Today we find it hard to understand Chaucer’s language in his 
writings. Shakespeare’s plays were staged for common 
ordinary people and in his time everybody understood them 
without any effort but today it is not so. The language, 
grammatical structures and the spellings used in these and 
other old books appear queer and outlandish. To demonstrate 
what happens to languages over a period of time. We give 

 
45 The most common theories are “Pooh Pooh theory”, “Ding Dong theory”, “Bow Bow 
theory”, and “Ya ho ho theory”. None of them is flawless. All that we can say about the origin 
of language is that it developed when men began to live in communities and experienced the 
need to indulge in exchange of ideas. 
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below a page from a story of the death of King Cynewulf 
written in 825 AD (Viking king Cynehead killing Cynewulf, 
king of England).  
 
 
Ond   þa ongeat    se   cyning   þæt, ond   he   on   þa    duru 
And   then realised   the    king   that, and he   into the   doorway 
 
eode, ond  þa  unheanlice hine   werede   oþ       he on þone 
Went, and then    nobly    himself defended until he of the 
 
Æþeling locude,     ond þa   ut   ræsde   on Hine ond    Hine 
Prince caught sight and then out rushed at   him and    him 
 
Miclum   gewundode; ond   hie   alle   on         þone cyning 
Severely   wounded;    and     they   all   against the          king 
 
Wærun feohtende oþ   þæt    hie   Hine ofslægenne hæfdon. 
Were       attacking      until (that)   they   him     slain    had 
 
Ond   þa     on      þæs     wifes    gebærum      onfundon    þæs 
And    then from   of the   woman   cries            discerned    of the 
 
Cyninges   þegnas þa   unstilnesse,   ond    þa     þider     urnon 
King’s       thanes    the disturbancxe   and    then   thither ran 
 
Swa-hwelc-swa   þonne     gearo   wearþ, ond    radost.   Ond 
Whosoever of them   ready    was,     and      quickest    and 
 
Hiere     se   æþeling   gehwelcum feoh    ond feorh gebead, 
Of him   the   prince       (to) each         money and   life offered 
 
Ond    hiera   nænig     hit geþicgean    nolde;     ac   hie   simle 
And of them none it accept would (not); but they continually 
 
Feohtende   wæran oþ    hie   alle lægon           butan      anum 
Fighting      were   until they all lay (dead) except (for)    one 
 
Bryttiscum gisle,      ond se    swiþe        gewundad     wæs. 
British        hostage,    and    he    severely   wounded         was 
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Changes keep occurring all the time in living languages and 
after a period of centuries languages change out of recognition 
but in most cases the roots of the words remain traceable. It is 
for this reason that philologists put languages into groups.  
 
2.3 Indo-European Languages 
 
All Indian languages belong to an Indo-European group of 
languages46 and have certain similarities with each other. It is 
believed that at one time in human history (not later than 2000 
BC) they were spoken by one and the same group of people 
which then multiplied and spread through different parts of the 
world. For example, look at the following table. 
 
 English French Sanskrit German Panjabi    
 Father        Pere Pitar Vater Peo/pay 
Mother Mere Maatar Mutter Maa 
Brother Frere Bharaatar Bruder Bhra 
Mouse Souvis Mooshika Maus Moosa47

 

Serpent Serpent Sarpah Schlange Supp 
Camphor Camphre Karpoora Kampfer Kapoor 
Sugar  Surce Sharkra Zucker Shakar 
Seven Sept Sapta Sieben satt 
New Nouveau Nava Neu Navan 
Two Deux Dvao Zwei Do 
Three Trois Traiya Drei Tinn/trai 
 

                                                 
46 This group is known to be the oldest of all groups of languages and since the ancient Indians 
first inhabited the area now known as Panjab, we can say that Panjabi is the oldest language of 
the world. The relationship of the Indian languages with the western languages was first 
established by Sir William Jones (1746-1796 AD). He proved that Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit 
were very close to each other. 
 
47 idns cVY iPir AwQvY rYix sbweI jwie, Awv GtY nru nw buJY iniq mUsw lwju tukwie ](pMnw 41) Gr kI 
iblweI Avr isKweI mUsw dyiK frweI ry (pMnw 381) 
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Over a period of time, changes in languages occur in the 
following areas. 
 

1. Shape of letters ( in written form)  
2. Meaning of words over a period of time 
3. Increase in vocabulary which keeps happening  all 

the time 
4. Patterns of sentence structures change with the 

influence of other languages. 
5. Changes in morphology, Grammar, Semantics, and 

Phonology  
  

Space does not permit us to discuss all these areas. We will 
demonstrate here how the changes occur in certain areas in the 
vocabulary of Panjabi language. 48 
  

1. Rural and urban variations: It has been found 
that because of better education and facilities the language 
spoken in the cities is sometimes slightly different from the 
variety of the same language used in the villages. For example 
in Panjabi language, there are two ‘L’ sounds. The word goLI 
(bullet) is commonly pronounced with a soft L as golI (maid) 
in cities of the Panjab. It is also common knowledge that 
villagers often mispronounce words and yet the wrong words 
are easily understood and become current. For example mqlb 
is pronounced as mqbl Adrk as ADkr, and most people refer 
to a Hospital as fwkKwnw [qIvIN is usually pronounced as qImIN 
and in some areas dYV is pronounced as DYV and AMimRqsr as 
AMbrsr, yet we all understand them. 

  

 
48 At present English has more words in its dictionary than any other language and is very fast 
absorbing  new words. Hindi has more than 1.5 Lakhs and Panjabi contains over one lakh 
words. 
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2. Geographical environment: Geographical and 
atmospheric conditions also affect languages. The British 
cannot pronounce the soft “t” (q) and the French cannot 
pronounce the hard T (t) [Panjabi children living in Britain 
find it difficult to pronounce sounds like B, D, F, and V. In 
their spoken Panjabi BYx is pronounced as pYx and F`kx as f`kx 
[In some areas of the Panjab v is changed to b and vice versa. 
ivhVw is pronounced as ibhVw and vMg as bMg. People from 
Pothohar(Pakistan) pronounce G as gH ,J as jH , and D as dH [ 

 

3. Social, political, and religious impacts: 
Political upheavals, religious movements, and economic 
changes bring in new words. AqMkvwd, Aiqvwd and KwVkU have 
recently become an inalienable part of Panjabi. Religious 
communities use different words for the same act and thus add 
synonyms to the languages. For example, Muslim rozw and 
Hindu vrq are synonyms and are frequently used and 
understood by all. 
 

Great changes of language sometimes occur due to great 
convulsions in history. After the partition of Panjab the sounds 
of zay, zoad, zoay, zal etc are all getting represented by j[ 
School children pronounce ‘z’ as jYf instead of zYf [The 
sounds of Urdu ‘ZYn, ^y and two dotted Qaaf are dying out. ^Yr 
is now KYr and Zlq is glq [Indian Panjabi is being 
Sanskritised and Pakistani Panjabi is being Persianised. In 
course of time, the two Panjabis will become two different 
languages. 
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4. Cultural Variations: Cultural changes49 accelerate 
linguistic changes. As agriculture is being replaced by modern 
methods of forming we are acquiring new vocabulary 
associated with it. Tractor, Battery, Engine, and Belt etc, have 
entered our vocabulary and are used as if they were always 
with us. On the other hand words like rOxI, v`qr, qMglI, hl, 
pMjwlI, itMf, hlt, slMG, qMglI, PLw, sY, CjlI, suDvweI etc will 
soon be obsolete. No Panjabi living in England would 
understand them when the first generation is gone. 
 
Some vulgar and pornographic words or statements are given 
some respectable form. For example, ‘Rape’ becomes mUMh kwlw 
krnw[ Words expressing humility do not mean what they stand 
for. For example dOlq^wnw, ZrIb ^wnw, dws etc. 
 
Living languages also keep themselves clean and prim. They 

 
49Each language carries the stamp of a culture. They are culturally conditioned and their 
cultural narcissism exerts enormous strain on sister languages to translate the linguistic niceties 
and nuances from one language into another. Some cultural concepts are not available in 
English. For example the English cannot differentiate between cwcI, BUAw, mwmI, qweI etc. In 
Panjabi and French cultural phrases like qusIN, Awp, AwpW etc are used to show relative degree of 
respect but the English find it irrelevant. There are no proper words for ‘Zulf’ (zulP), iB`t, 
hrIjn, su`c, sMDwrw, CUCkVw, drOjw, qIAW, etc in English. The English can culturally say, “My 
mother’s boy-friend’ but for the Panjabis it is a taboo and if somebody says, “qyrI mW dw Xwr” or 
even mildly “qyrI mW dw ^sm” he would be inviting trouble. It is not possible to translate the 
following simple sentences of Panjabi into English and understand the exact cultural 
background, ambience, and meanings. 

1. ss cMdrI kuMfw nw KolHy, koTy koTy Awjw vIrnw 
2. myry vIr nUM s`ukI KMf pweI nI s`sy qyrI mJ` mr jwey 
3. vIr p`t dw l`Cw ptvwrI Dùp iv`c BoNieM imxdw 
4. ie`Qy qW v`ifAW v`ifAW dw pSwb inkl jWdw 
5.          surKI hoTW dI loVH dMdwsVy dw, Kojy KqRI kql bwzwr iv`coN (vwrs Swh)  

Panjabi has no proper words for many English words like ‘Pavement’ ‘Radiation’, Radio 
(AkwS vwxI is not correct), Computer, Disc, Rail, Signal, Animal husbandry, Paki-bashing, 
Weekday etc. For Panjabis Falcon, Kestrel, and Hawk are the same and Hare and Rabbit are 
indistinguishable. Snow, sleet, and ice have only one word in Panjabi. “pMjwbI swihq nwloN 
pMjwbIAq inKyVI nhIN jw skdI [ iesy leI iksy cMgyrI pMjwbI rcnw dw iksy hor bolI iv`c TIk TIk 
aulQw nhIN ho skdw [“(swihq drSn ipRM: qyjw isMG pMnw 30)   
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keep discarding old and unnecessary words and modifying 
themselves according to the needs of the society. Ever since 
the Banks started in the Panjab, the commonly used word 
vWslI has gone out of use. Similarly bwrw (used by the cattle for 
drawing water from the well), hMs (worn round the neck), eItI 
(the stud used on the string plying the milk-churning wheel 
called mDwxI)50 are no longer used these days.  Similarly when 
the social customs and traditions die, the words associated with 
them also die. G`grw, G`grI, nkOVw, pMjyb (or pwzyb), sgly drOjw, 
CUCkVw, sMDwrw, ivcolw, qIAW, kMDolI, gVvI, b`Tl are already on 
their way out. As the civilization improves and people are 
getting more and more educated, new, and mild words are 
taking place of pornographic and rustic expressions. When 
languages stop growing and absorbing new words and phrases, 
they die. 
 

5. Foreign Languages: Foreign invasions have added 
many words of Persian, Urdu, and English to our language. 
Some of them have so overpowered our language that we 
hardly use the original Panjabi words for them. For example 
few will understand the word pwTSwlw in a Panjabi village but 
everybody will understand the word skUl [ 
 
Sometimes we borrow words from other languages but change 
their meanings. The word ‘glass’(glws) is an example. 
Whether our tumbler is made of glass, copper, tin, plastic, or 
some other metal we always call it glass. The word ‘copy’ 
means ‘to imitate’ but in Panjabi, it is commonly used for an 
exercise book. Indian languages borrowed the word vwitkw 
(garden) from Sanskrit. The Panjabis made it vwV (fence) or 
vwVw (enclave for cattle)51 and Bengalis use it for ‘house.’ 

 
50 iehu mnu eItI hwiQ krhu Puin nyqRau nId n AwvY ] (pMnw 728)  
51 The word vwVw is also used in Panjabi for a village. BweI kw vwVw and vwVw QMmx isMG are 
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Some words are borrowed from other languages and then used 
in a slightly altered form to give them a native colour. For 
example, vkq is an Urdu word which is commonly spoken in 
Panjabi as vKq52. English word Bottle has become “botal” 
(boql) [words from foreign languages are absorbed in two 
forms (1) original (qqsm) as coat, rail, ticket etc. and (2) in 
changed form (qdBv) as ‘Lantern’ has become lwltYx and 
Madam has become mym, Stamp becomes AStwm, Orderly 
becomes ArdlI [Interim has been changed into AMqRm 
[hspqwl, PtIg, tYm, sYkl, qOlIAw vwskt etc are other such 
words. 
 
 

6. Economy of effort: It is human nature to find an 
easy way to everything. In speech, we shorten many words 
which then become a part of our languages. For example ‘will 
not’ has become ‘won’t’, ‘cannot’ has become ‘can’t’, 
Aeroplane has become plane. In Panjabi mYN AwiKAw is 
shortened as miKAw [ mwqw shortened as mW, ipau as py, iGau as 
Gy, jwnvr as jnOr and bRwhmx as bwhmx [  ivvwh (iv + vwh 
special relationship) is shortened to ivAwh [ Sometimes 
shortened words and phrases become so ingrained in our 
psyche that we rarely ever try to understand their real 
meanings. For example, the women in Panjab lovingly address 
young children as dwdy mMgwauxw, a revilement which they 
consider mild vilification. Most of them do not know that it is 
a very vulgar and offensive invective. It means dwdy dy mUMh iv`c 
hgwauxw [  

 
 

villages in Faridkot district. 
 
52 vKqu suhwvw sdw qyrw AMimRq qyrI bwxI ] (pMnw 566) 
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‘Car,’ ‘tie,’ ‘mike,’ and ‘bike’ etc, are not real words. The real 
words are ‘Motor car,’ ‘Necktie,’ ‘Microphone’ and ‘Bicycle.’  
tUl (for stool) kyrW, tySn, pltn, nyPw, XU AYs ey,  XUky, XU AYs AYs 
Awr and U.N.O etc, are other such words shortened for ease. 
 
7.  Dyslexia: Sometimes we unconsciously change the 
position of letters and form a new word which then becomes 
equally current in our languages. For example, fYsk is 
pronounced as fYks and cwkU becomes kwcU. The word iqiQ is 
not used in Gurbani; instead, the Guru has used iQiq53 
everywhere because it was in common use.  
 
Sometimes we change letters unconsciously. This makes two 
words current in speech. For example kuhwVw and KuAwVw, 
Gumwrand kumHwr, KMB and PMg  
 
8.  Analogy: Sometimes, we tend to copy the formations 
from our own language and thus reject the old current words, 
introducing a new one instead. For example, the plural of 
‘Cow’ was ‘Kine’ but since all other animal words in plural 
form ended with ‘s’, the plural of ‘cow’ has also been changed 
to ‘cows.’ A similar tendency is found among Panjabi children 
when they say swFy do instead of FweI [fwktr is pronounced as 
fwkdwr, copying the pattern of nMbrdwr, zYldwr, cOkIdwr etc. 
 

9. Extension/ contraction of meanings: Sometimes the 
meanings of a word change after a prolonged use. Take for 
example the word qyl [At one time it meant ‘the oil of sesame 
seeds’ (iqlW dw rs). Now it is used for all kinds of oils. The 

 
53 iQiq vwru nw jogI jwxY ruiq mwhu nw koeI ] (pMnw 4) ] iQqI vwr syvih mugD gvwr ] (pMnw 843) 
Kabir has also used the word  iQqI instead of iqiQ [“pMdRh iQqMØØI swq vwr ] kih kbIr aurvwr n 
pwr” (pMnw 343) 
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word isAwhI literally means ‘black.’ We started using it for ink 
because at one time ink invariably used to be black. Now we 
use this word for all ink colours. The word k`lH was once used 
only for ‘tomorrow’ now it is used for ‘tomorrow’ as well as 
for ‘yesterday.’ The same applies to the word prsoN [nyqR 
actually means “He who walks in front,” (modern nyqw) but 
now it is used for an ‘eye.’ g`fI was once used for a cart but 
these days it is used for all vehicles. pu`qr once meant pwpW qoN 
Cutkwrw dvwaux vwlw(Who helps in swimming the disgustful poo 
stream)  
 
Sometimes meanings change after the passage of time. goSTI 
(cows’ stockade) has become (goStI) a ‘debate.’  At one time 
Asur meant angels and sur meant demons but now it is the 
opposite. It is like the English word “wicked” which means 
‘evil or sinful’ but these days schoolchildren use this word for 
something ‘excellent’. Kabir and the Sikh Gurus used the word 
hrIjn (hirjn)54 for pious people but these days it is used for 
the scheduled caste people. rwjw once meant a king but now the 
word is used for a barber. gosvwmI meant ‘the owner of cows’ 
but now it means a saint. muSk (a word borrowed from 
Arabic)55 meant ‘fragrance’ but now it means ‘foul smell 
(stench),’ rkq meant ‘red’ but these days it means ‘blood.’ muMnw 
or muMfw means ‘shaven’ but we use these words for a ‘boy.’ 
pwKMfI once meant a religious recluse but these days it means a 
malingerer or lay-about. pRoihq is used in the Vedas as “placed 
in front.” The word KIr56 once meant ‘milk’ now it means ‘rice 
pudding.’ The word ikrx is used in the Rig Veda to mean a 

 
54 hirjn pRBu ril eyko hoey jn pRBu eyk smwin jIau (pMnw 447) 
55 muSk AW ik ^ud bgoied nw ik A`qwr bgoied] 
56 KIr ADwir bwirku jb hoqw ibnu KIrY rhnu n jweI ( pMnw 1266) 
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“dust particle” 
 
 Sometimes the meanings get restricted. For example, the word 
imRg was once used for all animals, now it is restricted to 
‘deer’.  murg (borrowed from Persian) was used for all birds 
but, now we use it only for cockerels. dohqRI (milkmaid) has 
become ‘daughter’s daughter (dohqI). At one time we used to 
write on leaves (p`qr). When paper was invented we used this 
word for letter (p`qr). In English the word ‘paper’ 
immediately brings to mind ‘newspaper’ and p`qRI does not 
mean letter now- a- days but the almanac of a Brahman. 
Similarly ‘station, (place to stay) immediately brings to mind 
‘railway station.’ The word gRMQ at one time meant a ‘knot’ 
(gMTI, gTVI, gMF) but now we use it for a big book. At one time 
SrwD meant SrDw nwl kIqw jwx vwlw kMm but now it is used as 
‘food offered to a Brahman’. gMvwr was once a villager (gwauN + 
vwlw) but now it is used for a vulgar or bad-mannered person. 
Any body who can play a flute or rear hawks can be murlI 
mnohr or bwjW vwlw but we have restricted the use of these 
words for Krishna and Guru Gobind Singh.Some words have 
begun to be used in a sense in which they are not listed in any 
dictionary. For example, smoking is isgrt pIxw although pIxw 
means drinking and we do not drink a cigarette. 

 
10. Poetical compositions: poets sometimes slightly 
change the words to fit in with the rhyme. For example in the 
hymn cMigAweIAw buirAweIAw vwcY Drmu hdUir (pMnw 8) the word 
burweIAW has been changed to buirAweIAW to make it rhyme with 
cMigAweIAW. Sometimes new words are invented to give the text 
an emotive colouring. For example A`K becomes A`KVI [nwnk sy 
AKVIAw ibAMin ijnI ifsMdo mw iprI ] (pMnw 1100) and ieAwxIey 
becomes ieAwnVIey as in ieAwnVIey mwnVw kwie kryih ] (pMnw 
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722)  
Here are spome more such words:- 
 
pIr murIdW iprhVI gwvx prBwqI (B.gu vwr 27)] XwrVy dw swnUM 
sQr cMgw (dsm gRMQ)] Bhagat Dhanna writes, “ieh ibiD suin kY 
jwtro auiT BgqI lwgw ] (pMnw 488)  
colVw, sMdysVo, AwpnVy, bwlVI, is`KVw, im`TVw etc are common in 
Gurbani 57[ 

11. Morphology/ semantics: Sometimes the dictionary 
meanings of a word are not what it means in the context. For 
example when we say cwhtw Ckw id`qw, it has nothing to do with 
tea. Maharaja Ranjit Singh is called Syr-ey-pMjwb but he did not 
have a tail. In the sentence m`q smJo ik aus dI m`q itkwxy Aw 
jwvygI the first m`q and the second m`q have different meanings. 
When we read in Gurbani fubdy p`Qr qwry it does not mean that 
the stones were made to float. 
 

                                                 
57 This tendency is common among Panjabi poets. Panjabi poet Waris Shah has enriched 
Panjabi language with thousands of new words like slytI (isAwlW dI bytI), jtytI (j`tW dI bytI), 
JotVI, etc. Some critics even criticised Waris Shah for this innovation. For example (Aihmd 
Xwr) writes “vwrs Swh suKn dw vwrs iksy nw htikAw vilAw, pr imnrwhI c`kI vWgUM aus in`kw motw 
diLAw [ 
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Chapter 3 
  Origin of Panjabi language 
 
As discussed in the first chapter, Panjab has been trampled 
under the feet of various invaders from time immemorial. Even 
at the so-called peaceful times, the turbulence seldom ever 
subsided; it only changed its mode. Instead of facing the 
foreign invaders, the skirmishes would continue among the 
native rulers. The death and destruction caused as a 
consequence of continuous political upheavals and internecine 
rivalries has left very little clues to reconstruct the history of 
Panjabi language. We will try to reconstruct it as best we can. 
 
Aryan Marauders were village dwellers but doughty warriors. 
They invaded India in waves. Although most of them appear to 
have settled in the conquered land, there are indications that 
some of them always returned to their original countries or 
moved forwards and backwards as traders. Philologists agree 
that most of the present day world languages developed from 
the language spoken by the Aryans and spread throughout the 
world. The area where the Aryan languages first took root in 
India is considered by most historians to be the Panjab. 
 
3.1 Dravidian Languages 
  
There are indications that, prior to the coming of the Aryans; 
Panjab was inhabited by Austric, Tibeto-Chinese and 
Dravidian aboriginals who spoke Munda group of languages. 
The Tibet-Bhutan family in the North still retains some 
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features of the old Munda language.  Munda languages gave 
rise to the south Indian Dravidian Languages (Tamil Telegu, 
Kannar, Malayalam, Konkni, and Brahui58 etc) as the 
aboriginals were pushed southwards by the Aryans.  
 
The terracotta images and clay seals discovered in Harrappa 

indicate that the Harrappan Dravidians had a well-developed 
language and a writing system used by the common people. 
Unfortunately, these seals still defy proper translation but there 
is no doubt that many of the words of Vedic Language, and 
later Sanskrit language, are non-Aryan in origin, and may have 
been borrowed from the Dravidian languages. This fact is 
recognized by all scholars of Indo-European languages who 
identify a series of cerebral sounds in the Rig Veda which are 
found neither in Indo-European nor in Indo-Aryan languages 
of the post-RigVeda period. For example, t, T, f, F, x and V 
etc.are found only in Panjabi and it is for this reason that 
Principal Teja Singh says, “Rig Veda is considered to be the 
first Panjabi literary creation of the Aryans.” Principal Teja 
Singh may not be one hundred percent correct but it cannot be 
denied that the Vedic Language was either based on the 
Panjabi language then prevalent in the Panjab before the 
advent of the Aryans or was greatly influenced by it.   
 
 “The growth of a series of cerebral sounds in the Indo-Aryan 
speech is possibly to be traced to Dravidian impact: the 
cerebrals are characteristic sounds in Dravidian speech. The 

 
58 Some Dravidians are believed to have stayed back in the Panjab as slaves. Their descendants 
are still believed to be living in Baluchistan (Pakistan). They speak Brahui. There are four 
main Dravidian languages Telegu (spoken in Andhra Pradesh), Tamil (spoken in Madras and 
Ceylon), Kannar (spoken in Karnataka), and Malaylam (spoken in Kerala). Other small 
Dravidian languages are Gondi (spoken in Madhya Pradesh, Kui (spoken in Orrisa), Kurukh 
(spoken in Bihar), and Tulu (spoken around Mangalore on the western coast of India). 
 
Munda languages are spoken by about 5 million people scattered in Northern and central India. 
Most important language of this group is Santhali (spoken by about 3 million people in Bihar, 
Bengal, and Orrisa).This is the only Munda language which has a script. The other Munda 
languages are Mundri, Ho, Korku and Sora   
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Rig Veda, the oldest document of the Indo-Aryans thus, clearly 
shows non-Aryan influences in its language” (History of the 
Panjab. Panjabi university Patiala 1977 Vol. 1 page 13)59 
 
3.2 Dravidian influence in Panjabi 

The conqueror Aryans consciously or unconsciously picked up 
many common words and cerebral sounds from the local 
Dravidian languages. The words like Fok, F`kI (village),Folw, 
toBw( town)60 totx/ itMf (head), fOlw (shoulder), f`kry(parts), 
FU/FUueI (back) TuT (thumb), fg/fgr (foot/ journey), tMg (leg), 
tur (walk), f`P (drink), t`f (open), f`k (stop), it`kI/ it`kI vylw 
(sun/morning), F`gw/For (ox), tYr (mare), Fwrw (hut) and t`br 
tIhr are all Dravidian words which the Aryans absorbed from 
the then current Dravidian languages and then made them 
current in their day to day language.61 These words have been 
used in the western Panjabi for centuries and have now become 
an inalienable part of our present-day Panjabi language.  

In the Mohinjo Daro script, the picture of a ‘fish’ occurs again 
and again. In many Dravidian languages of India, the word for 
‘fish’ is Meen (mIn)62 which is also used in Panjabi. Another 

 
59 Anthropologists go a step further and state that the modes of dwelling, counting, food 
production, and many dress patterns of the Panjabis are derived from the Dravidians. 
 
60 Villages like Dhok Ilahi Bakhash, Dhok Mughlan Di, still exist in Pakistan. Dhok in Vedic 
language meant, “to come near.” The Panjabi words Fu`kxw and FukwE are from the same root. 
Villages like Tobha Tek Singh indicate that Tobha and Dhok were in common everyday use. 
Big villages were called “Tanda.” We still have “Tanda Urmur” in Hoshiarpur. Some of the 
names of their settlements were also based on their sub-castes For example, Fofw, FofI, FotIAW 
and fyrw etc. 
 
61 Some other still commonly used words are f`kxw (rokxw), iF`f (pyt), fyly (A`KW), fMgr (pSU), 
tUMb t`lw (gihxw), FWgw (bWs).FINgrI /FyklI etc.  Dravidian speakers were the latest occupants of 
India (Hindu civilization page 42).   
 
62 mInu pkir PWikE Aru kwitE rWiD kIE bhu bwnI (pMnw 658) ] mInu ibCohw nw shY jl ibnu mir pwhI  
(pMnw 1122) ] 
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picture that occurs in Mohinjo Daro writings equally 
frequently is a set of intersecting circles. The philologists read 
it to mean ‘ear rings’. The word for ‘ear rings’ in Dravidian 
languages is Muruk which in Panjabi is Murki (murkI). It 
appears that Panjabi does have some connection with 
Dravidian languages and is a very old language. This area 
needs further research. 

The uvular L was found in old Dravidian and Vedic 
languages. Although modern Sanskrit has lost it, Tamil, 
Telegu, Kannar, and Malayam languages still use it and so 
does Panjabi. The words pkOVw and vVy are found in both Tamil 
and Panjabi. 

It is on the basis of evidence like this that the Panjab 
University (in their Bulletin of September 1968 page 3-5) 
claimed that “Panjabi language is the descendant of Pre-Aryan 
and Proto-Dravidian languages.” and is thus the oldest 
language of India. 

 
3.3 Language of the Rig Veda 
 
The oldest source of language available to us is the Rig Veda63 
(2500BC- 3000BC) which was later supplemented by three 
other Vedas (Athrav Veda, Sam Veda and Yajur Veda), 
Brahmanas and the Puranas. The language of Rig Veda is in 
many ways similar to Avesta, the language of Iran in those 
days.64 It is on the basis of this similarity that some philologists 

 
63 Hymns of the Rig Veda are the literary form of a language spoken by the Panjabi people 
3000 -5000 years ago. Vedas (especially Rig Veda) were composed in the Panjab and are 
supposed to have existed in spoken form for years and years before they were committed to 
writing (between 1500 BC and 1100 AD).  
  
64  It is believed that a section of the Aryans must have settled in Iran. Their language Avesta is 
supposed to have influenced the western Panjabi, Pashto, Pamir, Persian, Pehalvi and Balochi. 
“  vYidk BwSw eIrwn qoN pMjwb q`k PYlI hoeI sI [ (“pMjwbI qy hor BwSwvW”BwSw ivBwg pMjwb pitAwlw 
pMnw 21)  
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claim Avesta to be a derivation of Vedic Language. We give 
here some similarities between the two languages: 
 
 
 
Vedic Avesta 
pu`qR  puQr 
ivSv ivSp 
Asurw Ahurw 
mkS mgs65

spq hpq 
qqvw qQvw 
vwSmI    vwsmI 
Sqm sqm 
Ais  Aih 
visST vihSq 
          
The names of rivers and some gods are the same in both 
languages. For example Indira, Vayu, Mitra (in Avesta Mithra) 
can be found in both. 
 
Both Rig Veda and Avesta  literatures name some of the then 
current languages of the Panjab, out of which Dravidian is one. 
Vedic language (which later began to be called Vedic Sanskrit) 
had 39 consonants and 13 vowels, three genders (male, female 
and neuter), three numbers (Singular, Double, and Plural), and 
five tenses. The sentence structure was similar to the present 
day Panjabi. At one time, the language of the Rig Veda was the 
spoken language of the Panjab but66soon its literary form was 

 
 
65 In Persian too this word means a ‘bee.’ Urdu borrowed this word from Persian. “mgs ko bwZ 
myN Awny dIjo ik nwhk ^Un pRvwny kw hogw”[ 
 
66 “In the first place is to be mentioned the Vedic dialect which was spoken in the Panjab and 
in Kabulstan in 1500 BC (Introduction to philology by Mr. Olenbeck). At the time of the later 
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forbidden to the ordinary people and especially to the 
Dravidians.67 They were not permitted to learn or to hear the 
Vedas. The Brahmans began to call it Sanskrit (Refined, 
perfected or elaborated language).68 The language of the 
ordinary people was named by them as Paishachi (hateful or 
vulgar). 
 
Dr. Suniti Kumar Chatterji writes, “Sanskrit was not exactly 
the home language of any part of the country, only in the 
centuries BC the dialects of the Panjab and the midland 
appear to have given to Sanskrit its basic form.” 
 
“lyikn Xy iemkwn zrUr idlcsp hY ik pMjwbI zubwn mswln 
AwrIAweI nhIN, blik ies kI Asws vuh zubwn hY jo AwrIauN kI 
Awmd sy kbl ien ielwkoN myN bolI jwqI QI ” (‘pMjwbI Adb’ iedwrw 
-ey-mqbUAwq pwiksqwn krwcI pMnw 7-8) 
 
Translation:- “It is an interesting possibility that the  Panjabi 

 
Vedas (1000BC- 200BC) the Vedic language began to be called CWds” (poetic) which got 
corrupted to Sanskrit. It was different from the language spoken by ordinary people. Sanskrit 
(CWds) was spoken only by the elite and the nobility. “sMsikRq muF qoN pMjwb ivc` bolI geI” 
(“pMjwbI qy hor BwSwvW” BwSw ivBwg pitAwlw pMnw 17)  
 
67 The language was called dyv BwSw (Language of the gods or of the religious people) and the 
Vedas began to be called sacred religious literature and were forbidden for the Dravidians.  
“The Vaisya and the Sudra are not allowed to hear it, much less to pronounce and recite it. 
They do not allow the Veda to be committed to writing.” (Alberuni Kitab-ul-Hind V.1 page 
125-127) Also see Washisht Samhita Chapter 18 and Prashar Samhita Chapter 2. 
 
A section of Hindus believes that Rig Veda was created by Brahma.  We find stories in the 
Hindu scriptures that the non-Aryans stole the Vedas to smother Brahma’s pride and humiliate 
him. References can be found about this event in the Gurbani. For example bRhmy idqy byd pUjw 

lwieAw (pMnw 1279), bRhmY grbu kIAw nhI jwinAw [byd kI ibpiq pVI pCuqwinAw (pMnw 224). 
“bRhmY vyd vIcwr AwK suxwieAw” (BweI gurdws) 
 
68 According to ‘Mahan Kosh’ Sanskrit means “ivAwkrx dI rIq Anuswr suDwrI hoeI bolI” The 
ivAwkrx of Vedic Sanskrit was prepared by Panini in the 5th/6th century AD. Later kwqXwien 
improved upon it. After him, Patanjali established entirely new rules of grammar and 
condemned the first two grammarians.  
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language is not Aryan in its content but its source lies in the 
language which was spoken in these areas before the advent of 
Aryans”(Panjabi Literature. Publication Bureau Pakistan 
Karachi P.7-8) 
 
“AwrIEN kI iebqdweI zubwn (jo dysI bolIEN ky myl sy bnIN QI) sy 
vydk zubwn AOr sMsikRq pYdw hUeIN “(aurdU Adb kI qwrIK by Azim-
ul-Haq Junaidi page 14) 
 
3.4 Impact of the Vedas on Panjabi 
 
Although our present Panjabi has reduced the number of 
consonants to 35 (from Vedic 39), the vowels to 13, the 
genders and numbers to two and the tenses to three, there are 
thousands of words and phrases in the Rig Veda which Panjabi 
has faithfully retained for the last 5000 years and the Panjabi 
people use them even now.69 Here are some examples:   
 
(Etymons )qqsm (Original words) 
 
Rig Veda  Panjabi       Rig Veda  
 Panjabi 
 
smudrw Rv vii,95,2 smMudr     fMfw RV viii 47,11  dMf/fMn 
jwLw RV x,1.30 jwL     dwqrwRVviii78,10   dwq/dwqI 
Xu`DwRV x,54,2  Xu`D     XoDwRV I,143,5       XoDw 
XvwRV i,117,21          jON     muStIRV 18,2 mu`TI 
DxIAwRV 13,4             DxI     kSIrw RVi,109,31  KIr 
dDI RV viii,2,9           dhI        aulUKlw RVi,28 auKLI 
kSyqrw   Kyq/Kyqr    ic`qm  ic`q 
hsqI   hwQI      pkSI  pMCI 

                                                 
69 “BwrqIX vW|mX” published by Sahitya Sadan, Chirganv Jhansi lists 500 Panjabi words of 
everyday use which have their root in Vedic Sanskrit. 
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Words like mn (RV manah), SrwD, iBkSw, AwXU, Dn, AMimRq, 
dIkSw, gRwm , mMqr, vsqr, and vrx all occur in the Rig Veda 
time and again with a (kMnw) at the end of each word. icr, iq`qr, 
qwrw,qwp, pr, ipq`l, ip`pl, bhukr, vwt and several other such 
words are the same in Panjabi and old Sanskrit. qRY (meaning 
three in Pothohari Panjabi dialect) munI, icMqw, FUMF,pRwhuxw, qkVI, 
BUmI ,jwnI, A`Cxw, g`Cxw and bwl etc appear in the Rig Veda as 
they are. The uvular L (as in boLw=deaf) is found only in the 
Rig Veda (AgnImILY pRoihqMg) although its frequency is not the 
same as that of other sounds. Surprisingly, it is very common 
in Panjabi words like kwLw, swLw, kmLw and rOLw etc.  
  
Nothing is nearer to human knowledge than the names of the 
parts of the body or the names of the near relatives. The 
similarity between the Vedic language and Panjabi in this area 
is remarkable. It cannot be coincidental. Here are some 
examples. 
(Etymons) qqsm (original words) 
 
Vedic Panjabi Vedic Panjabi 

Krpr KopVI muK mUMh 
ijhvw jIB krn kMn 

hsq h`Q kyS kys 

SIS isr nXx nYx 

nwiskw nws EST hoNT 

dMq dMd AMguil auNglI 

AMguSt AMgUTw ipRST ip`T 

grB grB jUt jUVw 

mwq mW AMbw AMmW 
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ipqw ipE SS s`s 

BRwqw Brw BignI BYx 

mwm mwmw vDUtI vhutI 

ssr shurw SXwlI swLI 

dyvr idaur jXyST jyT 

 

(Paronyms) qdBv (words in slightly changed form) 

Rig Veda Panjabi
  

Rig Veda Panjabi 

goSTw 
(RVi.191,
4) 

gohw KwLw(RV x,48,7) KilAwn 

KSyqrw Kyq tkSwn(RVix 112,1)   qrKwx 
vxIk(RVi
,122,11) 

vxj/ bwxIAw kSurw(RViii,5,16) Curw 

fuxfubI(R
Vi 28,5) 

FolkI   duAwr  bwr(dr) 

igRn iGMn lvxM lUx 
 

The language of the Vedas was synthetic in which the subject 
and verb joined together to form one meaningful word. Panjabi 
language spoken in the western Panjab (now Pakistan) retained 
this character right up to the present day. Words like AwiKaus 
(aus ny AwiKAw), mwiraus (aus ny mwirAw), mryswaUN (mYN qYynUM mwrWgw), 
are very common in the speech of the people speaking western 
Panjabi. Even in Gurbani we find this tendency at many places. 
For example jW suDosu qW lhxw itikEnu (pMnw 967) (When he 
had purified him, then he selected Lehna). 
 
Some words of the Rig Veda are found only in Panjabi and no 
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other language of the world. For example vihMgI, pRwhuxw, jW\IN, 
g`Cxw, q`kVI (vyd qrkkVI), gRW, BUmI, jwnI etc.Many Panjabi 
words have the same root as in the Vedas for example A`Cxw, 
lMGxw, qurnw, pRwhuxw, and cMgw etc. 
 
The formation of re-duplicated compound words like mu`ko-mukI, 
gwLogwLI, gu`qmg`uqI, h`Qoh`QI, DkmD`kI, s`cos`c, GroGrI, idnoidn 70 
etc. is another feature of the Vedic language which Panjabi has 
retained faithfully.  
 
In Panjabi, we use such verb forms as mr qoN mirAw, sV qoN 
siVAw etc. but then some times we use a slightly different form 
of the same verb. For example, we might say kirAw but most 
often instead of kr qoN kirAw we say kIqw. Similarly, we do not 
follow the same pattern of verb formation when we talk of 
jwxw. We do not say auh jwieAw but we always say auh igAw 
[The reason is that Panjabi still retains the roots of Vedic 
language and the rules of their inflexions. The root of kIqw in 
Vedic language is ikRq and the root of igAw is gqh [ 
 
The many similarities between the Vedic language and modern 
Panjabi only prove that the Language of the Vedas was the 
oldest form of Panjabi. Rahul Sankartine says, “Panjabi is very 
close to Vedic Language”.71The conclusion of Rahul 
Sankartine is supported by Wishwa Nath Tiwari, Mr.Babu 
Ram Saxena, and Suniti Kumar Chatterji who consider Panjabi 

 
70  We also find this property of our language at many places in Gurbani. For example hQo hiQ 
ncweIAY vxjwirAw imqRw ijau jsudw Gir kwnu (pMnw 75), iqQY sIqo sIqw mihmw mwih  (pMnw 8) 
 
71 sMsikRq `̀`̀`̀`̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ `̀ ````nwl ies vyly ijnw nyVy dw sbMD pMjwbI dw hY ,aunw sMswr dI iksy hor BwSw dw nhIN [ sMsikRq 
Aqy pRwikRq dI kuMjI pMjwbI hY [“pMjwbI qy hor BwSwvW” BwSw ivBwg pitAwlw pMnw 139 
 
“ pMjwbI vwsqv iv`c sMsikRq hI hY, ijhVI kwl dI c`kI iv`c ips ky, qy ivkws dy c`kr ivcoN lMG ky, 
bIsvIN sdI ivc auT KVI hoei hY [        (Joshua Fazal Din Spokeman October 12 , 1959) 
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to be the oldest language of the world. They believe that in the 
Vedic period the spoken language of the Panjabi people was 
different from the language of the Rig Veda and that it is this 
language of the ordinary people which passing through 
successive stages has reached us. By 1000 BC, it was fully 
established in and around the Panjab. 
 
3.5 Impact of religion on language 
  
Languages are like rivers. They keep flowing and carrying 
with them all that comes their way. Like the stones in the 
riverbed, the words in a language lose their angularities and 
become simpler over time. When a language is used in writing, 
the written form becomes static and defies changes. Words and 
phrases become as water stored in an artificial lake cut off 
from the flow of the water stream.    
 
As time passed, the language of the common people began to 
be different from that of the Vedic Language. The Vedic 
language and the Vedic literature written in it, began to assume 
religious significance and by the 5th and 6th centuries BC, the 
devotees considered every word of the Vedas as sacred and no 
variety in speech or writing was tolerated. Everybody was 
supposed to remain closer to the Vedic language. Lower 
castes72 were prohibited from reading the sacred literature. 
Their ears were filled with molten lead if they even heard it 

 
72 The word caste is not used in the Rig Veda. It came into use later. The defeated aboriginals, 
who had created the Mohinjo Daro and Harrappa civilization, were looked down upon by the 
Aryans as an inferior breed or slaves. We find copious references about this in the Hindu 
scriptures. For example, see Manu Simirti shalokas 239 to 242, Parashar Samhita Chapter 2 
and Washisht Samhita chapter 18. 
 
“The Brahmans teach the Vedas to the Kshatryas. The latter learn but are not allowed to teach 
it, not even to a Brahman. The Vaisya and Sudra are not allowed to hear it, much less to 
pronounce and recite it….They do not allow the Veda to be committed to writing.” There are 
some pages which according to Alberuni were forbidden “to be recited within a dwelling 
because they cause abortion in women and cattle”(Kitab-ul-Hind by Alberuni  Vol. 1 pages 
125,127) 
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read. In order to ensure compliance, Panini wrote 
Ashtadhyaee73, which codified the rules and grammar of the 
language. The language based on this grammar was called 
Sanskrit (purified or polished). This language was not as 
lyrical and sweet as the Vedic language but it continued (at 
least in writing) up to 400 AD. This was used by Bhash, Kali 
Das, and Harsh Wardhan for their writings. 
 
3.6 Prakrit                                                        
 
The restricted language did not remain the language of the 
common people74. Between 200 BC and 600 BC, a new 
language came into force which was simpler and better 
understood. This was called Prakrit (pra=before and 
Krit=created, meaning ‘original’ natural’ or ‘common’ 
language of the people).75 Prakrits developed in many forms 
and in many areas and understandably, they were different 
from each other. The most commonly used Prakrits were 
Pali,76 Maharashstri, and Maghdhi. Pali (meaning fostered or 
adopted) was used by Gautma Buddha (563BC-483 BC)77, 
Mahavira (599BC-527BC) and their followers to preach 

 
73 pwinxI ny Sbd nUM gurU mMinAw hY[ auh ilKdw hY ik Sbd ibnW igAwn nhIN ho skdw [ 
 
74 “The first grammar of a language sounds its death knell” Dr. Sweet “jb jb BwSw ivkisq hoqI 
jwqI hY qb qb swihqX kI Er bol cwl kI BwSw myN Byd bVHqw jwqw hY” (hMs rwj Agrvwl sMsikRq BwSw 
AOr swihqX kw ieiqhws) 
 
75 The word Prakrit literally means ‘simple’or ‘natural.’ The famous grammarian Waruchi 
wrote its grammar (Prakirt Parkash) and identified four Prakrits: Maharashtri, Maghadhi, 
Paishachi, and Shaursheni. Some Indian philologists think that Panjabi, Rajasthani, and Gujrati   
developed from Shaursheni.    
 
76 In Jain and Buddhist literature the word p`lI means village. Some scholars believe that ‘Pali’ 
language developed from the language of the village people and was for this reason called Pali. 
Buddhists and Jains hated the Brahmans and therefore ignored Sanskrit and preached their 
religion to the village folk in the language that people understood. Most of Ashoka’s 
inscriptions of the 3rd Century are written in Pali. ‘Pali’ developed in the present state of Bihar. 
  
77 There is a difference of opinion among the historians about Lord Buddha’s date of birth. 
Some historians accept 623-544 BC. 
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Buddhism and Jainism to the average person. The elitist 
Brahmans called it “village language” or the “language of the 
cowherds.”78 Very soon, Pali spread throughout the length and 
breadth of India and numerous religious books were written in 
it by the third century BC. King Ashoka used it as the official 
language of India and etched his edicts on stones in this 
language. The Bodhi preachers even spread their message 
through Pali to the other countries like China, Vietnam, Laos, 
Cambodia, and Japan etc. The oldest book in this language is 
Gatha.79 Another well-known book of Pali is called Jatak. It is 
a famous Buddhist scripture containing 547 stories about the 
life of Lord Buddha. Dhampadam80 written in Pali contains the 
philosophy of Buddhism. The King of Sialkot accepted 
Buddhism and a centre for teaching and preaching Buddhism 
was set up at Taxila through which Pali language influenced 
the Panjabi of those days. A slightly different Prakrit known as 
Kakei was spoken in the western part of Panjab and the 
adjoining parts of Afghanistan in those days. 
 
3.7 Apbhransh 
 
As time passed, Pali became more and more literary. Religious 
texts became farther removed from the common people. 
Waruchi wrote a grammar of the Pali language. The written 
language is like an unfertile or barren woman who cannot 
produce any children. Pali began to lose its grip on the 

 
78 In his “Tantarwartik,” Kamaralbhat calls ‘Pali’ a vulgar and ‘distorted’ language. To find 
how Sanskrit changed into Pali and later into Apbhransh read “swmwnX BwSw ivigAwn” by Babu 
Ram Saxena Published by Hindi Sahitya Sadan Paryag. Also read “ihMdI BwSw kw audgm AOr 
ivkws” by U.N.Tiwari published by Bharti Bhandar Paryag.  
 
79 Gatha was also the name of a Prakrit. It was a mixture of Sanskrit and Prakrit. Guru Arjan 
Dev tells us gwQw gUV ApwrM smJxM ibrlw jnh (pMnw 1360). We can find some Gatha in the 
Guru Granth Sahib. Its Panjabiised form was Sehskriti in which Guru Arjan Dev has written 
some Shalokas. 
 
80 This Bodhi Granth was discovered in 1862 by a French Scholar in Chinese Turkestan. 
Philologists put the date of its composition as 200 BC 
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common people and developed differences with the spoken 
language. By 500 AD, the Prakrits gave rise to Apbhransh. 
Apbhransh literally means hateful, polluted, or discarded.81 
The educated people called it so because it was considered a 
vulgar language spoken only by uneducated villagers and 
cowherds. Western Apbhransh gave rise to Shaursheni, Kakei, 
and Paishachi (pSU + A`c= language of raw meat 
eaters)82Apbhranshes.  Shaursheni was spoken from Mathura 
to the west of India, right up to the borders of the Panjab and 
gave rise to the Poadhi and Malvaee varieties of Panjabi. 
Paishachi and Kakei spoken in the west of Panjab gave rise to 
Western Panjabi known as Lehandi and Pothohari. The 
mixture of both these forms of Panjabi, spoken in the districts 
of Lahore, Sialkot, Amritsar, and Gurdaspur came to be known 
as standard central Panjabi belt (known as Majhi). Thus, we 
see that Paishachi Apbhransh was midway between Prakrit 
and modern Panjabi. 
 
Here are some examples of Apbhranshes 
 

1. ijm loiex ivil`jie pwixeyih iqm GxI lie ic`q 
smrs jweI q`Kxy jie puxu qy sm ix`q ] 

     kxpw (840 eI)    

 
81 “AwBIrwid igrX kwvXy ABrMS ieiq snrqw” (“ kwvXdrS” pMnw 136 dMfI SwSqRI ) ABIr Awidk 
bolIAW nUM kivqw ivc ABRMS ikhw igAw hY [ 
82 Dr. Sham Sunder Dass states that Paishachi was much older. It may have been the language 
of the late comer Aryans who were meat eaters, as compared to the already settled Aryans. 
(ipC+ A`C =ip`CoN Awey or ip`Cw iK`cU). This language was also derogatively called “BUq BwSw =The 
Language of the zombies” or “spoilt language”. In the sixth century literature the words used 
for this language are gRwmIx, dysI, AvhMs, AvhT (AKV lokW dI bolI). “ipSwcw rwKSSw pRyqw 
mlyCjwqX, pRnSt gXwnw ivigAwnw svCMdw cwrcyStqw” (mhW Bwrq SWqIpRb 186/18-19). Paishachi 
was spoken in the North western parts of India. It was heavily influenced by Iranian and Dard 
languages and was instrumental in the creation of Panjabi, Sindhi, and Kashmiri.  Kali Dass’s 
“Vikramurvashi” and ‘Vad Kaha’ of Gunade are great books written in Paishachi Apbhransh. 
Some people think Paishachi and Kakei were one and the same language. The famous historian 
Alberuni writes on page 14 of his book (Kitab-ul-Hind) “one Language of India is very simple. 
The villagers use it with ease in daily life.” He may have referred to Paishachi.  In his book 
“Prakrit Sarvasav” Markanday listed three forms of Paishachi 1.Kakei 2. Panchal, and 3. 
Shaurseni. Mr. Hanley thinks that Paishachi was the language of the Dravidians but Professor 
Dhirender Verma and George Grierson consider it an Aryan language.  
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       2         lijv pMiDAw jwie rhauN, ihAwE n Drxau jwie] 
      gwh pid jsu iek ipX, kr lvYx mnwie] 
                 (Adhmwx 1000 eI) 
Apbhranshes were at that time comparatively simpler 
languages. Prakrits retained many characteristics of Sanskrit, 
but the Apbhranshes abandoned them. For example, the 
Prakrits still used the Sanskrit kS, rI and lRI whereas the 
Apbhranshes did not. 
In Apbhransh the words could also be started with x, |, and \ 
sounds. We find this property of Apbhransh in Guru Granth 
Sahib in the following lines: 
 
xwm ivhUxy AwdmI klr kMD igrMiq ] (pMnw 934) 
VwiV krq swkq gwvwrw (pMnw 260) ] 
i|Awnu gvwieAw dUjw BwieAw grib gly ibKu KwieAw ] (pMnw 930) 
 

3.8 Modern Panjabi 
 
The Apbhranshes gave birth to our present-day languages 
sometime around 800AD to 1000 AD.  A committee set up by 
Panjab University in 1932 had stated that Panjabi was the 
oldest language of India.83 The famous philologist Mr. 
F.E.Keay fully agrees with this. The following table will 
clarify the relationship of Panjabi with Sanskrit and Prakrits 
and we can see how the words have been simplified in Panjabi. 
 
Sanskrit Prakrit   Panjabi 
AgnI A`gI A`g 
dS ds ds 

                                                 
83 pMjwbI bolI AwpxI bu`kl iv`c aunHW swry AwrIAw bolIAW dy BwKweI rUpW qy AMSW nUM sMBwl ky bYTI hY ijnHW 
iv`c vtdI, FldI qy A`gy vDdI clI AweI hY. ies leI vydk sMsikRq ,pwlI, pRwikrqW Aqy ApBRMSW dy bcy 
Kucy AMS pMjwbI bolI iv`coN sihjy hI pRwpq huMdy hn.” (pMjwbI bolI dw inkws qy ivkws- fw: pRym pRkwS 
isMG.PMnw 204) 
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AkiS A`KI A`K 
locn  loAwx  loiex 
hsq h`Q h`Q 
iSlipn/ Sukiq ispI is`pI,is`p 
spq s`qw s`q 
lvxM  lUxI lUx 

BgnI Biex BYx 
ArD  A`D A`D 
aUrx auMn auMn 
krpUr  kpUr kpUr 
krx kMn kMn 
srp  s`p s`p 
ASt AT AT 
muSit muiT mu`T 
sSit siT s`T 
AkSr AKr A`Kr 
kSIr KIr  KIr 
mkiSkw    miKkw m`KI 
mqsr m`Cr m`Cr 
vqs v`C          v`Cw 
dwXwj dwXj dwj 
mMc m`c mMjw 
kyS kys kys 
aupwiDAwey  pwDw 
EST   hoNT 
 
        
    
Sanskrit Pali Panjabi 
ArD  A`D A`D 
aUrx aun` aun` 
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krpUr  kpUr kpUr 
krx kMn kMn 
crmn cMm cMm 
krmkwr kmwr kumHwr 
krpws  kpws kpwh 
AKSr A`Kr A`Kr 
iqkS iqK iq`Kw 
mkiSkw  miKkw mKI 
SuSk suK su`kw 
inSkRmx inK`mx  inkMmw 
mqsr  mC m`Cr 
kSuirkw  Cuirkw  CurI 
dwXwj dwXj dwj 
Xid jeI jy 
mXw meIN mYN 
Gt GV GVw 
kUp kUv KUh 
kurkut kukt kukV 
ckr c`k c`k,c`kw, 

c`kI 
   
3.9 Dialects of Panjabi  
 
Like other living languages, Panjabi also has a number of 
dialects. At one time, there used to be a saying in the Panjab 
that “Language changes every 12 miles.” Slightly different, but 
easily recognizable forms of Panjabi, are spoken around the 
extremities of the Panjab. Space does not permit us to discuss 
this issue at length but we give below a sample of the language 
spoken in the northern region of the Panjab. We can see how 
close it is to the central Panjabi. 
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1. A`j dI rwqIN rhu myry imqrw A`j dI rwqIN rhu ho ] 
shurw vI Gr nhIN ssVI vI Gr nhIN, klI jO lgdw hY BO ho ] 
qyl vI idnIAW swbx vI idnIAW TMFIAW bOVIAW nHwE ho ] 
cOl vI idnIAW dwl vI idnIAW qVky jo idnIAW iGau ho ] 
mMjw vI idnIAW KINDw vI idnIAW qUM TMiFAW bwgW ivc sON ho ]  

(Sung near Kullu) 
 
2. pYsw nw mMgdI, Dylw nw mMgdI, mMgdI nw fyF hzwr ] 
      grmI ny BMn suitAw swnUM lY cl TMFVy phwV ]     
          (Sung near Simla)  
 
3.  mYkI vI leI cl k`c ho mYNfy bWky idAw cwcUAw ] 
    AwaUN glweI id`qw s`c ho mYNfy bWky idAw cwcUAw]          
      (Sung near Kangra) 
 
 Majhi, Malvai, Doabi, Poadhi, Pahari, Lehandi (Pothohari, 
Dhanni, and Multani), Kangari, and Dogri are known as 
dialects of Panjabi. The differences are negligible. For 
example, iks qrHW is abbreviated as follows:- 
  
Majhi    Doabi   Malvai 
ik`qrW    ik`dW   ikvyN/ikmyN 
EqrHW    EdW   EvyN/EmyN 
 
3.10 Nomenclature 
 
(a)  Panjab                                                                        

 
When the Aryans arrived in India, there were seven rivers 
(Saptsindhavah) in the Panjab (Sutlej, Beas, Ravi, Chenab, 
Jehlum, Sindh, and Srasvati)84 so they called it Sapt Sindhu 

 
84 The seventh river of Panjab is accepted by some old manuscripts and present-day historians 
as the river Kubha (Kabul) but in one hymn of Rig Veda (RV vii 36.6), River Sindh is called 
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(Seven rivers). This name is written in the Rig Veda but the 
Aryans soon changed it to “Arya Vrat” when they spread over 
Iran and Afghanistan as well. When some Aryans moved 
eastward crossing the Sarasvati, they called their new country 
Braham Vrat.85 They called the Panjabis “waheek” (tillers of 
land). In the 40th Chapter of Mahabharat (Karan Parb), the 
Panjabis are derogatively called “irreligious” or “garbage of 
the earth.” When the Pandu’s began to live here, they changed 
its name to “Madar Desh.”86  
 
We have seen that the boundaries of Panjab have been 
changing since time immemorial. Sometimes it was ruled from 
Delhi/Agra and sometimes from Kabul or Iran. Different tribes 
like Dravids, Scythians, Huns, Aheers, Gujars, Gakhars, 
Greeks, Jats, Iranians, Parthians, Kakeis and Tak people all 
made Panjab their home. Wherever they ruled or set up their 
colonies, the area came to be known after their name. At one 
time East Panjab was ruled by Tak people and Panjab was 
called “Tak Desh.” Their capital was Takshashila (present 
Taxila). The Chinese Traveller Hiuen Tsang visited India in 
641 AD. He calls Panjab “Tak”87  
 

 
Naditama (mother of rivers), and Sarasvati is counted as the seventh river of the Panjab. The 
Rig Veda also tells us that Sarasvati itself had seven sisters as rivulets (RV 61.10). Mr. Rapson 
in his book “Ancient India” lists the names of 25 rivers mentioned in the Rig Veda. 
 
85 Manusmirti (II 17-18) gives this name to the territory between Sarasvati and Drsadvati 
(modern Ghagar River). Kurukshetra was its capital. Mahabharat (III 83.204) regards 
Kurukshetra as heaven. The puranas say that Kurukshetra is the biggest tirath (Place of 
pilgrimage), the source of Sadachar (excellent conduct). 
 
86 King Pandu’s wife Madri was the sister of King Shalya who ruled from Shalya Kot (present 
Sialkot). In his book Ashtadhyaee, Panini used the name Madardesha for the Panjab. We also 
find Madardesha mentioned in the Mahabharat with the names of Jartika (jats), Arrata and 
Madra tribes living in the Panjab. In Bachittar Natak it is mentioned in this sentence “ mdr dyS 
hm ko ly Awey ]” 
 
87 Sulaiman Masudi (851-915AD) has used this name in his writings. Hiuen Tsang tells us that 
the area between River Beas and River Sindh was called TAK. Their language was Takki and 
their script was called Takri. The famous scholar Panini was a resident of Tak. 
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From 711-12 AD, the Muslims88 began attacking the Panjab in 
quick succession and they called it “Haft Hind” (seven rivers). 
When the Sindh river became a part of Kabul administration 
and the Sarasvati dried up, people began to call it “Panch 
Nad”(Five rivers).89 The Muslims translated “Panch Nad” into 
their own language and it became “Panjab.”90 In Persian ‘Panj’ 
means five and ‘Aab’ means water. This happened sometime 
in the 13th Century. 
 
The name “Panjab” was used for the first time by Amir Khusro 
in 1285 AD. He wrote a dirge at the death of King Balban’s 
son Muhammad. He wrote, “pMjwib dIgr dr mulqW Awmd 
pdId.”91 
 
There are two Panjabs now, one in Pakistan and another in 
India and neither of them have five rivers. 
 
“pMjwb Bwrq dI purwqn siBAqw,BwSw,  il`pI qy aus dy swihq nUM 
Awpxy AMdr lukweI bYTw hY [ ies dI sMsikRqI qy BwSw sMsikRq 
AwirAweI siBAqw qoN vI purwxI hY [(pMjwbI swihq dw Awlocnwqimk 
ieiqhws  jIq isMG sIql pMnw 9) 
 
(b) Panjabi Language 
 

 
88 Muhamad Bin Qasim attacked India through the Panjab. This brought in Muslim 
missionaries who began to preach Islam in India. Their centre was Multan. In 986 AD 
Sabukatgeen plundered the Panjab. Between 1000 AD and 1025 AD Mehmud Ghaznavi 
attacked the Panjab 17 times. Between 1171AD and 1194 AD, Muhamad Ghauri attacked the 
Panjab repeatedly and his Governor Kutub-ud-Din Aibak established the rule of the slave 
dynasty in India. Later Khiljis, Tughlaks and Lodhis looted, plundered and established their 
kingdoms. Right up to 1526 AD, when Babur established the Mughal rule, India and especially 
the Panjab, suffered great disturbance and destruction. 
 
89 There is a town named “Panch Nad” on the confluence of Jehlum and Sindh Rivers. 
Sarasvati has more or less disappeared today. The present Sarsa stream and the Ghaghar stream 
are its remnants. 
90 In an Arabic inscription it is also written as “Fanjab.” Some Hindu scholars have tried to 
prove that this name is derived from Sanskrit “Panch Apu.” 
91 “Another Panjab was created in Multan.”  meaning that so many people gathered at the 
funeral as if another Panjab had come into being. 
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Like Panjab itself, the language of Panjab has also changed its 
names many times. It has been called Madri, Dhaki, Kakei,92 
Paishachi, Jatki, Gwaroo, Bhakha, Lehandi, Desi, Aheeri 
(Abheeri) and Panjabi etc. The Chinese traveller Hiuen Tsang 
(629AD-645 AD) called it Takki. 
 
Muslim writers made use of Panjabi extensively for preaching 
Islam. Some of them called it Hindvi, Hindi, or Hindko.93 Later 
Muslim writers called it Lahori or Multani94etc. Mohsan Fani 
(1645 AD), a friend of the Sixth Sikh Guru Hargobind, called 
it “Zuban-e-Jattan-e-Panjab” (The language of Jats of Panjab). 
Hamid in his story of Heer Ranjha calls it “Jatki.” Bal 
Gangadhar Tilak called it Gurmukhi. 
 
Hindu writers began creating literature in Panjabi early in the 
10th Century. Sunder Dass (1596AD-1688 AD), follower of 
Saint Dadu, was the first person, who used the word “Panjabi” 
for it when he wrote,  
 
“mq jwxo ieh pUrb biqAw, pUrb dyS pMjwbI miqAw] 
 bwJ pMjwbI hor nw jwxy, rqn pwrKI rqn isAwxy” ] 

 
92 The Kakei (kwky) tribe was once very powerful and ruled over Jehlum, Shahpur, Gujranwala, 
and Lahore. Afghanistan was also a part of their kingdom. Their capital was Girivaraja 
(present Jalalpur). King Dasrath’s queen Kakei (Ram Chandra’s stepmother) belonged to this 
tribe. Kakei was also used for their language. When Rama was sent away on exile, his 
stepbrother Bharat was at Jehlum. Kakei country is also mentioned in Markanday Puran. 
Panini also mentions in Ashtadhyaee that Kakei language was spoken around 3rd-4th century 
BC. The philosopher king Asvapati belonged to the Kekei tribe. Buddha’s contemporary King 
Bindusar of Maghadh had a wife from the Panjab. Her name was ‘Khema’ and she was the 
daughter of the King of Sialkot, a relative of Kakei. 
 
93  For example, Maulvi Abdul Karim (1675 AD) in his “Najat-ul-momneen” writes, “ &rz 
mswiel i&kw dy ihMdI kr qwlIm, kwrn mrdW aumIAW joVy Abdul krIm”. Similarly, Hafiz Muaz Din 
(1684 AD) writes,” ihMdI SrHw iksy nw kIqI g`l ieMnHw dI mYN mMn leI, i&kr mYN ies dy AMdr kIqw jwqm 
bhuq muhwlI hY” and Maulvi Muhamad Muslim (1850 AD) writes, “ iek idn idl ivc guzirAw 
myry ieh i^Awl, ihMdI ivc pYgMbrW dw kuJku AwKW hwl [   
 
94 Amir Khusro (1253 AD-1325 AD) counts the languages of India in “Noor Sipehar”and 
includes Lahori and Multani as prominently spoken in the Panjab. 
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He popularized Ashtpadi and called it “Panjabi Ashtak.” Later 
Sur Dass (1657AD) called it Panjabi in his poem “Nal 
Daman.” 
  
Hafiz Barkhurdar (1672 AD) used it for preaching Islam and 
called it “Panjabi.” He wrote: 
 
“hzrq momn dw PurmwieAw ies iv`c ieh mswiel 
 qurq pMjwbI AwK suxweI jy ko hovy mwiel” 
 
In 1712AD, Maulvi Kamal-ud-Din Kamal called it Panjabi and 
wrote: 
  
“vyK kqwbW msly joVy nwl zbwn pMjwbI ]  
Xwd kro qusIN pVHo hmySw nwl qbIAq qwjI ] 
    
English people had set up a printing press of Panjabi at 
Ludhiana (1845 AD).95 They called it Gurmukhi. However 
when the American Presbyterian Mission of Ludhiana 
published “Idiomatic Sentences in English and Panjabi” 
(1846) they called it Panjabi. Later, when they published 
Panjabi Dictionary (known as luiDAwnvI koS) and “Panjabi 
Grammar” they used the word ‘Panjabi’ for the language and 
Gurmukhi for the script. The Royal Asiatic Society, which 
published some translations of Gurbani, still called it 
Gurmukhi. It was Mr. Beams Jones who first insisted in 1883 
that the language of the Panjab should be called Panjabi when 
he published his “Outlines of Panjabi ethnography.” 
According to one estimate, at least 90,000,000 people speak 
Panjabi or one of its dialects. 
 
                                                 
95 The name “Gurmukhi” was first used in the first edition of Encyclopaedia Brittanica. In the 
later editions, the mistake was corrected but by then the name “Gurmukhi” had entered the 
people’s psyche. 
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3.11 Foreign influences on Panjabi 
 
An obvious relationship exists between semantic change and 
cultural change. As people acquire by borrowing or by 
invention cultural innovations of any sort there are inevitable 
additions to their vocabulary. Usually, they consist of 
borrowed terms often taken from the same sources as the 
borrowed cultural items. In most cases, such borrowed forms 
take on the phonemic and grammatical patters of the receiving 
language. For example, sending a telegram has been changed 
to qwr dyxI on the pattern of ^br dyxI, or g`T dyxI. The word 
‘cycle’ has no gender in English but Panjabis have allocated a 
gender to it and say myrI sweIkl because in Panjabi language 
every subject must have a gender. 
 
All living languages keep borrowing words from other 
languages. The Panjab was visited by many tribes and 
nationalities and therefore we find words of many other 
languages in Panjabi. Arabic, Persian, Turkish, Mongol, 
Greek, and English words are common in Panjabi. Borrowing 
of words is considered a healthy sign of a language.96 Since the 
number of such words runs into thousands, we cannot list here 
all borrowed words. We will however, list here some words of 
foreign languages which we have always thought to be 
indigenous.  
 
1.  Arabic 
 
r`b, A`lw, lhbr97, Adwlq, dPqr, qsIldwr,bwdSwh,vkIl, qlwk, 

 
96 Sukr hY ik pMjwbI dw hwzmw ieMnW qyz hY ik ies ny ihMdI, sMsikRq, ApBRMS. ArbI, PwrsI jo vI ies nUM 
l`Bw ibnw fkwr dy pcweI geI [sgoN hux qy AMgRyzI bolI nUM vI bVI qyzI nwl hzm krn l`g peI hY.” 
(“pMwb dy hIry”- mOlw bKS kuSqw pMnw 16)  
97  “pwqwlI AwkwsI sKnI lhbr bUJI KweI ry (pMnw 381) Although the Sikh Gurus were 
nationalists to the core and did not like Panjabis speaking foreign languages and wearing 
foreign clothes, they borrowed words extensively from other languages to enrich Panjabi with 
synonyms, antonyms and homonyms. According to one estimate, there are at least 6% Arabic 
and Persian words in Gurbani. According to Hafiz Mehmood Shirani, the source of Urdu 
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muqbMnw, AsqIPw, kwnMUn, qwj, vzIr, hlwl, iensw&, ieMqzwm, 
qr`kI, mihkmw, vsIkw, kurkI, sbUq etc. 
2. Persian   
(z, ^, S, & sounds are all borrowed from Persian )98 
nihr, zmIn, gzl,hmlw, sUbydwr, &kIr, zukwm, hkIm, hYzw, AMgUr, 
slvwr, m^ml, gulwbI, qbylw, ^uSbU, Ajwieb Gr, byvkUP, dvwdwrU, 
lUxhrwm, b^iSS, izkr, dosqI, msqI 
Very few of us know that our most beloved word Ardws is 
Persian Arz+dwSq and rihrws is Persian rwh+ey+rwsq (The 
true way). 
 
3.  Turkish 
 
klZI, kulI, kYNcI, sugwq, ZlIcw, bIbI, qurk, ^wn, ikrc, qop, 
qgwrI,qmZw(qZmw) etc. 
4.  English   
 
Etymons:-, eyjYNt, j`j, ApIl, pYnSn, rijstr,AyYtls, ieMjn, 
mSIn, lwaUfspIkr, fwktr, mlyrIAw, ryl, tYlIPon, kimSn, kotw, 
mwstr, fwktr etc.99 
 
Paronyms:- rpt, krnYl, tYm, pofr, ick, kpqwn, imMt, sikMt, 
hspqwl,100APsr, sMqrI, Astwm, kwrbIn, lwt, tkojI (tea cosy) 

 
language is Panjabi.   
98  Persian became prevalent in Sindh and Lahore when the Arabs conquered Sindh in 721 AD. 
Later, Todar Mall (Minister of Akbar) made the learning of Persian compulsory for the 
Indians. (see “Indo Aryan and Hindi by S.K.Chatterji page 118).  In the time of Aurangzeb 
there were 400  Madrassas in Thatta alone that taught Persian. The official language of India 
remained Persian. Even Maharaja Ranjit Singh kept Persian as his court language. 
 
99 English was made the official language of India in the time of Lord Bentinck and it was 
decided to support only the teaching of English in schools. (See A history of India by 
G.Dunbar page 470)  
100 The borrowing of words is not a one-way traffic. The English language has also absorbed 
many Panjabi words, for example, Guru, Pandit, Pakka, Curry (kVHI), Chutni (ctnI), Samosa, 
Paratha, Balti, Daal, Thug, Sahib, Chah, Charpai, etc.   
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etc. 

 

5. Other Languages 

Words like Anwnws and goNglU are the same in Greek and Panjabi 
and  d`m (dmVI) is supposed to be the corrupted form of 
‘Drachma’ (idrhm) which was a Greek coin once used in the 
Panjab.The same word gave us another word dwm (price). iqkox 
(Trigon), and swrMgI (surienge) are also believed to have come 
from Greek. cwh, lIcI and lukwT were given to us by the 
Chinese and irkSw came to us from Japan. Some words have 
come to us from Portugese. For example AlmwrI (Armario), 
slwd (salada), igrjw (Greja), pwdrI (Padre), vrmw (Verruma), 
etc.According to the 8th Schedule of the Indian constitution 
Panjabi is one of the 14 recognized languages of India. 
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Chapter 4 
The Sikh Gurus and Gurmukhi 

The writing system of Panjabi is usually, albeit wrongly, 
called Gurmukhi. It is a common belief among some people 
that the script called “Gurmukhi” was invented by the Sikh 
Gurus. Before we try to trace the history of Panjabi characters 
in the next chapter, it is necessary to analyze the popular 
belief. 
 
4.1 Guru Nanak invented Gurmukhi  

 
1.  In his book “sMKyp ds gur kQw”  Panjabi poet Kankan 
(contemporary of Guru  Gobind Singh ) wrote: 
 

“ DMn DMn nwnk gurU, kInw praupkwr]  
A`Cr kw pul bWD ky isRist auqwrI pwr ] 
ieh kIAw aupkwr bfw, gur ACr bydn qy pltwey ] 
gurmuiK AKXr kInY qbY, kYisauN ko nr kSt nw pwey ]5] 

 

 2. In his “auQwnkw gRMQ swihb jI kI,” Bhai Dyal says that God 
spoke to Guru Nanak and said, “hy nwnk inrMkwrI eyh slok jp 
jpwE sMswr ivc [ieh mUl hY [pYNqIAW AKrW dw slok hY [qUM sMswr 
ivc jwie kr ky pYNqI A`Kr kr” 
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3. Later writers faithfully copied this and confirmed the belief 
that it was Guru Nanak who invented the Panjabi Alphabet. 
For example, in his “History of the Sikh Religion” Khazan 
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Singh writes, “Gurmukhi characters were invented by Guru 
Nanak and during his time the people had begun to learn them” 
(Page 18). Further, on the same page, Khazan Singh also gives 
us the time when the Gurmukhi alphabet was invented. He 
writes, “We think that Guru Nanak had formed the Gurmukhi 
characters in or about his forties.” 

 
Again on page 110 he writes, “Guru Nanak invented the 
Gurmukhi characters by simplifying the more difficult and 
complex Sanskrit101 characters, adapting them to the needs of 
the present time.” 
 
4.  In the Janam Sakhi of Bhai Bala we read, “A`gy A`Kr SwsqRI 
swry sMswr my pRisD hYgy sn eyh gurmuKI A`Kr sRI gurU nwnk jI ny 
bxwey Aqy sRI gurU AMgd jI jgq ivc vrqwey[……kljugI jIvW dI 
buD motI jwn ky sRI gurU nwnk jI gurmuKI AKr rc dIey hYn, sIDw 
gwfI rsqw bnw dIAw hY ”[ 
 
5. On page 385 of Kalgidhar Chamatkar (auqrwrD) Bhai 
Vir Singh writes, “ swihq dI pihlI loV A`Kr qy dUjI zubwn sI, so 
aunHW ny Awid gurU jI dy smyN hI gurmuKI pYNqI rcI,bxweI jW sMklq 
kIqI [ ijs rUp iv`c gurmuKI pYNqI hY, ieh rUp jW qrqIb XW A`KrW dw 
vwDw Gwtw jW A`f A`f il`pIAW qoN A`KrW dI cox ikvyN vI hovy gurmuKI 
pYNqI ijs rUp iv`c hux hY ieh kMm aunHW dw kMm hY[ cwhy ies kMm nUM 
bnwauxw kho jW sMklq krnw kho [” 
 
6. In his book Mirat-ul-Ahwal-i-Jahan Numa Mr. Ahmad 

Bin Muhammad Ali writes that Guru Nanak invented 
Gurmukhi. 

 
7. On page 68 (Vol. 1) of his book A journey from Bengal 

                                                 
101 It should be noted that Sanskrit is a language Not a script . 
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to England Mr. Forester, and on page 138 of his book 
The Sikhs Mr. Archer also write that Guru Nanak 
invented Gurmukhi. Dr. Trumpp (page 78) is also of 
the same opinion. Dr. Trumpp also writes that “Guru 
Angad was completely unlettered” 

  
4.2   Guru Angad Dev invented Gurmukhi 
 
1. The first ever reference found in the Panjabi literature about 
Gurmukhi occurs in the Pothis of Baba Mohan which are later 
said to have become the source of the compilation of some 
parts of Guru Granth Sahib. Here on page 93 we find the 
following lines: “gurU AMgd gurmuKI AKru bwnwey bwby dy Agy sbdu 
Byt kIqw” 
The Sikh scholar Bhai Vir Singh interpreted this line as 
follows: 
 
“gurU nwnk dyv jI dI AwigAw ivc gurU AMgd dyv jI ny gurmuKI A`Kr 
ibauNqy qy pihlw Sbd aunHW AKrW ivc ilK ky gurU jI nUM idKlwieAw 
102 [” (ASt gur cmqkwr 1952 pMnw 140) 
 
It was on the basis of this statement by Bhai Vir Singh, that the 
Encyclopedia Britannica in its first edition associated the 
invention of Gurmukhi script with Guru Angad Dev (1538 AD 
-1552AD), the second Guru of the Sikhs. 
 
2. On page 3-4 of his book “Gurmukhi Marg Granth”(1863 
AD) the poet Sahib Singh Mirgind writes, “ gurU AMgd dyv jI 
dUsry scy pwqSwh jI ny ies dyS kI BwKw ky Anuswr gurmuKI brnW kI 

                                                 
102 If the Gurmukhi script was invented by Guru Angad Dev what was the point of showing the 
manuscript to Guru Nanak who could not read it? Why change the script from the one used by 
Guru Nanak? 
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rcnw kr pYNqIs AKroN kw inbMD kIAw[ sRI gurU jI ky muK vwk qy 
auqpiq hony kr103 hI ien AKroN kw nwm gurmuKI pRis`D hUAw[” 
 
3. Giani Gian Singh (1822AD-1927AD) referred to the Janam 
Sakhi of Bhai Bala and wrote about Guru Angad Dev, “gurmuKI 
AKr jo ienHW ny sMmq 1598 ivc bxwey sy aunHW ivc bwby jI dy Sbd 
(jo pRymI lokW ny nwgrI, PwrsI, qorkI, Twkry A`KrW ivc ilKy hoey sy) 
ilKvwauNdy rihMdy……[”  
(Twarikh Guru Khalsa part 1 No. 2 page 531) 
 
4. In the Janam Sakhi of Bhai Bala, we read that when Guru 
Angad Dev looked at the Janam Patri of Guru Nanak Dev, he 
found it written in “Shastri script.” He therefore, sent Bhai 
Mehma to bring Paira Mokha104 from Sultan Pur. Paira Mokha 
knew how to read both “Shastri and Gurmukhi.”  He asked 
him, “BweI pYVw eyh AswnUM gurmuKIAW AKrW ivc ilK dyhu [” 
  
5. Giani Gian Singh, in his famous magnum opus ‘Panth 
Parkash’ (page 80 of 1970 Edition) writes about Guru Angad 
Dev as follows: 

 
   A`Kr rc ky gurmuKI iPr is`Kn pVHwey ] 
  gur kI bwxI Ar kQw ienmy ilKvwey  ] 
 
6. George Grierson in his “Linguistic survey of India” (Vol ix 
part 1 page 624) says that Guru Angad reformed LANDAY, 
improved forms of letters, added vowel symbols, polished it 
and named it Gurmukhi but it existed before him.  
                                                 
103 It should be noted that characters do not come out of anybody’s mouth. It is the language 
that a mouth produces, not A`Kr (script or writing system)  
 
104 Paira Mokha was a resident of Sultanpur (Now district Kapurthala). Later, he shifted his 
residence to Dan Gali in Kahuta Tehsil of Rawalpindi where his Samadhi existed up until 
1947. His descendants lived in Thotha Khalsa (Tehsil Kahuta) and were up-rooted in 1947. His 
Janam Sakhi is not available. 
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Mr. M.A.Macauliffe also supports this view (see Sikh Religion 
page 56). 
          
7. Dr. Leitner in his “History of indigenous education in 
Panjab,” (page 14) writes that Guru Angad Dev, “like 
Professor Huxley, did not consider it beneath his dignity to 
write primers for children, and he accordingly composed a 
number of mottos and moral maxims which accompany the 
letters of the alphabet. 
 
8. “ gurU AMgd sy pihly pMjwb myN bhuDw mjwjnI il`pI hI vXvhwr myN 
pRclq QI AOr sMsikRq pusqk nwgrI myN imlI hUeI eyk purwnI il`pI myN 
ilKy jwqy Qy [ mhwjnI ilpI ApUrx QI [ aus myN ilKw hUAw Su`D nhIN 
pVHw jw skqw Qw[ ies lIey gurUu AMgd ny Drm pusqkoN ky lIey sMsikRq 
pusqkoN kI il`pI sy vrqmwn pMjwbI il`pI bnweI [ iesI lIey ies ko 
gurmuKI kihqy hYN[” 
(Prachin Lippi Mala by Pandit Gauri Shankar Ojha). 
 
4.3 Baba Sri Chand invented Gurmukhi   

 
1. On page 251 of his book, “bMswvlI nwmw dsW pwqSwhIAW kw” 
Kesar Singh Chhibber writes, “jYsy swihb sRI cMd jI AKr gurmuKI 
bxwey ] Agy swsqRI,pwrsI, twkry Awhy ] sRI cMd jI auqm  krm 
kmwieAw, AKr gurmuKI id`qy vrqwieAw ]81] Sikh Scholars 
believe that Kesar Singh wrote this in his Bansawali Nama 
after reading Baba Sri Chand’s lines, “Akwl iKMQw, inrws JolI ] 
jgq kw top gurmuKI bolI ”in ( “mwqrw sRI cMd” Manuscript with 
Nagri Parcharni Sabha Kanshi). 
 
4.4 Evaluation of the sources of Gurmukhi    
 
Having read the above statements, one is irresistibly drawn to 
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the conclusion that these statements have been made through 
devotion to the Gurus or their progeny and cannot all be 
correct. The following points need to be understood clearly: 
 
(a) None of the above-mentioned supposed inventors of 
Gurmukhi has left any authentic record for us. Statements are 
made only by their followers or devotees hundreds of years 
after their deaths. 
 
(b) We know that Guru Nanak Dev was sent to Brij Nath 
Padha for receiving education (1475AD). When the Padha 
asked him to write the alphabet, the Guru started questioning 
him. What script was the Padha teaching? The answer is in the 
story itself because the Guru has recorded his interpretations of 
all the alphabets in his Hymn “Patti Likhi” which contains all 
the 35 letters of Gurmukhi with exactly the same names as we 
read them today. It starts from s which is the first consonant 
and we read “ssY soie isRsit ijin swjI sBnw swihbu eyku BieAw 
(pMnw 432)”. The “Patti” could not have been written in any 
other script but Gurmukhi because the peculiar Panjabi sounds 
that the Guru used cannot be represented in any other Indian 
script. For example: 
 
 GGY Gwl syvku jy GwlY sbid gurU kY lwig rhY] (pMnw 432)  
 
It should also be noted that the title is p`tI ilKI not “Patti”. The 
word ilKI clearly tells us that the letters written by the Guru in 
his Patti are exactly what Padha taught and the Guru wrote. 
 
There are two conclusions that we can draw from it; (1) that a 
child Guru at the age of 6 invented Gurmukhi script or (2) that 
the Padha was asking the Guru to write these letters in 
Gurmukhi and the Guru started vocalising his acrostic based 
on the characters taught by the Padha.  
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Again, it cannot be ignored that even the Padha is said to have 
written the “Patti” of only 35 letters not of 52 as would have 
been the case if he was teaching Shastri. The following lines of 
the Janam Sakhi are significant. 
 
“qb pwDy ptI ilK idqI AKrW pYnqIs kI muhwrnI [ qb gurU nwnk 
lgw pVHny” 
 
Not less significant is another line in the Janam Sakhi. It reads, 
“bwly nUM ikhw, jw koeI Aijhw purS ilAw jo dovyN AKr jwxdw hovy” 
What were these two scripts? They were Panjabi script of 35 
letters (which Padha wrote) and the Shastri script of 52 
characters about which Guru Nanak himself has written in 
Dakhni Onkar (Raag Ramkali) where the Guru lists its 52 
characters. These 52 characters included vowels. 
 
As stated earlier, the Shastri script could not have represented 
the Guru’s hymns correctly. For example, the peculiar G 
D,F,|,\ etc. sounds of Panjabi could not be written accurately 
in Shastri. 
 
(c) If we accept that Baba Siri Chand or Guru Angad Dev 
invented the Gurmukhi script then the question arises what 
script was Guru Nanak Dev writing his hymns in and how 
could he name the 35 letters of the yet un-invented alphabet  in 
his “Patti Likhi” ? Did he mysteriously know what script his 
son or his follower was going to invent?  
 
(d)  Bhai Dyal’s statement that God spoke to Guru Nanak Dev 
and asked him to invent a script is unbelievable, unless we find 
this written by Guru Nanak himself. Obviously, if God spoke 
to Guru Nanak, then nobody else was there with Guru Nanak. 
How did Bhai Dyal know about this conversation which no 
other writer has recorded? 
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(e) The words Gurmukh and Gurmukhi mean ‘pious.’ They do 
not refer to the characters. These words were extensively used 
before Guru Nanak and we find them used in the writings of 
the Siddhas and the Bhagats. The name Gurmukhi for the 
script was common in the days of Guru Amar Dass. 
 
(f) Guru Angad Dev is said to have invented the Gurmukhi 
characters. Did he not teach the alphabet to his close friends 
and followers? Why did he invite Paira Mokha to write the 
Janam Sakhi in Gurmukhi? Was Paira Mokha the only one 
student who learnt Gurmukhi from Guru Angad Dev and then 
moved away?    
 
“BweI bwly dI bxweI hoeI kQw (ijs dw nwm hux jnm swKI hY) BweI 
pYVy moKy KqrI qoN (jo swry ielm jwxdw sI) ilKvweI qy 1602 
ibkrmI nuUM ijld krweI [” (qvwrIK gurUu Kwlsw pMnw 531) [ 
 
Again, it was Mehma who told the Guru about Paira Mokha. 
The Guru did not know the scholar Paira Mokha (his own 
student?) who had mastered the Guru’s own invention and was 
so well known among ordinary people. The Guru is reported to 
have said, “koeI Aijhw BI isK hovy jo dovyN A`Kr piVHAw hovy qW 
mihmw KYrw j`t boilAw,ijs dy Gr gurU AMgd jI rihMdw sI, jI 
sulqwnpur pYVw moKw KqrI hY ……qW gurUu AMgd AwiKAw BweI mihmw 
AWdw cwhIey [” 
 
4.5 Conclusion 
 
There were two scripts in Guru Nanak Dev’s time. One 
contained 35 letters of the alphabet and was taught in schools. 
The other had 52 letters and was used by the elite mostly for 
religious purposes. The Sikh Gurus used the script of 35 
letters. It was taught in schools and ordinary people could read 
it.  
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The Gurus did not appreciate the Brahmanic philosophy 
written in the 52 letter script (Bawan Akhri= bwrwKVI)105 and 
wanted to wean the people away to their new religion. We 
have copious references in the old literature about this. For 
example, writing about Guru Nanak Dev, Mohsan Fani writes, 
“His followers have no love for Sanskrit” (Dabistan-e-
Mazahib page 225). Again, on page 238 of the same book he 
writes, “Sanskrit, known by the Hindus as Dev Bhasha, is 
abhorred by them.”  
 
There is no denying the fact that Bhagats like Kabir, Farid, 
Ravidas, Bhikan, and the Sikh Gurus were not appreciative of 
Sanskrit and the script in which Brahmanical literature was 
available. When a few Brahmans approached Guru Amar Dass 
in a deputation to request him not to wean away the people 
from ancient religion, he is said to have told them, “Your 
religion and literature is like water in a deep well, I am 
providing the ordinary people with rain.”106 
 
It is also evident that Gurbani could not be written correctly in 
the current scripts. 
 
4.6 How were the Gurus’ hymns preserved?  
 
We know that Guru Nanak’s followers Bhai Mansukh, Bhai 
Bhagirath, Hassu Lohar, Saido Gheo, and Sheeha Shimba were 

 
105 mwqRw rUp ivc` bwrW surW nwl vXMjn AKr lgx qoN bxI hoeI bwrW AKrW dI 
pMkiq ijvyN “ A Aw ie eI au aU ey AY E AO AM A” 
106 quDu isir iliKAw so pVu pMifq Avrw no n isKwil ibiKAw ] pihlw Pwhw pieAw pwDy ipCo dy gil 
cwtiVAw ] (pMnw 435) byd kqyb qy rhih inrwrw  ( pMnw 329) byd kqybI Bydu n jwqw ] ( pMnw 1021) 
byd kI puqRI isMimRiq BweI ] sWkl jyvrI lY hY AweI   (pMnw 329)  kbIr bwmnu gurU hY jgq kw Bgqn 
kw guru nwih ] AriJ auriJ kY pic mUAw cwrau bydhu mwih ] (pMnw 1377) “The Sanskrit 
language,which according to the Hindus is the language of the gods,is not held in such great 
estimation by the Sikhs”(Dabistan-e-Mazahib as translated by David Shea and Anthony 
Troyer) 
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recording the Guru’s Bani every day.  
 
“mnsuK qIn brs bwby kol irhw[ gurUu bwby dI bwxI bhuq ilKIAwsU [ 
poQIAW ilK lIqIAW” (purwqn jnm swKI) 
 
What script were Guru Nanak’s friends using to record the 
Guru’s Shabads? We should not ignore the fact that right from 
Guru Nanak it has been the custom in the Guru’s court to 
record and sing the Guru’s Bani on a daily basis. This fact is 
acknowledged by Bhai Gurdas as follows: 
 
“gurbwxI ilK poQIAW qwl imRdMg rbwb bjwvY” ( vwr 6) 
“pWDw bUlw jwxIAYN gurbwxI gwiex lyKwrI      (vwr 11) 
 
4.7 Gurmukhi writings before Guru Nanak 
 
Why is it that most of the Gurmukhi characters are exactly the 
same as were prevalent in the Panjab before the birth of Guru 
Nanak? Did Guru Nanak or Guru Angad copy some earlier 
invention and pass it off as his own? Improbable! 
 
We must not forget that the Bhagats, who lived before Guru 
Nanak, have written acrostics (p`tI) in which they have used 
exactly the same names for the Gurmukhi characters as we use 
today. For example, Kabir (born 76 years before Guru Nanak) 
uses the names like Sassa, Kakka etc for s and k letters in his 
Bawan Akhri in Raag Gauri Purbi. We give below a line or 
two of Kabir’s acrostic to show how he and other Bhagats 
named the characters of the alphabet they used.  
  
kkw ikrix kml mih pwvw ]  
sis ibgws sMpt nhIN Awvw] (pMnw 340) 
…………………………………………………….. 
KKw iehY KoiV mn Awvw ] KoVy Cwif n dih ids Dwvw( pMnw 340) 
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Kabir’s arrangement of the alphabet is also exactly the same as 
today’s except for very minor differences. We give below 
Kabir’s alphabet in the order in which he has arranged it in his 
acrostic. 
k  K  g  G  | 
c  C  j  J  \ 
t  T  f  F  x 
q  Q  d  D  n 
p  P  b  B  m 
m  X  r  l  v  v 
s  K  s  h  K   

Total:- 36 (m s v  are used twice. K is repeated thrice. V is 
omitted) 
 
Actual total: 31. Kabir has not used vowels a A e in the body 
of the acrostic. They occur only in the mangalacharan 
(dedication)[  a occurs in EAMkwr Awid mY jwnw ] iliK Aru mytY 
qwih n mwnw ] EAMkwr lKY jau koeI ] soeI liK mytxw n hoeI ] 6 ] 
A and e are not used to start the hymns but they occur in the 
above quoted lines. It is clear that Kabir was using the 34 
letters of modern Gurmukhi alphabet (excluding V). 
 

One more point needs to be noted. Some of Kabir’s hymns 
could not have been written without using the Matras. For 
example, kbIr dunIAw ky doKy mUAw cwlq kul kI kwin] qb kulu iks 
kw lwjsI jb ly Drih mswin (pMnw 1390). How did Kabir write 
kbIr, ky, doKy, mUAw, kI, kulu, iks and lwjsI without using 
Matras? 
 

In Bhagat Ravi Dass’s acrostic, again we find the same 34 
characters. He himself writes, “nwnw iKAwn purwn byd ibiD, 
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cauqIs ACr mwhI [ ” The Bhagats mention 34 letters instead of 
35 because in those days they used only 31 consonants and 3 
vowels and V was not in use. 

4.8 The Gurus preserved Gurmukhi script 
  

Guru Nanak was preaching his new faith to ordinary people. 
He attached great importance to reading (AKrI nwmu AKrI 
swlwh] AKrI igAwnu gIq gux gwh] pMnw 4). 107 
Religious preachers need to reach ordinary average people. 
Guru Nanak seriously felt “ibn SbdY jg baurwnM” and therefore 
wanted all people to listen, read, and understand his “Sbd” 
(philosophy) [108 How could the Guru achieve his purpose if 
he used a newly created script, which nobody except him could 
read?  
 
Guru Nanak’s philosophy was not meant for a day or two. He 
wanted to guide humanity forever and ever. It is ridiculous to 
think that a prolific writer of Guru Nanak’s stature created 
literature and offered it to the wind, making no arrangement 
for its preservation. Bhai Gurdas tells us that the Guru always 
kept his writings in a book that he carried everywhere.109 In 
fact, not only Guru Nanak but also each successive Guru had a 
scribe who recorded the Guru’s hymns on daily basis. For 
example, Suraj Parkash (Ras 1 page 59) says, “ pihly gurU dI 
bwxI BweI mnsuK ny ilKI, dUjy gurU dI bwxI BweI pYVy moKy ny ilKI, 
qIjy gurU dI bwxI BweI mohx jI ny ilKI ]”110When one Guru 

                                                 
107  ibnu ibidAw khw koeI pMifq ( pMnw 1140) ] 
 
108 bnu sbdY sBu AMD AMDyrw gurmuiK iksih buJwiedw  (pMnw 1065) ] ibnu sbdY sBu jgu baurwnw ibrQw 
jnmu gvwieAw ] (pMnw 644) ] ibnu sbdY suxIAY n dyKIAY jgu bolw AMn@w Brmwie ] (pMnw 429)  
 
109 puCx Kol ikqwb nUM ihMdU vfw ik muslmwnoeI ] Awsw hQ ikqwb k`C kUjw bWg mus`lw DwrI (vwr 1 
pauVI: 13) 
 
110 We also know that some devoted Sikhs always recorded the Guru’s writings for their 
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passed on his Guruship to the next one this record was handed 
over ceremoniously.111 
 
Reading the Shalokas of Guru Angad Dev, one is irresistibly 
drawn to the conclusion that Guru Angad was a highly 
intellectual person. He must have had some education 
otherwise, he could not write such excellent poetry. We cannot 
imagine Guru Nanak passing on Guruship to an uneducated 
person (as suggested by Dr. Trumpp) who could not read his 
master’s writings much less preach them. It cannot be 
imagined that Guru Angad had not read Guru Nanak’s “Patti” 
before he became the second Guru? 112 
 
In his book muMdwvxI (Mundavni), the SGPC accredited research 
scholar Giani Gurdit Singh writes as follows: 
 
“sRI gurU nwnk dyv jI ny BweI lihxy nUM jo gurU jI dw ie`k qrHW nwl 
AMg (AMgd) hI bx cu`ky sn Aqy ijnHW ny ‘jpujI’ ilKx smyN gurU nwnk 
dyv jI dIAW ielwhI BwvnwvW smJdy hoey, QW QW , v`Ko v`Kry iviSAW qy 
suixAY, mMinAY Awid dIAW pauVIAW joV ky gurU nwnk dyv jI qoN QwpVw 
pRwpqw kIqw[ -“purKw ieh eyQy hI lgxw sI, qYN BlI bu`JI” ies qrW 
gurU nwnk dyv jI ny ijauNdy jIA BweI lihxy nUM it`kw dyx smyN poQI vI 
id`qI Aqy bwxI rcx dI smrQw vI bKSI[“ (First Edition 2003 
Page 34) 

 
“qb gurU bwby dy hzUr AMgd isK bwby dI bwxI dw jpu joVu bMiDAw ] 

                                                                                                       
personal use. For example, in his book “qvwrIK gurU Kwlsw”(Page 724) Giani Gian Singh tells us 
that Bhai Bakhta Arora recorded every shabad of  the Gurus in his note book and that Guru 
Arjan Dev consulted it when preparing the Guru Granth Sahib. Prof.Sahib Singh says that he 
saw this Granth in its original form with Boota Singh Pansari. 
 
111 “guru nwnk hMdI mohr h`Q, gur AMgd dI dohI iPrweI” (B.gurdws vwr 1. 46) 
 
112  keI s`jxW ny iliKAw hY ik gurmuKI A`Kr gurUu AMgd dyv ny rcy hn, pr ieh Bu`l hY[ sRI gurU AMgd 
dyv suAwmI ny kyvl pRcwr kIqw [ sRI gurUu nwnk dyv dI ilKI “p`tI” jo Awsw rwg iv`c hY aus dy pwT qoN 
sMsW dUr ho jWdw hY ik pYNqI A`KrW dI vrxmwlw aus vyly mOjUd sI Aqy V AKr jo ibnW pMjwbI qoN iksy hor 
BwSw iv`c nhIN, pt`I iv`c dyKIdw hY “ (mhwn koS BweI kwnH isMG nwBw pMnw 418-419) 
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AT`qIs pauVIAW swrI bwxI ivcoN mQ k`FIAW ijauN Dyn ivcoN m`Kx 
k`FIdw hY ]” (Japuji Sahib. Manuscript No. 121 research 
Library Jammu) 
 
The underlined statements in the above paragraph clearly 
indicate that (1) when Japuji was being written Guru Angad 
was there. (2) That Guru Angad could read the writing and had 
the mystic insight and literary capability of arranging the 
Gurbani to the satisfaction of Guru Nanak Dev.  (3) That Guru 
Angad Dev arranged the 38 stanzas of Japuji. 
 
 The most important fact is that Guru Nanak Dev gave a 
manuscript to Guru Angad Dev. We have copious references 
about this fact. For example: 
 
“pRisMn hoie kr bwxI kw Kzwnw gurUu AMgd dy hvwly kIqw” 
    (bwly vwlI jnm swKI pMnw 616) 
 
“iqqu mihl jo sbdu hoAw so poQI bwnI gurU AMgd jog imlI ” 
                         (purwqn jnm swKI pMnw 132) 
 
“qb gurUu bwbw nwnk jI gurU AMgd kau sbd kI sQwpnw dy kr sMmq 
1595 AsU vdI 10 kau Awp s`c KMf isDwry “    
     (pqrw 4 gosit imhrbwn jI kI ) 
 
Obviously, the Guru would not have given his writings to 
somebody who could not read them. It is safe to assume that 
Guru Nanak wrote in Gurmukhi, which was known to both 
Guru Nanak and Guru Angad. Guru Angad had read the 
writings of Guru Nanak and received them in a compendium 
when he became the next Guru. 
 
This passing of Gurbani in its correct written form to the next 
Guru was the important part of the procedure of passing the 
Guruship to the next Guru. Bhai Gurdas writes,  
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“siqgur hoAw siqgurhu Acrj Amr Amr vrqwieAw] 
Kol Kzwnw Sbd dw swDsMgiq sc myl imlwieAw]” (vwr 24) 
The same fact is mentioned by Guru Arjan Dev in the 
following words: 
 
“pIaU dwdy kw Koil ifTw Kjwnw] (pMnw 186) 
  
The treasure mentioned by Bhai Gurdas and Guru Arjan Dev 
was the written record of Gurbani, which each successive Guru 
inherited from the house of Guru Nanak. Guru Nanak had not 
only passed his own writings to Guru Angad but also passed 
on Bhagat Bani which he had collected during his travels. (See 
Twarikh Guru Khalsa Page 336). 
 
This should leave us in no doubt that Gurbani was written right 
from Guru Nanak’s time in Gurmukhi characters, checked by 
the Guru, preserved in notebooks and was ceremoniously  
passed on to the later Gurus as treasure.   
 
4.9 The facts 
 
1. Out of the 35 Gurmukhi consonants, 25 are found exactly in 
their present shape in inscriptions, carvings, and writings 
predating Guru Nanak. Three of them are found even in the 
writings of the 5th Century BC. The rest 10 (A e h | J c T, x 
\ and l) are available in the old writings but in a slightly 
changed form. In His book “Antiquities of Chamba State,” Dr. 
Chhabra has given pictures of all the Panjabi characters (of 
1330 AD) used before the birth of Guru Nanak. He also shows 
how (some) vowel symbols were used. 
 
According to Mr. E.P. Newton, six Panjabi Characters match 
up with those of the 10th century AD, 12 with those of 3rd 
century AD, and 3 with the characters of the 5th century AD. 



 
2. V is not found in any old script (except Brahmi and 
Rajasthani) and was not in common use before the advent of 
Sikhism. Sihari, Bihari, Aunkar and Dulainkar and Lavan (not 
Dolavan) were used before Guru Nanak inconsistently and 
their form was slightly different. In a copper plate dated 
1330AD, we find a word “AOro” written with Kanaura on A 
[Kanaura has also been found used at the top of Ura (a) which 
is a clear variation from Panjabi. The old Kanna was either a 
dot or a triangle or a round zero (0). 113The present Kanna is 
first found only in Beer Bhai Banno. In the Hukamnamas and 
other manuscripts of the Guru period the Kanna was either not 
used at all or it was represented by a dot. 
 
Although the fifth Guru had standardized the use of vowel 
symbols and used them in the Guru Granth Sahib, all Gurus in 
their private correspondence still used the old tradition of 
writing in which Kannas, Siharis and Biharis etc were not used 
consistently. We give below the samples of two Gurus’ 
writings. The first sample is the handwriting of Guru Har Rai. 

   
 

                                                 
113 See Pothian Baba Mohan ji (written before 1574 AD), Bhai Painde Wali Beer, and 
Hukamname of Guru Gobind Singh.The Gurus themselves either did not use a “Kanna” in 
their Hukamnamas or placed a dot for it. See the writings of the Gurus on the next page. 
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(The first line reads:- BweI idAwldws, BweI rwm rwey,BweI drbwrI, 
BweI fof m`l, srb sMgq gurU rKygw Note the use of vowel 
symbols like Kanna, Sihari and Bihari etc)    
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Guru Arjan Dev Ji’s handwriting. Again note the use of matras  
 
1. Tippi is available in Pothian Baba Mohan. 
 
4.10 Modifications of Gurmukhi Script 
 
It appears that at some time (yet unknown), some changes 
were made in the pre-Nanak alphabet to make it suitable for 
writing Gurbani. Who made these changes (especially mwqRw) 
and when? One reference available to us is:   
 
“sRI AMgd jI gRih Awey, isMGwsn bYTy AwnMd Cwey 
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qb iek pMfq lIE bulweI, A`Cr ilK iqn mwqrw lweI 
gurmuKI AKr nwm iqn Drw, sRI muK bwnI ilK poQI krw” 
(Mehma Parkash’of Sarup Dass Bhalla) 
Although we find AM written in Baba Mohan Pothian, the 
common practice in Sikh writings has been to use Bindi instead 
of Tippi. Adhak has not been used anywhere. According to 
Sardar G.B.Singh Adhak came into use with the advent of 
Muslims in the Panjab to stand for ‘Shadd’ in Urdu. We find 
the words muSkq and many other Persian and Arabic words 
written in Gurbani without Adhak. 
 
Similarly the letters with dot under them (S & ^ Z z) were 
added after the compilation of Guru Granth Sahib to represent 
Persian sounds.114 

 
The shapes of certain letters in the 1000 or so handwritten 
copies of the Guru Granth Sahib differ, sometimes in one and 
the same copy. For example at some places A and J have a 
line on top and at other places, it is absent. This could be due 
to different scribes and different handwritings. 
 
About the Gurmukhi script Mr. Leitner says, 
 
“Etymologically it is the name of the language, which flowed 
from the mouth of Guru Nanak, and although his sayings were 
committed subsequently to writing by Arjan, the characters 
though not the name, existed before Nanak”. 
  (G.W.Leitner History of indigenous Education in the Panjab) 
 
Considering all the above facts, it is perfectly clear that when 
the final copy of Adi Guru Granth Sahib was being written, 
                                                 
114 They were coined to express the sounds of SIn, &y, ^y, ZYn and (zwl, zy, zwey and zuAwd) of 
Perso-Arabic script. The English invented the uvular L (as in goLI= bullet) by lengthening the 
right leg of l to come under the left leg. This did not gain currency but recently the Panjabi 
Department Patiala started writing l with a dot under it and this has gained currency. 
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some changes were definitely made to the available 
script/matras to make the script suitable for the highly 
philosophical writing of the Granth. It is also clear that some 
rules of grammar were also agreed to make one and the same 
word offer different meanings. This was done by using vowel 
symbols very meticulously. For example, consider the 
following lines where the homonyms bIj and bIij or cyiq and 
cyq appear together in the same line giving different meanings. 
 
bIju bIij dyiKE bhu prkwrw ] (pMnw 736) 
ry icq cyiq cyq Acyq ] kwhy n bwlmIkih dyK (pMnw 1124) 
 
The Gurmukhi script may not have been invented by the Sikh 
Gurus but they definitely seem to have improved it a lot to 
make it a suitable vehicle for their theological writings. The 
most significant modifications in the script/matras were 
perhaps made by Guru Arjan Dev before commencing the 
work of writing Guru Granth Sahib.   
 
The prevalent script in the Guru’s time was 
popularly/derogatively called “Landay” (without tail = 
meaning without Matras) and was (and still is) extensively 
used in the Panjab by Hindu accountants. We find signatures 
of Guru Ram Dass (4thGuru) appended on page 93 of Pothi 
Baba Mohan as glm msq qf jT cd [This is in Landay. In 
modern Panjabi it would read, “gulwm msq qYNfw jyT cMd”. 
 
“lMifAW dI il`pI bhuq ADUrI sI, ies dy pVHx ivc AOK huuMdI sI [ 
gurUAW ies dw suDwr kIqw [ ieh soiDAw rUp gurmuKI hY [ (ihMdI BwSw 
AOr il`pI pMnw 35 DIryNdr vrmw). 
 

4.11 Some Distinctive qualities of Gurmukhi  
1. The first letter of the Panjabi alphabet is a, whereas all 
other Indian scripts (except Takri) start with A but when the 
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vowels are taught (as in muhwrnI), the order is changed  to read 
A Aw ie eI au aU and a takes the third place like other scripts. 
The reason why a is placed first, appears to be that it appears 
in <. This change appears to have been affected by Guru 
Nanak. The Mangalacharan written before Guru Nanak, for 
example in Chamba state writings, is written with a as E 
svsiq and similarly OM was written with E as Em [115 This 
proves that Gurmukhi is following the old pattern it inherited.       
 
2. Gurmukhi script uses Aunkar with a and i with e [This is 
not so in other Indian scripts. For example, in Hindi aus can be 
written without Aunkar and ies can be written without i [This 
property of a and e in Gurmukhi script is available in pre-
Nanak writings, which Gurmukhi has faithfully preserved. 
 
1. AY with Dolavan on A is found only in Panjabi. 
Other Indian scripts wrote it as eY and still do so. 
 
2. Most other scripts cannot accurately represent the 
Panjabi sounds of D, F, G, \, | etc but Panjabi can represent 
most sounds of other languages correctly. Some sounds of 
Sanskrit could not be written correctly in Gurmukhi. Pandit 
Tara Singh Narotam has suggested various ways of writing 
Sanskrit in Panjabi on pages 385-387 of his book “Guru 
Girarth Kosh”(1898 AD). In this connection, Bhai Kahan 
Singh Nabha has also made some suggestions in his “Gur 
Shabad Ratnakar Kosh.” 

 
3. The order of the Panjabi Characters in the present 
Gurmukhi alphabet is considered to be very scientific. Also 
scientific is the fact that one letter provides only one sound and 

 
115  See “Antiquities of Chamba State Part II, Govt. of India Press New 
Delhi 1957 Plate 1 A&4B 
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is placed in a significant group. There is no confusion as we 
see in English, where the ‘K’ sound is associated with K, C, 
Ch (as in Chemist) and Q (as in cheque) or in Urdu where “Z” 
sound is given by zay, zae, zuad, zaal, and zoey etc.   
 
4. 14 characters can be written without lifting the pen and 
13 characters can be written by lifting the pen only once 
 
5. The character set can be mastered within a few hours. 
 

6. The original Panjabi script did not have any conjoint 
consonants. Recently the practice of writing h, v and, r etc. at 
the feet of the consonants (pYrIN A`Kr) has been introduced to 
take account of Sanskrit formations. 
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Chapter 5 
 History of the Gurmukhi script 
 
A script is the most useful and significant invention of man 
but it must have taken millions of years for Homo sapiens to 
learn to represent speech in the absence of a speaker. Prior to 
its invention experiences of humankind had to be handed down 
only by word of mouth and were subject to vagaries of human 
memory. Once invented the script gave wings to the spoken 
word which could, with the help of a script, fly across 
boundaries of space and time.  
 
Ideas are born in the language as passengers but the script is 
like the plane that carries them across oceans and international 
boundaries. The script not only prolongs the life of a message 
but also contributes very significantly to the progress of human 
understanding. According to Encyclopedia Britannica, 
“Writing in the widest sense is a system of human 
communication by means of visible conventional markings.” 
 
5.1 Origin of scripts 
 
Different beliefs are held by different people about the origin 
and development of scripts. One common belief is that God/or 
gods created the scripts. The Jews believe that God (Yahweh) 
taught Moses to write on the tablets. The Egyptians claim that 
their God ‘Thoth’ invented writing. The Greeks think that their 
God Cadmus was the first to invent the script. The Hindu 
belief is that Lord Brahma invented Brahmi script which later 
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gave rise to all other scripts.116 The fact however is that scripts 
are not a flash of some particular person’s inspiration. They are 
the result of evolution over a long period of history and have 
existed for thousands of years before taking their present form.  
They are the inventions of different major civilizations of the 
world and were developed independently.117 They are a 
common treasure of humankind. No single person or god is 
their author. The most commonly held belief is that earliest 
writing evolved from the need for keeping accounts. 
 
Excavations at different places in the world have revealed 
many different kinds of scripts used by man. Excavators have 
found knotted and coloured strings in Peru and the South of 
India. They are called QUIPOS. Coloured strings were used to 
send and receive messages.118 These strings have knots on 
them and these knots carried meanings. In Australia, people 
have found ‘chains of sticks’ and carefully arranged cowry 
shells which were once used as vehicles for communicating 
messages (See Language by J. Vendreyes page 319). At some 

 
116 According to a folk-lore Ganesh, the elephant Hindu god of wisdom, broke one of his tusks 
to use it as a pen and thus invented a script. 
 
117 If all scripts were created by God or one person they would be the same throughout the 
world but the fact is that some are written from left to right, some from right to left, some 
boustrophedon (where one line reads from left to right but the next reads from right to left), 
and yet others are written vertically downwards. The shapes of characters are different in each 
language. Some philologists believe that earliest writings developed in Egypt around 3100BC. 
Others believe that they first developed in the Indus valley of Panjab around 2500BC. 
 
118 In the past messages and literary writings had to be remembered by heart. This is why the 
Vedas were called SrUqI (heard) and later isMmrqI (remembered). The Hymns of the Vedas were 
called sUqr (strings) because sUqr (string) had to be used to remember them. The well-known 
Urdu poet Ghalib used to tie knots to his handkerchief to remember his own stanzas. In our 
own times, we tie a knot to our handkerchief to remember something. When a message about a 
wedding is sent through a messenger it is called g`T (knot). Uneducated women remembered 
the ages of their children by doing knots on a string. This practice gave rise to vrHy gMF. When 
we have to tell another person to remember something we still say p`ly gMF bMnH lY . When later 
these knots gave way to pictures that got simplified to phonemes we still remembered the 
colour of the strings and called the phonemes vrx (colour) and the set of charactersvrx mwlw. 
Our most popular word gRMQ means ‘knot’ because at one time our books were bundles of leaves 
knotted together.  
   



time all these and many other such kinds of message bearing 
contrivances gave place to pictures. These pictures were 
usually made on walls or on wet clay tablets which were then 
dried. Twentytwo thousand of such pictorial tablets were 
discovered by Sir A.H. Layard in 1852 AD which he 
mistakenly called the library of King Ashoka. Similar tablets 
with pictures on them have been found in California, Egypt, 
Scotland, and China. Even now, our children learn by drawing 
pictures. In his book “Hindi and Devnagri” Mr. Madan Gopal 
writes, “Just as speech developed out of imitation of the sounds 
of real objects, picture drawing is the foundation of all scripts” 
(Page 237). 
 

 
          (Pictograph script discovered at Mohinjo Daro site) 
 
In pictography, connection between the picture and the spoken 
name was lacking. After thousands of years, this link was 
established and it developed into ideographs (word signs or 
symbols). One meaning was attached to one symbol laying the 
foundation of line script.119 We still use the whole word linear 
symbols (called Logograms) in our books and on the signposts 
on our roads. For example + = - x < > @ # “? \ / ~ ( ) * % $ £ 
& are all logograms commonly used today. Mobile telephone 
                                                 
119 My unlettered milkman, Telu Ram, used to deliver milk to at least 20 homes and yet never 
made a mistake in collecting money. I saw his account book on the wall of his house. It 
consisted of hundreds of charcoal lines and pictures. From these doodles he could tell the 
account of a particular house in a minute. 
 

92 
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users and computer operators have developed their own 
symbols and pictures to convey certain messages. Picture 
script is still with us because we have been using it for millions 
of years. Not only pictures but also we still use hieroglyphs 
that were used by our ancestors millions of years ago. We use 
them on our highways, airports, maps, clothes labels, 
computers, maps, and machine operating manuals. For 
example instead of a chunk of alphabetic instructions, the 
computer icons guide us to do very complex operations in split 
seconds. 
 
 Later the symbols were given sounds. The sound carrying 
symbols came to be called phonemes and gave rise to phonetic 
writing.120 Philologists believe that phonemes came into 
existence some 4000 years ago. Some people believe that 
Phoenicians were the first people to have accomplished this 
task.121 This is why the words Phoneme, phonetics, and our 
present day words Telephone etc got attached to languages. 
The Phoenician traders are said to have brought these 
phonemes to India about 950BC.122Different languages, 
individual writing habits, and the distances between the 

 
120 The Japanese have abandoned the pictographic symbols and invented 47 Characters but the 
Chinese are still using the pictographs and that is why anyone wishing to learn Chinese has to 
learn 500-600 word symbols. 
 
121 References to these people are found in the Rig Veda. There they are called pxI (traders). 
Romans called them ‘Punic’ which later became ‘phonic’. Their town’s bblUs (Babylon) or 
bbrU are also mentioned in the Sanskrit literature. It is believed that they lived on the shores of 
the Mediterranean and later moved to the present country of Jordan. Indian Scholars believe 
that since Brahmi has only one letter “igmyl” that matches with a character in the Phoenician 
scripts, it is not likely that Brahmi originated from any Phoenician source.(see BwrqI pRwcIn ilpI 
mwlw pMnw 36)“vYidk ic`qr ilpI jW aus qoN ivkisq hoeI sMkyqk ilpI qoN bRhmI dw ivkws hoieAw” 
(jgmohn vrmw).  
 
122 Modern scholars do not agree with this theory because the Indian scripts are written from 
left to right whereas the Phoenician scripts are written from right to left. Even otherwise the 
Phoenician script carries only 22 phonemes whereas Indian scripts had 34 to 52 characters. 
Hindus believe that King Ravana of Ceylon translated the four Vedas and wrote commentaries 
on them. If this is accepted as true then we must also accept that there was a script current in 
those days in which he wrote his commentaries. 
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civilizations resulted in varied forms of letters and thus many 
scripts came into being. 
 
Phonetic writing grouped the human sounds into two 
categories. Those produced by the vibration of the vocal 
chords came to be known as vowels and those representing 
fixed sounds came to be known as sonants. Since sonants made 
a meaning only when associated with vowels, they were named 
con-sonants. Languages usually have 2 to 12 vowels and 12 to 
50 consonants.123  
 
Excavations at Mohinjo Daro and Harrappa (first conducted in 
1922-27) are still incomplete but they have already yielded 396 
pictographs on tablets. Fifty-three of them are used more 
frequently. Bryan Wells (Harvard University) thinks that the 
total number of symbols is 584.The writing on these tablets has 
so far defied all attempts at reading but it has been dated as 
having been created before 1000BC.124 It is now commonly 
believed that the highly developed people of Mohinjo Daro 
and Harrappa culture definitely had a script which the Aryans 
either copied or improved it for their own use.125  

 
123 English language is the worst on this count. 26 letters of its script represent 47 phonemes 
(12 vowel sounds, 26 consonant sounds, and 9 diphthongs). It is for this reason that letters 
represent different sounds at different places (i.e. c=s as in centre and c=k as in cat) and letters 
have to be combined to get a particular sound. For example ch, sh, gh, and th etc. 
 
124 This agrees with the modern research by Kurukshetra Mahavidyala which claims that Indian 
civilization is more than 4000 years old. (See Nav Bharat Times dated 31.3.74). Mr. Buhler 
and Winterneitz also confirm this. Excavations in U.P have recently resulted in the discovery 
of a pitcher which is supposed to be 5000 years old (Pandav period?) and has some marks on 
it. In 1990, an inscription was found near Dholavira (coast of Kutch-Gujarat) which appears to 
be the signboard for a city. 
 
A Finish scholar Mr. A.Parpola has done some good work in deciphering some of these tablets.  
Mr. J.V.Kinnier (of Cambridge University), Mr. S. Rao (in his book the decipherment of the 
Indus script), Walter Fairservis (in his book The Harrappan Civilization and its writing), Brian 
Wells (Harvard University). Mark Kenoyer (university of Winconson) and Mr. Mahadevan 
(India) have done some work in deciphering the script but it is not conclusive. UNESCO and 
Harvard University are paying for the research into this script. So far, the scholars have agreed 
on one aspect of this script. They agree that it reads from right to left. 
 
125 According to Mr. E.Thomas Aryans did not invent any script. They depended on the 
country in which they settled and adopted the local scripts. Mr. Hrozney thinks that the Aryan 
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The commonly accepted belief is that the script of the Aryans 
travelled westwards with the traders and returning Aryans126 
and spread the Indo-Aryan language and script to the western 
world.  In 1996AD, some scholars from Finland studied the 
excavated Mohinjo Daro tablets and concluded that these 
tablets matched with similar tablets found in Mesopotamia and 
Greece pointing to the fact that at one time Indian civilization 
spread right up to Greece and Egypt. 
 
Some scholars, like Suniti Kumar Chatter ji, emphatically state 
that the Indians knew the art of writing before 2500 BC 
otherwise the Vedas (2500BC-1200 BC) could not have been 
written. The myth about remembering Veda hymns by heart 
could not apply to the Brahman Granths, Upanishads,127 and 
the Puranas that explained the Vedas in prose rather than 
poetry because prose is difficult to remember by heart. From 
the language of the Vedas, it has been confirmed that the script 
which may have been used to record the Vedas had 52 
phonemes. In his book ‘Indica’ the Greek traveller 
Megasthenes (306 BC) refers to a script which was in use in 
his time and we also find references to a script in Buddhist 
book ‘Lalitvistar’128 which contains the biography of Lord 

 
script has Hittite origin whereas Mr. M.G.De Henesy thinks that it has links with rongo rongo, 
a script found in far off Easter Island. 
 
126 Phoenicians are mentioned in the Vedas and there are indications of them going away from 
India. Some scholars argue that Aryans were indigenous citizens of India. They did not come 
from outside but travelled from India to the outside world (See ‘Hindi Boli Ka Itihas’ by 
Ayodhya Singh Upadhaye). 
127 The word ‘ A`Cr’ is available in Chhandog Upnishad  and Panini mentions the word script 
(ilib modern ilpI) and ilbIkr (script writer ) in his grammar Ashtadhyaee (500 BC). 
128 It is written in this book that Lord Buddha wrote on a silver platter with a gold pen and that 
he prohibited the use of Chhandam (CMdm= Sanskrit) to write Bodhi philosophy. The Chinese 
traveller Hiuen Tsang who carried 657 books to China with him on horses mentions that in his 
time there were 64 scripts used in India. This only proves that some form of writing was in 
common use and people were fond of books. It was considered a great spiritual merit to give 
away books. If there were no scripts Panini could not have written his Ashtadhyaee (500 BC) 
which is of great literary and historical value. Most scholars agree that a very useful script had 
come into existence and had been used extensively but then went out of use for some unknown 
reason. It was later revived and gave birth to our present scripts. The Mahabharat and Balmik 
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Buddha. The Jain scripture Panwan suter mentions the names 
of 18 scripts. Two writings discovered at village Baroli(bVOlI 
near Ajmer) and Pipra (Nepal)129 written in some as yet un-
deciphered script have been dated as created in the 5th Century 
BC. 
 
5.2 Brahmi and Kharoshti Scripts 
 
After the availability of the supposed compositions of 3500 
BC, we find the writings of 500 BC. Thus, our knowledge of 
the script used during 3000 years is still patchy and incomplete 
but this does not mean that there was no script in those days. 
From the stone carvings at Shahbaz Garhi and Mansehra, it has 
been discovered that at the time of King Ashoka there were 
two scripts in use. One was Brahmi130 which must have 
established itself firmly by 600 BC and the other was 
Kharoshti131. No body knows when and how Kharoshti came to 

 
Ramayan were perhaps first written in this (now extant) script. 
  
129 Pipra is the place where Lord Buddha’s ashes were consigned to the earth. 
 
130 Brahmi literally means, ‘Complete or flawless.’ It has 64 letters including symbols for 
vowels. According to Mr. Jaiswal Brahmi had been invented before 2000BC. According to the 
Hindu belief, confirmed by a Chinese ‘Vishav Kosh’ (dictionary) known as Fahuan Chulin it 
is said that Brahmi was invented by an Indian scholar Brahma. But the most likely explanation 
of its name appears to be that it was used by the Brahmans who were in those days the only 
intellectuals. Edward Thomas is of the opinion that Brahmi did not have a foreign origin. It 
was created exclusively by the Indians. It is also commonly believed that since Brahmi was 
called “Flawless”, there must have been other scripts in those days which were not as good as 
Brahmi. Brahmi may have been derived from one of those now extant scripts. In Jain Granths 
this script is called “Bambhi” King Ashoka (300BC) used Brahmi script for his edicts 
engraved on stones. According to Professor Langdon Brahmi script derives from the Indus 
valley script.  
 
131 It is believed that foreign (Iranian?) invaders brought Kharoshti to the Panjab around 558 
BC.  Most of its writings have been discovered from Baluchistan, Afghanistan and the Middle 
East.  Some coins bearing the dates between 175BC and 100 BC have been discovered in India 
but very considerable amount of material in Kharoshti has been excavated in Chinese 
Turkistan. Some people believe that Indians hated this script and so derogatively called it ^RoSTI 
(^r=Koqw, EST= bulH KRoST = doodles). Others believe that Kharoshti was Armenian. In 
Armenian language the word ^RoSyb means ‘Writing’ A stone carving discovered at Taxila 
proves that Armenians definitely had some connection with the Panjab. It is presumed that 
Kharoshti became prevalent round about 500 B.C. The oldest Ashoka edict of Kharoshti on 
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be used in India. It was written from right to left132 and 
contained no similarities with Brahmi. It is presumed that some 
people of Semitic origin conquered the Panjab or parts of it 
before the reign of King Ashoka and made this script current 
here and Kharoshti strangled the current Indian script of those 
days. This is confirmed by Alberuni133 who writes that “The 
script of the Hindus had disappeared or forgotten and nobody 
bothered about it. Ved Prashar134once again discovered the old 
script of 50 characters and revived it.” Unfortunately, he does 
not give us the name of the rejuvenated script. Megasthenes 
(306 BC), the Ambassador of Syria in the court of Chandra 
Gupta, tells us that in Chandra Gupta’s reign he saw etched 
milestones fixed at distances of every stadia. About the 
rejuvenation of Brahmi135  by Ved Vyas, Mr Hunter writes as 
follows: 
 
“Indeed the entire Brahmi alphabet is shown to be derived 
from the script of Mohenjodaro and Harrappa. It is also shown 
that those scholars were not mistaken who connected Brahmi 
with the South Semitic and Phoenician scripts for there is 
much evidence to show that these also were derived from the 
script of Harrappa and Mohenjodaro (which I have called 
Proto-Indian). It is thus seen that Proto-Indian forms an 

 
stone is of 300 BC. The author of Pny qihrIr kI qwrIK thinks that it was invented and used by 
traders.   
 
132 A writing discovered at Yargudi is a sample of its own kind. Here one line reads from right 
to left and the other from left to right. 
 
133 Alberuni came to India with Mehmud Ghaznavi in 1017AD and stayed here until 1030AD. 
It is believed that he wrote 114 books. Tehkik-ul-Hind (qihkIkul ihMd) deals with India and its 
history between the seventh and the 11th Century. Alberuni tells us that in his time there were 
11 scripts prevalent in India. They were Sidh Matrika, Nagar, Malvari, Saindhav, Karnati, 
Andhri, Dravari, Gauri (Bengali), Lati (Gujrati), Bhikshki, and Ardh Nagri. The Ghaznavis 
made Lahore (Mehmud Pur) their capital and it was during their period that Urdu began to 
develop in India. 
 
134 Obviously this is the same Ved Vyas who committed the Vedas to writing. 
 
135 According to Mr. Edward Thomas the Dravidians invented Brahmi. 
 



important link in the history of evolution of the alphabet from 
pictographic writing.” 
 
“The script of Harrappa and Mohenjodaro & its connection 
with other scripts” by Dr. G.R. Hunter page 1 
 
Similar ideas have been expressed by Richter-Ushanas. 
Andrew Robinson in his Lost Languages (page 272) writes, 
“Brahmi is supposed to be a descendant of the Indus signs, 
despite a 1500-year gap in the written record.” 
 
Indian Philologist S.R. Rao also believes that it was the Indus 
valley civilization (or its successor) which invented the first 
alphabet. 
 
 

 
 
Ashoka’s edict on a rock. It reads, “Conquest of self is the 
greatest conquest.” 
 
5.3 Siddh Matrika script 
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From the above discussion, we can safely assume that the 
Aryan invention of a script was based on the Sindh Valley 
Panjabi script of pre-Vedic period, which was clouded for a 
time and re-appeared as Brahmi.  Brahmi was in extensive use 
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in the Gupta period as Gupt Lippi.136 Over a period of time 
changes occurred in the formation of letters due to its use by 
the politicians of the time and the individual variations of 
handwritings. By about 800 BC, a reformed script known as 
Siddhung came into existence. When the Siddhas (or Nath 
Yogis) improved it by adding Matras (vowel symbols) to its 
characters, it began to be called Siddh Matrika.137 We find 
remnants of Siddh Matrika reflected in a variety of Panjab 
scripts. A slightly changed form of Siddh Matrika became 
prevalent in the Panjab and was used by some religious zealots 
settling on the banks of Sarasvati River, which they held 
sacred. They began to call it Sharda (Swrdw).138 Other areas of 
Panjab also developed similar but slightly different characters 
which in some areas came to be known under the names of the 
rulers of those areas. Takki or Takri139 developed in the East of 
Panjab, Paishachi script (also known as AvhT the script of 
hot-tempered people) in the west and Bhatiani or Bhat 
Ashari140 (Ardh Nagri used by the Bhats) in the south near 
Bathinda. In the central part of Panjab developed Landay. It 

 
136 No writings of Brahmi dated before 500 BC have so far been discovered. Mr Beaver has, 
however, discovered four books written in Gupta script from Yarqand. It is believed that they 
were written around 500 BC. 
  
137  The word Siddh means ‘reformed or straightened’. Some people think that it came to be 
known as Siddh Matrika because the Siddh (Naths) reformed it. Alberuni tells us that Siddh 
Matrika originated from Kashmir and was used right from Kashmir to Banares. It gave birth to 
Tibetan scripts which are still used by the Buddhists of China and Japan. He also tells us that 
out of the 11 scripts prevalent in his time one was based on Siddh Matrika and was used in the 
Panjab. A Japanese Buddhist Monk Sogain is said to have written five volumes of the 
Buddhist scripture ‘Ashar Jo’ in Siddh Matrika. According to ‘Pny qihrIr kI qwrIK’ by 
Muhammad Ashaq Sadiqi, Brahmi was widely used in a reformed form in the reign of Gupta 
kings and was called Gupt Lippi. He also claims that Siddh Matrika developed from Brahmi in 
the 6th century. This is also the view held by Dr. Buehler.  
  
138 Modern Dev Nagri script is said to have first appeared around 633 AD but reached its 
perfection in the 11th century. It has 48 signs out of which 34 are consonants and 14 are vowels 
or diphthongs. Like Sanskrit it also uses conjoint consonants. 
139 History tells us that Taks once ruled a part of the Panjab from Shakal (Modern Sialkot). 
 
140 Bhat Ashari was once used in Bathinda, Ferozepore, Jullundur, Patiala, Jind, and Uchh 
Sharif. Alberuni calls it Ardh Nagri. Bhatti Rajputs Jai Pal and Anand Pal ruled here in the 10th 
century and gave a tough fight to Mehmud Ghaznavi. 
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had most of the characteristics of the various Alphabets. 
Landay was the forerunner of Gurmukhi script. It was a form 
of Gurmukhi script without vowel symbols and was mostly 
used by traders and moneylenders for keeping accounts but it 
could be easily misread. For example, a trader’s son sent the 
following message back home  
 
lwlw jI klk`qy gey, auQy cwr loty ley, v`fI bhI Byj idau[ 
The reader read it as 
“lwlw jI klk`qy gey auQy corW lu`t ley, v`fI bhU Byj idau [141 
 
The discussion about old Indian scripts leads us to conclude 
that the Aryans either improved the Mohinjo Daro script or 
other scripts prevalent at that time or invented a new script 
which was lost. When we read that Ved Vyas revived142 a 
script, we are left in no doubt that a script existed which Ved 
Vyas named Brahmi. Brahmi gave rise to Siddh Matrika which 
later changed into Gurmukhi. Gurmukhi is thus the oldest 
script of the Panjabis which has at one or the other time 
influenced all other scripts used in India.  
 
5.4 Gurmukhi script 
 
Sardar G.B. Singh conducted a survey of the scripts used in the 
Panjab. According to him, all letters of Gurmukhi script had 
acquired their complete form before Guru Nanak (1469 AD)143. 

                                                 
141 The writer wrote, “Grand Pa went to Calcutta and purchased four jugs. Please send the 
current account book.” The reader read, “Grand Pa went to Calcutta where he was robbed, 
please send the elder daughter-in-law.” 
 
142 In his Kitab-ul-Hind Alberuni (1017AD-1030AD) writes, “It is said that the Hindu script 
had gone out of use. People had completely forgotten about it and nobody used it. So much so 
that people had become completely ignorant about it and educationally incompetent. At last 
Vyas son of Prashar obtained God’s grace and revived the script of 50 Characters.” It is 
unbelievable that the fully developed and civilized people of Mohinjo Daro and Harrappa fame 
completely forgot their script. The only explanation that comes to mind is that perhaps they 
were forbidden by the Aryans from using it. 
 
143 “ieh A`Kr, ijnHW nUM A`j k`l gurmuKI nW id`qw jWdw hY, Asl iv`c bhuq purwxy hn[ bwhrvIN qyhrvIN 
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This is amply proved by the ‘Patti’ written by Guru Nanak 
Dev. Seven characters of the script used by Guru Nanak in 
‘Patti’ are older than the Brahmi Characters and may have 
been in use 3000 years ago. In Guru Nanak’s Patti, the order of 
the characters was different from the prevalent order of the 
script. In it s e a | k K g G came first and h and A were 
placed at the end of the script table. It is assumed, and not 
without reason, that Guru Angad might have altered the order 
of characters to make the Panjabi character set more rhythmic 
to remember and alphabetically more scientific and 
presentable.144 
 
Landay (Landay literally means tail-less doodles) are 
considered to be the un-reformed precursor of Gurmukhi 
without Matra).145 It has 30 consonants plus a A e vowels. 

 
sdI qoN ieh mwlvy,mwJy,sWdl bwr qy myn duAwb dy au`qrI Bwg ivc vrqINdy cly Awey hn[ ienHW A`KrW dy 
bxwaux vwly pMjwb dy ihMdU vpwrI Aqy aunHW dw piVHAw iliKAw qbkw sI [ies dy nW ‘gurmuKI’ qoN isvw 
isKW nUM ienHW A`KrW dy jnm nwl koeI vwsqw nhIN [ ijvyN pMjwbI bolI koeI is`KW dI hI mlkIAq nhIN 
iqvyN ‘gurmuKI’ A`Kr vI ihMdUAW qy is`KW dw sWJw ivrsw hn Aqy dohW nUM ienHW au`qy ieko ijhw mwx hoxw 
cwhIdw hY [‘gurmuKI’ dw iek A`Kr vI- iek lg mwqr qk vI-sRI gurU AMgd dyv jI jW hor iksy ie`k dw 
bxwieAw hoieAw nhIN hY[ nW hI iksy ny aunHW dI vrxmwlw dI purwxI qrqIb ivc &rk pwieAw hY Aqy nw 

igxqI hI v`D G`t kIqI hY”[ (“gurmuKI ilpI dw jnm qy ivkws” jI bI isMG  pMnw 2-3) 
144 Giani Isher Singh Nara tells us that according to the biography of Baba Sri Chand, 
Gurmukhi was taught to Baba Lakhmi Chand by Baba Sri Chand. Did he change the order of 
characters?   
 
145 “gurmuKI A`Kr pMjwb dy mhwjn Aqy mwmUlI pVHy ilKy lok vrqdy sn ies dw sMiKpq rUp lMfy AwiKAw 
jw skdw hY” (pMifq gOrI SMkr EJw in his book pRwcIn il`pI mwlw). It should be noted that the 
Muslim rulers had started Maktabs to teach Persian and Madrassas to teach Islam. It was in 
reaction to this that the Hindus started Chatsalas (schools for mercantile communities to teach 
tachygraphic forms of Landay) in the Panjab. Two forms of Landay were taught Mahajani for 
merchants and Sarafi for bankers. Formal education in Gurmukhi was still imparted in Deras 
(seminaries) by the Padhas even up to the time the British took over. I myself received my 
preliminary instruction in Panjabi (1935 -36 AD) from a seminary run by one Tara Ram in our 
village.  
 
In 1855 the East India Company discontinued Persian and instead adopted Urdu and English as 
the official language for administration. Mr.E.B. Arnold, the director of Public instruction 
Panjab, opened the first 90 schools in the Panjab with a cost of Rs 5/- each school. In some 
places (For example at Kartar Pur by Sodhi Sadhu Singh) the move was opposed. Only Urdu 
and Persian languages were taught in these state-run schools. 
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Panjabi has 32 consonants plus 3 vowels a A e. Both Panjabi 
and Landay have V which is also found in Brahmi script. 
 
According to Dr. Raghuvira (See Sapt Sindhu Nov 1964), 
Brahmi gave place to Landay. Landay became Siddh Matrika 
(Around 600 AD) which was used in India China and Japan. In 
the Panjab, it changed its name to Gurmukhi. Chinese traveller 
Itisang’s writings (671-695AD) also tell us that Siddham was 
prevalent in the North of India in his time. He also mentioned a 
book written in Siddham146 which was named “Siddham 
Vastu.” He tells us that students learning Siddham used to say 
“Onam Siddham” before starting to learn it. It had 31 
characters and 3 Matras. 
 
5.5 Gurmukhi and Siddh Matrika 
 
G, C, f, F, x, lwvW, dolwvW, hoVw, knOVw are exactly the same in 
Gurmukhi script and Siddh Matrika and are not found in any 
other old scripts. 
 
A study of the old books reveals that whenever children started 
learning a script in school the teachers used to dictate a 
Mangalacharan (respectful words for the writing system). We 
read about this tradition in Indian as well as Chinese books. 
For example in “Ashar Jo” of 1837, the Mangalacharan is “nmo 
sRqgX isD|” (I bow to the universal Siddhung).  In the 
Buddhists’ scriptures ‘Patarvan Sutar’ and ‘SamvaYang Sutar’, 
the Mangalacharan reads “nmo bMBIey” (I bow to Bambhi). 
Bambhi may have been the name of Brahmi script. People who 
learn Landay (lMfy) still use two Mangalacharans, One is “Enw 

 
146 Lala Sant  Ram in his “ ieqIsWg kI Bwrq XwqRw” (pMnw 162) quotes “Siddh Pittak” and writes, 

“isDm kw ArQ ijsy bhuq bwr isDm ilKw hY, ASu`D AwSX myN vrx mwlw (Alphabet)  hY [“ 
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mosI Dom” which appears to be a corrupted form of “Em nmo 
isD|” (I bow to Siddhung) and the other is Enm isD| (My 
respects to Siddhung).  
 
In the Puratan Janam Sakhi when Guru Nanak questioned the 
knowledge of the Padha the later replied, “ qW pwDy kihAw mYN sB 
ikCu piVHAw hW ,EnmoisDhw, bYrwKVI, ijmI kCx dw ihswb”[  
 
In the Janam Sakhi written by Sodhi Meharvan  we find the 
following on pages 11-16) , “ kwlU kihAw pWDy ies nUM pVHwie [qb 
pWDy gurU nwnk jI kau p`tI ilK id`qI [ qb lgw muhwrnI dyxy bwby 
nwnk jI kau [ ptI ilK idqIEsu jo pVH nwnk jI isDo|wieAw”This 
word isDo|wieAw is the Apbhransh form of “isD|”[ Scholars 
believe that the first part of the prevalent script table used to 
be called Enm and the vowel part (muhwrnI) was called 
“isD|”147 
 
In another Janam Sakhi lying in Khalsa college Amritsar the 
following appears at the end of the story of Guru Nanak’s 
discussion with Padha, “qb pWDy kihAw ij ey nwnk mYN sB ikC 
piVAw hW [isDo|WieAw bwrwKVI piVAw hW ……” 
 
It is therefore clear that the script used by Guru Nanak was 
“Siddhung” or “Siddh Matrika.” We find some proof of this in 
Gurbani as well. For example in Guru Nanak’s “dKxI EAMkwr,” 

                                                 
147 According to Dr. Raghuvira Enm isD| is the name of the script of which Enm is the first 
part and isD| is the last part. He also states that this very script was known as Siddh Matrika 
which gave rise to the present Gurmukhi characters. In his article published in Sapt Sindhu of 
November 1954 he also tells us that Siddham Script existed in Japan and China as well.  Lala 
Sant Ram in his book “Indian travels of Itising” (page 162) writes that Onam is used for 
consonants and Siddham is used for vowels (muhwrnI). It is confirmed from Alberuni’s writings 
as well. For example in the Urdu translation of Alberuni’s “Kitab-ul-Hind” published by 
Anjuman-e-Traqqi-e-Urdu Delhi (1941) we find “ ies mShUr rsm-aul-^q kw nwm isD mwiqrkw 
hY ” (page 226)  
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(pMnw 930) the first letters are E s D | ey (EN isD|wey?) which 
again appear in the same order in Guru Arjan Dev’s “Bawan 
Akhri” ( bwrwKVI) instead of the usual a A e s h etc order. 
Also we find the following lines in Gurbani which seem to 
confirm our conclusion. 
 
Enm AKr suxhu bIcwru ]  
Enm AKru iqRBvx swru ] ( EAMkwr pMnw 930) 
 
In Guru Amar Dass’s Patti, we clearly read “isDM|weIAY ismrih 
nwhI, nnY nw quD nwmu lieAwN” (page 434). It appears that here 
the Sikh Gurus maintained the tradition which was prevalent 
for learning “Siddh Matrika” and later “Siddh Matrika”(after 
some reformation) came to be known as Gurmukhi. 
 
5.6 Why is it called Gurmukhi?  
 
We cannot imagine Guru Nanak to have written Gurbani in 
Persian script because he was a nationalist to the core. He did 
not like people speaking the language of the conquerors, 148 
hated people dressing like the invaders,149 and did not like his 
countrymen adopting the eating habits of the foreigners.150 
Even otherwise he could not have accommodated the special 
typical Panjabi sounds of D, G, \, | etc in Persian script. 
 
In the time of Guru Nanak India was ruled by the Muslims. 
Persian151 was the official language. What script was taught by 
                                                 
148 Gir Gir mIAw sBnW jIAW bolI Avr qumwrI (pMnw 1191)  
Also KqRIAw q Drmu CoifAw mlyC BwiKAw ghI ] (pMnw 663) 
149 nIl bsqR ly kpVy pihry qurk pTwxI Amlu kIAw (pMnw 470)  
nIl vsqR pihir hovih pRVwxu ] (pMnw 472) 
150 ABwiKAw kw kuTw bkrw Kwxw ] (pMnw 472) 

 
151 Persian used Arabic characters. There were only 28 characters in Arabic. py, cy, zy and gwP 
were added later by the Iranians. In Arabic ‘Pakistan’ is written as ‘Bakistan’ and ‘Bulgaria’ is 
written as ‘Bulkaria’. Urdu borrowed this script from Persian and added ty, fwl, and Vy which 
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the Padha to Guru Nanak and what script did he use to keep a 
record of his writings? 
 
There is no mention in the Guru Granth Sahib of the script 
used by Guru Nanak for writing Gurbani. We can, however 
safely assume that since he wanted to preach his religion to the 
common people, he must have used the most commonly used 
script of the Panjab. This was Siddhung which had come to be 
known as Siddh Matrika and later Gurmukhi.152  
 
 
Just as Takki used by the Takk people came to be called Takki 
and Brahmi came to be known as Brahmi because it was used 
by Brahmans, similarly it is possible that people began to call 
Siddh Matrika as Gurmukhi because the Sikh Guru had used 
and popularised it.  
 
It is very likely that the Guru may have made some very 
significant changes to Siddh Matrika. The sounds of G J D and 
B are peculiar to Panjabi/Gurmukhi only. No other Indian 
script can faithfully represent these Panjabi sounds through 
their characters. Guru Nanak has used these sounds 
extensively. Since more and more people were using Persian 
script, our nationalist Gurus, inebriated with the love of their 
country, appear to have revived and improved the ignored 
dying system of writing to infuse the national spirit in their 
compatriots.  
 
The words gurU, gurmuK, gurmuKI etc were in common use in the 
9th and 10 centuries before the advent of Guru Nanak. We find 

 
were borrowed from Panjabi. Panjabi in turn borrowed S,&,z,^,Z and hard k (as in kql) from 
Persian. 
 
152 “Siddham”had 31 letters and three vowels (total 34).  Bhagat Ravi Dass (who never visited 
Panjab) also refers to this script which had 34 letters. He writes, “nwnw iKAwn purwn byd ibiD, 
cauqIs ACr mwhIN “ 
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them used for pious people153 by the Siddh Naths. For example 
Jalandhar Nath writes, “Awsw mnsw dUr kr psqMqI invwr] smD 
swDk nuUM sMg kr, kY gurmuK igAwn ivcwr” In the Janam Sakhi of 
Bhai Bala we find that when Bhai Mardana brought Rabab 
from Bhai Firanda, he asked Guru Nanak, “gurmuKI swz ikhVy 
hn?”[Bhagat Trilochan (Bengali) and Bhagat Pipa 
(Rajasthani) never visited the Panjab and yet they also used the 
words gurmuK and gurmuKI [ 
 
The fact is that when religiously orientated Panjabis began 
using this script people began calling it Gurmukhi. In Bani 
Bahingam (bwxI bihMgm) we find the letters v h g r (vwihgurU) 
and then it is written ieh AKr gurmuKI hYn [An example of such 
a change can be found in the script once used by the Biharis in 
Bihar province. In Bihar, the scriptwriters and Government 
clerks were called Kaisth (ArzI nvIs). The Kutal Script which 
they used for writings began to be called Kaisthi later Kaithi. 
Similarly, people re-named “Siddh Matrika” as ‘Gurmukhi’ 
because it was used by religious people. 
 
There is no justification in saying that since it is called 
Gurmukhi, it must have been invented by the Gurus. Words 
cannot be associated with personalities or communities. The 
words “isMG” and ‘Sikh’154 were in common use in Hindu and 
Buddhist writings before the advent of Guru Nanak. Can we 
say the Singhs (the Khalsa) were created by the Hindusor the 
Budhists? The word AlHw is used by the Sikh Gurus umpteen 
                                                 
153 In jnm p`qrI bwby nwnk kI the word Gurmukhi is used for piety as well as for the script. It 
reads “gurU AMgd kihAw BweI lwlw pMnU qUM isK hYN, gurmuKI hYN, BweI bwly nwil jwih qlvMfI gurU nwnk 
dI jnm p`qrI lY Awau”[ Further ahead in the same writing we find “gurU bhuq KuSI hoieAw[ gurU 
kihAw pYVw eyih AswnMU gurmuKI ACrIN ilK dy”[  It is clear that Bhai Paira already knew Gurmukhi 
script. who would have taught him ? Again it is on record that the 11th century poet Masood 
(msaUd) is said to have written an acrostic based on each and every letter of Panjabi alphabet. 
  
154 isKo piQivm vujwAsQI Xmlokm ic ievw sdyvkm ] isKo kusloPuPm ievw pcsqI (Dmpdm) 
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times. Can we say that the Gurus were Muslims? The world 
famous Hindi Granth “gIq goibMd” was written by Jai Dev. Can 
we say that Jai Dev was a follower of Guru Gobind Singh or 
that the book was written by Guru Gobind Singh whose name 
appears in its title? 
 
5.7 Antiquity of Gurmukhi 
 
George Grierson considered Gurmukhi as a very old script.155  
In 1916, Lala Hardyal M.A. Wrote an article in ‘The Tribune’ 
dated 13 July in which he claimed that “Signatures in 
Gurmukhi and Landay have been found in the old records of 
the Pandas of Hardwar, Gya, Kangra, and Amarnath with dates 
before the birth of Guru Nanak”.   
 
Sardar Attar Singh of Bhadaur K.C.I.E (1833-1899) spoke at 
the Bengal Asiatic Society in 1871AD and told Dr. Leitner 
about a Panjabi writing dated 1419AD on Rai Feroze’s 
Mausoleum in village Hathur (District Ludhiana).156 Later 
Sardar G.B. Singh did a pioneering work in discovering the 
writings of Pre-Guru Nanak period at Shorekot.157  He also 
visited Rai Feroze’s mausoleum at Hathur and traced the 
writings of Gurmukhi pre-dating Guru Nanak.158 It is worth 

 
155 Read his voluminous work   Linguistic Survey of India”on languages and scripts of India. 
 
156  Hathur is mentioned in the Jain literature as Ahteeshar and was later ruled by the Rajputs. 
Rai Feroze defeated the Parmar Rajputs of Hathur and established his Rule. His mausoleum in 
this village carries signatures of people in Persian and Gurmukhi characters dated before the 
advent of Guru Nanak. Pre-Guru Nank Gurmukhi writings were also discovered by G.B Singh 
in old wells of Hathur known as KUh rwxIAW and KUh sqIAW. These writings in the foundation 
stones of the wells prove that ordinary masons and citizens knew Gurmukhi characters and 
could read them with facility. Some use of Kanna here is exactly the same as in Pothian Baba 
Mohan, signatures of Guru Arjan Dev, Kartar Puri Beer and Paindey Wali Beer. The A  
sometimes with, and sometimes without top line found in these writings, is also found in the 
same fashion in Guru Arjan Dev’s and Guru Hargobind’s signatures. It is without top line in 
Beer Bhai Banno. 
  
157 Excavations at Shorekot were executed by General Cunningham in 1853AD. Bricks found 
here carry writings dating from 79 AD to 319 AD. Some writings match with Gurmukhi. 
 
158 Hathur is only 8 miles from my village. In 1965AD, when I was posted as District 



mentioning here that the | of Gurmukhi is present in these 
writings on the mausoleum of Rai Feroze. 
 
We give below a facsimile of one of these writings taken from 
the mausoleum. The readers can see G.B.Singh’s full 
discovery on page 93 of “gurmuKI ilpI dw jnm qy ivkws” 

Transcription:- sbqu 1554 mh mGr ik iqiQ AstmI ilKq 
suKryn puqu rwmw nQw 
In his book “My travels in Russia”( myrI rUs Xwqrw) Mr. Sadhu Singh 
Hamdard claims to have seen very old Gurmukhi Characters chiselled on a 
white stone outside a room in an inn near Koh Kaaf. 
 
“Between the 1200th Bikrami year and the 1600th Panjabi 
script had definitely developed its present day characters 
although we do not find any writings of that period. We 
strongly believe that during these centuries the traders had 
been using these characters for their account books.” 
Dr. Raghuvir in Panjabi Parkash Lahore June 1936) 
 
5.8 Alphabets of Gurmukhi 
  
In Rag Maru of Guru Granth Sahib Bhagat Ravi Dass says, “  
nwnw iKAwn purwn byd ibiD cauqIs ACr mwhI  (pMnw 1106) which 
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Languages Officer at Ludhiana, I visited the Mausoleum along with Sardar Tarsem Singh of 
Hathur. The Mausoleum was in a dilapidated condition at that time. I did make some tracings 
but the letters were disjointed and not very clear. The oldest book of India written on paper is 
dated 1223AD. In Gurmukhi script the oldest written book is the Goindwal Pothi written 
before 1574 AD by Sahansar Ram, a descendant of Guru Amar Dass. It is said that this Pothi 
was in four volumes but at present only two volumes are available. 
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means that excluding the vowel symbols the actual number of 
letters used in those days was only 34. 
 
 Kabir was a contemporary of Bhagat Ravi Dass. We have 
discussed his Bawan Akhri in the last chapter. In his alphabet 
m s v K are repeated and V is omitted from the alphabet a, A 
and e are used as vowels. The total number of letters of the 
alphabet is 34. It should also be noted here that neither of them 
was Panjabi.  
 
1. Patti of Guru Nanak Dev 
 
In Rag Aasa (Page 432) Guru Nanak’s Patti159 starts with s e 
E |. The order of the letters is as follows: 
 
s e E | 
k K g G 
c C j J \ 
t T f F x 
q Q d D n 
p P b B m 
X r l v V 
h A 
Guru Nanak has written another ‘Patti’ in Raag Ramkali. 
Although the Guru named it “Onkar,” he refers to it at the end 
by saying, “scI ptI scu min pVIAY sbdu su swru (pMnw 938)”. In 
this ‘Patti’, the Guru uses the 52 characters (bwrwKVI). It is 
significant that it starts with E s D | ey [160 

                                                 
159 Patti was a wooden plank roughly 2.5 feet by 1.5 feet. It was daubed with wet clay and 
dried. On it the school children used to write with a pen made from reed using black ink. For 
the next session of writing it had to be washed, daubed with clay, and dried again. 
 
160 Barakhri or Sarda had 52 characters (including vowels). It was later named Dev Nagri by 
the Brahmans of Dev Nagar (Ujjain). 
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2. Patti by Guru Arjan Dev 
 
Bawan Akhri (AGGS page 250-262) starts with EAM s D | X 
(abbreviation of EAM isD|wey?). It has all the present characters 
of Gurmukhi which are pronounced exactly as we pronounce 
them today. For example DDw DUir punIq qyry jnUAw (pMnw 251). 
The order of characters in the alphabet is not the same as that 
of Guru Nanak. Some characters are repeated more than once. 
 
3. Patti by Guru Amar Dass 
 
“Patti M.3” (AGGS Raag Asa page 434-35) starts with AwXo 
AM|Y sBu jgu AwieAw [The letters and their pronunciation is 
modern but there are only 18 letters used. The significant verse 
is isDM|wieAY ismrih nwhI nμnY nw quDu nwmu lieAw] (pMnw 434) 
 

5.9 Conclusion 
 

Like the Panjabi language itself, the script used for it is also as 
old as the history of the Panjab and its name at the time of 
Guru Nanak was “Siddhung.” Twenty-five of its characters can 
be found in the old writings. 
 
This script was in common use before the Sikh Gurus. The 
followers of Guru Nanak knew this script. It was commonly 
taught in schools and was used throughout North India. 
Another script of 52 letters (bwvn AKrI = bwrwKVI) was also 
used by scholars and religious preceptors. Kabir tells us, “bwvn 
ACr lok qRY sBu kCu ien hI mwih” (pMnw340). 
 
Its old names are Siddhung, Siddh Matra, or Chautis Akhri and 
now it is called Paintis Akhri or Painti. Now it has 30 
consonants and 13 vowels. Lavan, Dolavan, Hora, and 
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Kanaura are the same as were used in Siddhung before Guru 
Nanak. Teachers (Padhas) used Mangalacharan as Em nm: 
is`Dm before starting to teach it.. 
 
The Sikh Gurus did not invent it but they appear to have used 
it with some modifications that resulted in consistency and 
standardisation of vowel applications. Some other changes 
have been made to the script after the Gurus. Adhak, and the 
dots under the letters S ^ z Z &, and L are fairly recent 
improvements.161  
 
The shape of letters and their order in the alphabet has been 
changing. The order of the present alphabet is not the same as 
used by Guru Nanak in his “Patti Likhi.” It may have been 
changed by the later Gurus. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
161 Even Urdu alphabet did not have Zer, Pesh, Nukta, and Zabar etc. In around 50, Hijra 
Hazrat Ali’s follower Abdul Aswad Duveli invented dots for zabar, zer, and pesh and 
popularised them.  
 
Later in 65 Hijra Hijaj bin Yusuf, Governor of Iraq made slight changes in them.  Abdul 
Rehman Khalil bin Ahmad Aruzi (770 AD) gave them the present form. Confusion about their 
use existed even up to the time of Guru Arjan Dev. We find this mentioned by Bhai Gurdas 
when he writes, “iekq nukqy hoie jwey, mihrm mujrm ^Yr ^uAwrI” ( One single dot in writing 
turns an ‘acquaintance’ into a ‘culprit’ and ‘good news’ to ‘humiliation’ ) “hm duAw ilKqy rhy, 
vuh dZw pVHqy rhy”[Urdu script is derived from Arabic which has no letters for sounds of  P, CH 
and G (p, c, and g) 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Scripts of India 
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Chapter 6 
Panjabi writings of pre- Guru Period 
 
In this chapter, we will try to reconstruct the history of 
Panjabi literature produced before the advent of the Sikh 
Gurus. Non-availability of paper and the turbulent history of 
the Panjab have conspired to keep us bereft of the wisdom of 
our ancestors. However, there are certain strains that have 
reached us in spite of the political and social vicissitudes of 
Panjab. 
 
Indian philologists agree that right from the time of the Vedas 
or even before that, the Indians have been continuously 
producing literature. This literature has been written and re-
written many times and thus it has reached us in a form which 
cannot be called original or chaste with any certainty. 
However, it does provide us a glance into the thinking and the 
philosophy of our ancestors.  
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By the 7th century AD, Panjabi language had become mature 
for top quality literary writings. From the eighth to the 10th 
century, the biggest producers of literature were the Buddhists 
and Siddh Naths. The Buddhists used Pali but the Siddhs (most 
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of them being the inhabitants of Panjab) used the Panjabi 
language for their writings. In the later period (10th century AD 
onwards), the Muslims wrote copiously in Panjabi to preach 
Islam. History tells us that before the advent of the Sikh Gurus, 
Lahore, Multan, and Dipalpur were great centres of learning in 
the Panjab where Panjabi literature was produced in 
abundance.  
 
6.1 Pre-Nanak Panjabi literature 

 
During the 10th and the 11th centuries, Panjabi had developed 
to such an extent that it could be used for preaching the 
philosophy of religion. Credit for this goes to a large extent to 
Mehmud Gazhnavi, the cruel dictator. He had a literary taste 
and valued arts and literature. He had assembled excellent 
poets, scholars, writers, and philosophers in his court. The year 
1021AD is a landmark in the history of literature in the Panjab 
when Mehmud set up his court in Lahore (which he had named 
Mehmud Pur) and paid handsomely to the litterateurs.162 After 
him in the time of his Governor Malik Ayaz, Lahore became 
the centre of literary activities and education. Distinguished 
writers from Iran, India, and Afghanistan like Makhdoom 
Shaikh, Ali Ganj Bakhsh (later known as Data Ganj Bakhsh- 
Author of the world famous Kashf al mayub), Alberuni, 
Unsari, Farukhi, Utbi, Masood Said Salman, and Assajadi 
produced copious literature. Both Mehmud and Ayaz 
encouraged writing in Indian languages to preach Islam and to 
convert people. Ayaz even set up a school in Jullundur. A 
number of verse forms were borrowed by these Muslim writers 
from Persian and Arabic sources and popularised in Panjabi.163 

 
162 It may sound unbelievable but it is a fact that Mehmood Ghaznavi’s coins carried Arabic 
inscription on one side and Sanskrit inscription on the other. The Sanskrit read, “AvXkqM eykm 
muhmMd: Avqwr:inipq muhmMd: AXMtMko mhmUdpury Gty hqo ijnwXn sMvq” 
 
163 Panjabi romantic poetry has borrowed considerably from Persian sources. According to Sir 
Charles Lyall When ancient Panjabi was influenced by Persian it gave birth to Urdu. Hafiz 
Mehmood Shirani (Author of Panjab Mein Urdu) agrees with this view that Urdu originated as 
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Later when Muhammad Ghori attacked Lahore in 1204AD to 
suppress the rebellion of the Khokhars, he brought with him 
many poets and writers of repute. After his death, his slave 
Qutub Din Aibak became the ruler and gathered in his court 
learned men well versed in Islamic jurisprudence and beliefs. 
Hassan Nizami and Fakhar-i-Mudabir were his favourites. He 
had such good taste for literature that it is said that he used to 
give One Lakh of dinars for one Ghazal that touched his heart. 
This is why he was called “Lakh Bakhsh.”Islamic education 
was his phobia.164 Later Muhammad Tughlak, who himself was 
a poet of Arabic and Persian, encouraged literature and opened 
schools and Muslim seminaries which produced literature in 
Persian, Arabic and Indian languages. By then Thanesar, 
Bathinda, Sirhind, Jullundur, Lahore, Sialkot, Multan, and 
Kangra had become centres of learning. 
 
To counterbalance the attempts of the Muslims, the Hindu 
Sadhus and missionaries also used Panjabi for preaching their 
religion to their co-religionists. This later gave rise to the 
Bhakti Movement. Unfortunately, repeated onslaughts of 
invaders, forcible conversions to Islam and general repression 
did not let much of the Panjabi literature of this period reach 
us. 
 
6.2 Siddh Naths (850AD – 1540 AD) 
 
The wandering split-eared mendicants known as the Naths 
(also addressed as Jogi, Sadhu, Sant, Avdhu, Udho, and Siddh 
etc) produced a lot of literature and enriched Panjabi 
Language. The Naths were mainly the followers of Patanjli 
Rishi but later some of them were influenced greatly by the 
Buddhist and the Islamic philosophy. They wandered 

 
a result of contact between Persian and Panjabi. 
 
164 Read N.N.Law Promotion of education in India Page 19 
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throughout India and preached their religion.165 In the Sikh 
scripture, they are addressed as Jogi or Siddh as follows: 
 
 “ikMkurI AnUp vwjY jogIAw mqvwro ry ( pMnw 886)   
“isD sBw kir Awsix bYTy sMq sBw jYkwro ] ( pMnw 938)  
 
We understand from the Gurbani that these Siddhas had twelve 
different sects each preaching a slightly different philosophy.  
 
“bwrh mh jogI Brmwey sMinAwsI iCA cwir ] (pMnw 941)”[  
The most prominent among them were Jalandhar Nath, 
Machhandar Nath, Gorakh Nath, Charpat Nath, Chaurangi 
Nath (popularly known as Puran Bhagat), Haji Rattan, and 
Brahm Dass.  84 Siddhs and 9 Naths were very popular in the 
Panjab. They moved throughout India and therefore used a 
language (called Sant Bhasha or sDUkVI) which was based on 
Panjabi sentence structures but could be understood throughout 
India. Later the Bhagats and the Sikh Gurus also benefited 
from this experiment and used similar language in their 
writings. The writings of the Siddhas were the confluence of 
Apbhransh and modern Panjabi and they used Siddh Matrika 
to record their writings. 
 
Here are some excerpts from their writings. We can see that 
Apbhransh has influenced their writings very much. In some 
cases, Muslim vocabulary has also been used especially by 
Gorakh Nath and Haji Rattan. These writings cannot be called 
pure Panjabi but here we can see how Panjabi was taking 
shape and getting out of Apbhransh state into modern day 
Panjabi. 
                                                 
165 After Gautama Buddha’s death Buddhim broke into two sects. One called Heenyan was 
prevalent in the South of India and Ceylon and the other known as Mahayan was preaching in 
the North of India with its centre at Jullundur (Panjab). After some time Mahayan split into 
Sehajyan, Vajaryan, and Manteryan. Sehajyan produced Siddh Matt (also known as Yog Matt). 
The Siddhs consider Shanker Nath, the mystical progenitor of the sect and Macchandar Nath, 
as their temporal Guru. 
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1. Machhandar Nath  
 
We do not have details of the life of Machhandar Nath but it is 
a popular belief that he ruled over Ceylon for some time. There 
is a sprinkling of Rajasthani words in Machhandar’s writings. 
Gorakh Nath was his favourite follower. 
 
pMKyrU aufsI AwielIXo ivsrwm ]  
ijauN ijauN nr svwrQ kry koeI n svrXo kwm ] 
jl kUM cwhy mwCulI Dx kUM cwhY mor ] 
syvg cwhY rwm kUM icqvq cMn ckor ] 
jogI sweI jwxI ry jg qy rhy audws ] 
qq inrMjx pweIAY XON khy mCMdr nwQ ] 
 
2. Jalandhar Nath (760 AD?) 
 
Details of his life are not available. His follower Kanhapa was 
a great poet who lived during 809AD-849 AD. Machhandar 
and Jalandhar also wrote in Sanskrit.  
 
suin mMfl mYN mn kw bwsw, jhW pRym joiq pRkwsw ] 
AwpY puCy Awp lhY ] siqgurU imlY qo pRym pd lhY] 
 
3. Gorakh Nath (809 AD-949 AD)  
 
Gorakh166  lived most of life in the Panjab and is mentioned in 

 
166 He was born in Gorakh Pur (Tehsil Gujar Khan District Rawalpindi – Now Pakistan):- He 
was the leader of a sect of the Naths. His most famous follower was Gopi Chand Bharthari. 
Gorakh Hatri (Peshawar), Gorakh Tilla (Jehlum) and Gorakh Dhuni (Baluchistan) were his 
centres. He is said to have written 40 books in various languages. His Panjabi writings can be 
found in “Gorakh Bani”. 
 
Dr. Pitambar Nath writes in Gorakh Bani that “Pran Sangli,” usually associated by some 
people with Guru Nanak, is in fact written by Gorakh Nath. “Rawal” was a sect of the Naths 
who founded the town of Rawalpindi (Pakistan). Guru Nanak mentions the Rawals many times 
in his writings. For example  “bwrh mih rwvl Kip jwvih chu iCA mih sMinAwsI” ] (pMnw 1332) 
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the Sikh scriptures many times:  “jogI gorKu gorKu kirAw” (pMnw 
163). Some scholars consider him as the first Panjabi poet. 
We give below some popular sayings of Gorakh. Pure Panjabi 
words like nwauN, krd, khwxI, lukwieAw, KweIey, mrIey, pRqK, 
cUhVw167, bld, gweIN, hwlI, etc are very common in his writings. 
 
“jo Gr iqAwg khwvY jogI, Gr vwsI ko khY jo BogI ] 
prm q`q ko hoie nw mrmI , gorK khY so mhW ADrmI ] 
siqgur khY shj kw DMDw, bwd ibbwd krY so AMDw ] 
ihMdU iDAwvY dyhurw muslmwn msIq,  
jogI iDAwvY prmpd jhW dyhurw nw msIq ] 
KwieAw vI mry AxKwieAw vI mry, gorK khy pUqw sMjmI qry ]” 
 
mwieAw jor khy mYN Twkr, mwieAw geI khwvY cwkr ] 
mwieAw iqAwg hovy jo dwnI, gorK khy qInoN AiBmwnI ] 
Gt Gt gorK khY khwnI, kwcy BWfy rhy nw pwnI ] 
jhW jogIsur hir ko iDAwvYN, cMd sUrj sB sIs invwvyN ] 
 
muhMmd muhMmd nw kr kwzI, muhMmd kw ivKm ivcwrM ] 
muhMmd hwQ krd jy hoqI, lohy gVHI nw swrM ] 
 
4. Charpat Nath (890 AD-990 AD)  
 
Charpat is said to have been the colleague of Gorakh. He lived 
and preached his religion at Chamba where he converted the 
Raja of Chamba to Nathism. Coins (known as ‘Chakli’) have 
been found in Chamba with Charpat’s picture on them. A 
Temple was erected in his name where he was worshipped. 
Charpat was known as a non-conformist by the other Siddhas. 
  

 
167  The word cUhVw meant ‘Chief’ or ‘Leader’. These days this word has been devalued to mean 
a Sudra sweeper. 
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qit qIrQ bRwhmx ky krmw, puMn dwn KqrI ky Drmw ] 
bxj vpwr bYSnU ky krmw, syvw Bwv sUdr ky Drmw ] 
cwroN Drm ieho cwroN krmw, mn vs kIey jogI ky Drmw ] 
 
bwhir ault Bvn nihM jwaUN, kwhy kwrx kwn cIrw KwaUN ] 
ivBUiq nw lgwaUN ij auqr auqr jweI, 
^r ijauN DUir lyty myrI blweI ] 
sylI nw bWDoN lyvoN nw gwnI ] EVHwaUN nw iKMQw jo hoie purwnI ] 
puV nw pUjoN EJw nw auTwvoN , k`uqy kI inAweIN mWgny nw jwauN ] 
duAwry duAwry DUMAW nw pwaUN ,  
ByK kw jogI nw khwaUN Awqmw kw jogI crpt nwauN] 
 
sun isKvMqw sun pqvMqw, ies jg myN kYsy rihxw ] 
AKIN dyKx kMnI sunxw, mu`K sy kCU nw kihxw] 
bkqy Awgy sroqw hoey rhy, sONk Awgy mskInw ] 
gurU Awgy cylw hoeIbw , ieho bwq  prbInw ] 
AMdr gMdw bwhr gMdw qUM ikauN BUilAw crpt AMDw]  
 
5. Chaurangi Nath (Puran Bhagat 970AD-1040 AD?)  
 
He was the son of Raja Salwahan of Sialkot. His stepmother 
Luna was infatuated with his handsome figure and when he 
spurned her sexual advances, she ordered him to be thrown 
into a well after cutting off his arms and legs. Machhandar 
Nath helped him get out of the well. He became Machhandar’s 
follower and was named Chaurangi Nath. His well and 
underground cellar existed in Sialkot up to partition time 
(1947AD). His stepbrother Raja Risaloo was Luna’s son and is 
well known in the folk lore of the Panjab. Chaurangi’s poetry 
is coloured with Apbhransh. 
 
hmwry mW ny hwQ pWv ktwie rlwielw inrMjn ] 
qny soK sMqwp mny pr Byv snmuK dyKIlw ] 
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sRI mCMdr nwQ gurdyv nmskwr krI lw nmwielw mwQw ] 
 
mwlI lO ml mwlI lO , sIcY shj ikAwrI ] 
aunmin klw eyk phUpin, pwiely Awvwgvx invwrI ] 
 
6. Rattan Nath (1000AD-1120 AD)  
 
Baba Rattan also known as Haji Rattan or Pir Rattan was born 
at Bathinda. The King of Kabul is said to have invited him to 
Jalalabad where his temple is said to have existed. He preached 
his religion in Kabul, Ghazni, and Qandhar. Most of His 
writings contained in ‘Pothi Rattan Nath,’ are loaded with 
Persian and Arabic words. Kafir Both and Awwal Salook 
preach strict code of Islam. It is said that he performed Hajj 
nine times and this is why he was called Haji. His mausoleum 
exists in Bathinda. His follower Braham Dass was also a great 
poet who wrote “Rattan Gian” 
 
Here is a ‘Shabdi’ of Rattan Nath. 
 
rupw muhmd sonw ^udweI [ duhUM ivc dunIAW goqw KweI ] 
hm qoN inrwlMB bYTy dyKqy rhyN[ AyYsw eyk suKn bwbw rqn hwjI khY ] 
ijs pwxI sy kul Awlm auqpwnw[ so pwxI ihMdU bolIey ik muslmwnw] 
ihMdU muslmwn ^udwie ky bMdy,hm jogI n rKyN iks hI ky CMdy ] 
 
7. Bharthari Nath (1100AD-1200AD) 
 
A section of Gorakh Nath’s followers set themselves up as 
“escapists.” They began to be called “bYrwg pMQ.” Bharthari 
Nath was their leader. 
 
duKIAw rovq suKIAw hMsq, kyl krMqI kwmxI ] 
sUrw jUJq BUMdU Bwjq, siq siq BwKq rwjw BrQrI ] 
duKI rwjw duKI prjw, duKI bwBx bwxIAw ] 
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suKI rwjw BrQrI, ijn gur kw Sbd pCwixAw ] 
 

8. Gopi Chand  
 
Gopi Chand’s mother, Rani Maina Vati was Raja Bharthari’s 
sister. Gopi Chand’s discussion with his mother is the basis of 
most of his writings. His mother persuaded him not to abandon 
the affluent princely life and become a wandering mendicant 
but Gopi Chand advanced argument after argument convincing 
the correctness of his stand. Gopi Chand is very popular in 
Bengal. 
 
rwj qj lY pUjw pwT qj lY, qj lY hsqI GoVw ] 
siq siq BwKq mwqw mYnwvqI ry pUqw, kil myYN jIvn QoVw ] 
rwjw kY Gr rwxI hoqI mwqw, hmwrY hoqI mweI jI ] 
sB KxY BO bwry bYTqI mwqw,Xh igAwn khW qy ilAweI jI ] 
gurU hmwry gorK bolIey , crpt hY gurU BweI jI ] 
eyk Sbd hm kUM gurU gorK nwQ dIAw,so liKAw mYnwvMqI mweI jI ] 
bwrW brs mYnUM rwj krn dyh, pICy hogy jogI jI ] 
 

9. Naam Dev (1270AD- 1350AD) 
 
Naam Dev was born in village Narsi Bahmani (Maharashtra). 
He stayed in the Panjab for a number of years at village 
Ghuman (District Gurdas Pur). Most of his writings are in 
Marathi but he has also written in Sant Bhasha which is loaded 
with Panjabi. We find Naam Dev’s 60 Shabads written in 21 
Raagas in the Granth Sahib. His often-sung popular Shabad is 
in Rag Tilang. It reads: 
 
 “ mY AMDuly kI tyk qyrw nwmu KuMdkwrw ]  
   mYN grIb mYN mskIn qyrw nwm hY AwDwrw ] (pMnw 727) 
 
Many other Hindu poets of Pre-Guru Nanak period have 
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written in Panjabi. Space does not permit us to name all of 
them but Bhagat Dhanna (1415 AD), Bhagat Ravi Dass and 
Bhagat Gopal Dass are the most outstanding .The writings of 
Dhanna and Ravi Dass are available to us in the Guru Granth 
Sahib. 
 
After Mehmud Ghaznavi’s invasions, Panjab had become a 
part of the Muslim Empire and was a province of Persia. 
Persian culture and language, therefore, shaped the Panjabi 
culture and especially Panjabi language a lot. It will not be an 
exaggeration to say that the foundation of modern Panjabi 
literature, especially romantic poetry, was laid by the Muslims. 
 
10. Adhaman (Abd-ul -Rehman 950AD-1010 AD)  
 
Adhaman lived in Multan. He is known as the first Panjabi 
poet who extricated Panjabi from Apbhransh and gave it a 
modern flavour. In his “Sneh Raso” he Writes, “I salute all the 
writers of Sanskrit, Prakrit, Apbhransh and Paishachi. In 
comparison with their highly intellectual writings, my writing 
stands nowhere. No one is likely to read my work.” Here are 
two lines from Sneh Raso based on Apbhransh:- 
 
jwie Brih BwvCMdy, nvrMg cMgmw qruxI ] 
qw ikM gwm gihlI qwlI sdyx xcyie ]168 
   
11. Baba Faid (1173AD-1265 AD) and other Bhagats 
 
Baba Farid169 is known as the first Panjabi writer to express 
deep religious sentiments in simple modern Panjabi language. 

 
168 An expert professional dancer may captivate people by dancing but she is no match for a 
village girl who claps her hands and dances with gusto. (ig`Dw pwauNdI pMjwbx muitAwr) 
 
169 Baba Farid was born in village Khotwal (Multan- Now in Pakistan). His family was the 
descendant of second Muslim Caliph Hazrat Umar Farooq. He died at the age of 92. His 
writings are in Lehandi Panjabi and are full of Arabic and Persian words. 
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We find 118 Shalokas and 4 Shabads of Baba Farid in the 
Guru Granth Sahib.  
 
PrIdw ijn@I kMmI nwih gux qy kMmVy ivswir ]  
mqu srimMdw QIvhI sWeI dY drbwir ] 59 ] (pMnw 1381) 
 
 
12. Kabir Dass (Died 1439 AD?)  
 
Kabir was born in Benares. According to Khazinat-ul -Asfia he 
died at Mungher and his grave was constructed by Bijli Khan 
in 1450AD. His writings were collected by his followers 
Dharam Dass and Surat Gopal and are available in “Kabir 
Beejak.” Kabir wrote Bawan Akhri in Panjabi for the first 
time. Bhagat Ravi Dass was his contemporary. Their writings 
can be studied in Guru Granth Sahib. 
 
13. Dhanna (Born 1415 AD) 
 
Bhagat Dhanna was born in village Dhuan (Bikaner). Although 
he was born in Rajasthan, his poetry has a lot of Panjabi words 
and phrases in it. 
 
14. Shah Meeran Ji (died 1502AD) 
 
He is the first poet who wrote the Dohas. He is also the first 
person to have started a magazine known as “Khush Nama.” 
Although he stayed for 12 years at the Muslim centre of 
Medina, his writings are in Panjabi. 
 
isPq krUM mYN AlHw qyrI jo pRIpUrn pUr ]  
kwdr kudrq AMgIkwro nw nyVy nw dUr ] 
ies ‘^uSnwmw DirAw nwm, dohw iek sO s`qr] 
dsw izAwdw pr hY sO qoN, dey ^usI dw Cqr ] 
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15. Surta Pandit (?) 
 
Surta Pandit was a very famous writer of this period and was 
noised about as the greatest intellectual of his time. Very little 
is known about his life. He wrote Dohas (couplets) and riddles 
which became extremely popular.170 Guru Nanak mentioned 
his name as a writer of reputation.171 
 
Dohas:-1. pr Gr geI nw bhuVy poQI kwnI nwr, 

 B`jI t`utI Aw muVy jy moVy krqwr ] 
 2 myly dy iqMn kMm p`ky, D`up, DUV inkMmy D`ky ] 
 3 kuVIAW icVIAW b`krIAW, qRYvy jwqW A`QrIAW]  
            4          isr rwKy isr jwq hY, isr kwty isr soie]  
             jYsy bwqI dIp kI kt auijAwrw hoie ] 
Riddles:-  Some riddles give three clues and then give the 

answer in the fourth quartet.  
         1 sgrI rwq moih sMg jwgw, Bor BeI qb Bwgn lwgw] 

ausky ibCrq Pwtq jIAw, ikauN sKI swjn ?  
nw sKI dIAw ] 

 
      2  jb myry Awgn myN Awvy, soqy muJ ko Awx jgwvy] 
  pVHq iPrq ibrhw ky A`Cr, ikauN sKI swjn ?  

nw sKI mC`r ] 
 

3.      jb mWgUM pwnI Br ilAwvy, myry mn kI ipAws buJwvy  
                 mn kw BwrI qn kw Cotw, ikauN sKI swjn ? 

 
170 “The riddle played an important part in the intellectual and social life of antiquity as well as 
in the middle ages. With the ancient it was a literary form employed for serious purposes in the 
sphere of politics, philosophy, and religion.” (James A. Kalso) 
 
171jMmih jIA jwxY jy Qwau ] surqw pMifq qw kw nwauN (pMnw 1256) “Mere names do not make one 
intellectual. Surta Pandit (Real intellectual) is he who commands knowledge about the source 
of all life (God).” 
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 nw sKI lotw]   
 
            4          vuh Awvy qo SwdI hoie, aus ibn dUjw AOr nw koie ] 
                 mITy lwgyN bWky bol, ikauN sKI swjn ?  

nw sKI Fol] 
 
            5           imlw rhy qo nr rhy, Alg hoie qo nwr] 
                 sony kw sw rMg hY, koeI cqurw kry ivcwr]  
                 ( auq`r :CoilAW dI dwl) 
 
16. Amir Khusro (1253AD-1325AD) 
 
Amir Khusro was born in 1253AD at Tapiala. He is considered 
the first poet who brought Persian and Hindi closer to each 
other. 
 
After Baba Farid’s death, his follower Hazrat Nizam-ud-Din 
Awlya became the leader of the sect. Amir Khusro was his 
illustrious follower. He spent most of his time in Multan, 
Lahore, and Delhi. He is said to have written 99 books. His 
riddles are very famous. He wrote poetry in which one line 
reads in Persian and the other line in Panjabi. He is also known 
as the inventor of Rekhta (ryKqw) in which two languages are 
mixed. Amir Khusro is also credited with writing the first Var 
(vwr) in Panjabi. He was a great master of music and is said to 
have invented the Sitar. 
 
bwbl ByjI mYN vxj kUM kqWdw ko PUl,  
hoCw vxj ivhwijAw nw lwhw nw mUL ] 
ckvw ckvI do jxy aun ko mwr nw ko,  
auh mwry krqwr ky rYx ivCoVI ho ] 
gorI soey plMG pr muK pr fwry kys,  
c`l Kusro Gr Awpxy sWJ pVI chu dys ] 
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Amir Khusro also wrote many riddles called Pahelian. Here 
are some 
 
cwr QMm cldy jwx, do dIvy bldy jwx,  
do p`Ky Juldy jwx,Agy BUmIAw sp lytdw jwey ]   auq`r: hwQI 
 
pwroN AwieAw lSkrI ,jWdw jWdw kr igAw mSkrI ] auq`r: b`dl 
 

6.3 Ballads of Panjabi (pMjwbI vwrW) 
 
For the first time Amir Khusro wrote “quZlk nwsrudIn KW dI 
vwr” in Panjabi. This became so popular that many others 
began writing Vars (odes) in Panjabi. A majority of these Vars 
have not reached us and those that did reach us are not 
complete172. They were very popular even up to the time of 
Guru Arjan Dev. We find references to six Vars written before 
the advent of Guru Nanak. Guru Arjan Dev has given 
directions to read the Guru Granth Sahib Vars on the tunes of 
these vars.173 It is unfortunate that we do not know the names 
of their writers. We give below parts of these vars:- 

 
172 One reason is that although the Chinese had invented paper-making in 105 AD, they did not 
disclose this secret to the world. The Greek General Niarcus (325 BC) tells us that the Indians 
used the bark of a tree (Bhoj pattar), wood, stone, skin, or cloth for writing. In the war of 
Samarqand (704 AD), the Chinese were defeated. It was then that the Arabs learnt the art of 
paper-making from the Chinese prisoners and the industry began to flourish. Paper began to be 
used in India only in the time of Muhamad Ghauri when the Muslim invaders began to 
produce it. It is for this reason that kwgz, klm, dvwq are all Arabic words. The word isAwhI is 
Persian. New synonyms awere invented by the Sikh Gurus for these words. For example “klau 
(klm) mswjnI (dvwq) ikAw sdweIAY ihrdy hI ilK lyhu” (vwr sRI m:3) Guru Nanak used  kwgl, 
kwgr or kwgd for paper.The Arabians called the first produced paper “Kartas”. The same name 
was later used by Bhai Gurdas when he wrote, “kuit kuit sx ikrqws bxwieAw” [The oldest 
book (of 5th century written in black ink) in India written on paper is that of 1223-24 AD which 
was discovered by Mr.Waver in 1924. Akbar popularised paper-making in India. The art 
reached England in 1460 AD.  
 
173 This proves that these and other (now lost) odes were very popular among the ordinary 
people. They sung them with delight and knew their tunes. 
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1. Rai Kamal Deen Mauj Deen Ki Var:- 
 
Kamal deen poisoned his brother whose young wife had only a 
few days’ old baby named Mauj deen. When Mauj deen grew 
up, he collected an army and fought a battle with his uncle and 
killed him. Guru Arjan dev refers to its tune in ‘Gauri Ki Var’ 
M.5. Here is a part of this Var: 
 
rwxw rwey kmwldIN rx Bwrw bwhIN, mOjdIN qlvMfiEN ciVHAw swbwhI ] 
FwlIN AMbr CwieAw Pu`ly A`k kwhI, ju`ty Awhmo swhmxy nyjy JlkwhI ]  
mOjy Gr vwDweIAW Gr cwcy DwhIN ] 
 
2. Tunday Asrajay Ki Var:- 
 
The beautiful young wife (lvXojnw) of King Sarang made 
sexual advances towards the king’s handsome stepson Asraj 
which the later spurned. The stepmother had his hands cut and 
exiled. As good luck would have it, Asraj became a king in 
another town. When king Sarang came to know about the true 
story, he wrote a letter to his son and invited him back. The 
mischievous stepmother sent her two sons (Sultan and Khan) 
under the commander Sardul Rai to fight and kill Asraj before 
he reached his father. In the war, Asraj became victorious. 
Guru Arjan Dev directs us to sing Assa Ki Var M.1 on this 
tune. Here are some lines from this Var: 
 
BbikAw Syr srdUl rwey rx mwrU v`jy,  
sulqwn Kwn vf sUrmy ivc rx dy g`jy ] 
^q ilKy tuMfy Asrwj nuUM pwqSwhI A`jy,  
it`kw swrMg bwp ny id`qw Br l`jy ] 
Pqih pwey Asrwj jI SwhI Gr s`jy  
 
3. Sikander Ibrahim Ki var:- 
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Sikander and Ibrahim both belonged to one family. Ibrahim 
was a profligate and molested a young girl. The girl’s father 
requested help from Sikander, who attacked Ibrahim and 
through a trick made him a prisoner. Ibrahim agreed to behave 
in future and thus secured his release. Guru Arjan Dev refers to 
this tune in Gujri Ki Var M.3 
 
pwpI Kwn bRhm pr cVH Awey iskMdr, 
 ByV dohW dw m`icAw vf rx dy AMdr ] 
PiVAw Kwn bRhm nUM kr vf AfMbr,  
b`Dw sMgl pwieky jx kIly bMdr ] 
Awpxw hukm mnwieky CifAw j`g AMdr ] 
 

4. Lala Behlima Ki Var:-  
 
Lala and Behlima were two neighbouring kings. Rain failed 
and Lala requested water from Behlima’s canal agreeing to pay 
one sixth of his produce. Lala later backed out and there was a 
fight. Behlima won the battle .Guru Arjan Dev refers to this 
tune in Wadhans Ki Var M.3 
 
kwL lly dy dyS dw KoieAw bihlImw,  
ih`sw Ctw mnwieky jl nihroN dImw ] 
iPrwaUn hoie lwlw ny rx mMifAw DImw,  
ByV dohW dw m`icAw s`t peI AzImW ] 
isr DV if`gy Kyq ivc ijauN vwhx FImW,  
mwr llw bihlIm ny rx mY Dr sImw ] 
 
5. Hasnay Mehmay Ki Var:- 
 
Hasna was dismissed for embezzlement by a ruler and he took 
shelter with a local chief named Mehma who appointed him 
his agent for crediting yearly tax into the Government treasury. 
Once again, Hasna collected taxes but never paid them into the 
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treasury. When Mehma came to know about it, he attacked him 
with a big force. Hasna lost the war but pleaded mercy. 
Mehma forgave him. Guru Arjan Dev refers to the tune of this 
var in Sarang Ki Var M.4  
 
mihmw hsnw rwjpUq doie Bwry B`tI,  
hsny byeImwngI nwl mihmy Q`tI ] 
ByV dohW dw m`icAw r`q vgy sP`tI,  
mihmy pweI Piqh rx gL hsny A`tI ] 
bMnH hsny nUM C`ifAw js mihmy K`tI ] 
 
6. Moosay Ki Var:- 
 
Moosa was betrothed to a beautiful girl but the girl accepted 
another person as her husband and got married. Moosa 
attacked his rival, arrested the couple, and brought them both 
to his house. The girl still refused to part with her legally 
wedded husband. Moosa respected the girl’s choice and bade 
them farewell with gifts. Guru Arjan Dev refers to the tune of 
this Var in Var Kanra M.4 
 
qRY sY sT mrwqbw ie`k GurIAY f`gy, 
cIVHAw mUsw pwqSwh sB suixAw j`gy ] 
dMd icty v`f hwQIAW khu ik`q ivr`gy,  
r`uq pCwqI bgilAW Gt kwlI b`gy ] 
eyhI kIqI mUisAw ikn krI n A`gy ] 
 
Another form of literature that mainly the Muslim writers of 
Panjabi started producing was the iks`w kwiv (ballads). They 
translated the Arabic and Persian tales like Yousuf Zulaikha 
and Sassi Punnu etc into Panjabi and thus started a new literary 
genre. It is said that the first and the oldest Panjabi ballad of 
Yousuf Zulaikha was written in 1458 AD and is now in a 
Library in Dublin. 
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In the year 1115 AD, Saad Salman wrote a Baramaha (an 
acrostic based on the names of the twelve months)174 and 
“Seeharfi” in Panjabi for the first time. In 1132 AD, the story 
of Sassi Punun is reported to have been written for the first 
time. Recently a book named “eykwdSI dw mhwqm” has been 
discovered by Dr. Tarlochan Singh Bedi. Dr. Bahadur Chand, 
Professor Jagan Nath, and Dr.Sudheshwar Verma all think that 
it was written in the 13th century. It is in prose and is in 
conversational style. 
 
A lot of literature must have been produced before the Sikh 
Guru period. It has not reached us because of political 
upheavals and repeated onslaughts of the invaders.  It is also a 
fact that in the field of Panjabi literature the Muslims have 
done more than the Hindus have.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
174 According to luby lubwb of Muhamad  Orphi he also wrote a “Hindvi Diwan” in Panjabi 
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Chapter 7 
   Footprints on the sands of time 
A glance at the available past history of Panjab is necessary to 
apprise one of the excellence of Panjab and its ancient 
inhabitants. The task is not easy because we do not have much 
evidence but whatever little has reached us through 
archaeology and literature is very tantalizing and in some 
aspects very fascinating.  
 
 Some historians believe that “As far as India is concerned, we 
know definitely that men lived in various parts of the country 
about five hundred thousand years ago, but the evidence of life 
of the oldest inhabitants is very scanty. The only traces they 
have left behind are the stone tools175 they used and the 
number of pictures they drew on the walls of the caves in 
which they lived.”176 Yale-Cambridge expedition led by 
Mr.Chardin and Paterson did pioneering work in Archaeology 
and declared Panjab as the habitation of the pre-historic man 
thereby proving that the civilization of Panjab is older than the 

                                                 
175 These have been found at various places in the Panjab specially in the Sohaan river valley 
of District Rawalpindi (now in Pakistan),  valley of Ban Ganga near Kangra, Amalgam 
(Kashmir), Peshawar and Quetta (now in Pakistan) and in certain areas near River Beas. In 
Sindh, artefacts have been discovered at Amri; those found at Dholbaha (District Hoshiarpur) 
have provided a lot of information about the ancient culture of the Panjab.They were found in 
Dher Majra, Dhadi, Meharan Wala, Nalagarh, Khokhar Ka Choa, Rampura etc. District 
Hoshiarpur of the present Indian Panjab is known as the first habitat of ancient man. 
 
 Sir Aurel Stein discovered similar large pre-historic settlements in Baluchistan (at Kulli, Mehi, 
Ghundai, and Togau). Archaeologists believe that the present village communities of 
Baluchistan are the descendants of the Mohinjo Daro and Harrappa culture. 
 
176 “Main currents of Indian History” by R.C.Majumdar and P.N.Chopra page 3 
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Aryan civilization.177 Most of the Paleolithic antiquities have 
been discovered in District Hoshiarpur near Daulatpur and 
Dholbaha. More evidence has come to light in Pinjore, Dher 
Majra, and Rampura. These consist of cleavers, blades, and 
scrapers of stone used by the earliest man.  
 
It is now firmly believed that the people living on the alluvial 
and fertile land of the Panjab around 3000BC were highly 
civilized and wealthy.178  Our knowledge about this period of 
history is based upon the findings at Mohinjo Daro, Harrappa 
and some other places of the un-divided Panjab. We give 
below some account of these places and the excavations 
conducted in the Panjab (Panjab here means undivided 
Panjab).  
 
7.1 Mohinjo Daro (Mound of the dead)  
 
Mohinjo Daro ruins are situated on the right bank of River 
Indus in Larkana District of Sindh (Now Pakistan). The first 
reference to these ruins is found in Greek literature. When 
Alexander’s emissary Aristoboulos visited India in 326 BC he 
found the place in ruins and wrote, “An abandoned country, 
with more than a thousand towns and villages deserted after 
the Indus had changed its course.” 
 
In the year 1920AD, two English horse-riders took note of 
some mounds of earth.  Most of these mounds were 20 to 70 
feet high. Curiosity prompted them to explore the site. When 
excavations were started in 1922 by Mr. R.D. Bannerji, the 
mounds turned out to be the buried history of the Panjab. Some 

 
177 pRwpq ieiqhwsk q`qW qoN ieh is`D huMdw hY ik pMjwbI siBAqw sMswr dIAW pRwcIn siBAwqwvW ivcoN ie`k 
hY [ “pMjwb dI Bwrq nUM dyx” pMjwbI XUnIvristI pitAwlw pMnw 108 
178 Dasa kings like Dhuni, Kumuri, and Sambara are described in the Rig Veda as very rich. 
The very rich five tribes of Ajas, Yaksus, Simyus, Pakhtas and Sivas are described in the Rig 
Veda to have joined together under their leader Bheda to fight a second battle against King 
Sudhas on the banks of Yamuna. 
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mounds (estimated to be 5000 years old) were excavated to the 
depth of 40 feet. It was discovered that they contained the 
ruins of seven cities built one upon the other in succession.  
 
The town planning of Mohinjo Daro179  is marvellous. The 
streets were straight and crossed each other at right angles 
dividing the town into perfect blocks of squares and rectangles 
which were then further divided into straight lanes. There were 
dwelling houses, public places, shrines, public baths, and 
magnificent temples and tombs. Each house had its own 
covered drainage system connected to a common culvert 
ending in the river. Limestone was used for lining and 
covering the drains. Every house had a well and a bathroom. 
All buildings were made of burnt brick and the houses were 
two to three stories high. Some buildings were extraordinarily 
big and spacious like palaces. There was a public bath 
measuring 180 ft by 108 ft with an 8 ft deep swimming pool 
39ft by 23ft which could be filled and emptied through covered 
canals. It had verandas on all sides backed by galleries. There 
were stairs leading to water level in the pool. There are 
indications that the roof was wooden. The pool was made 
watertight with gypsum mortar about 4 inches thick with 
additional coatings of bitumen. The vertical flues nearby 
indicate that there were arrangements for heating the water of 
the bath and/or the rooms. A 90ft square hall has been 
discovered with low benches fixed in it.  perhaps it was a 
senate house. The town had its own granary which was 150 ft 

 
179 Mohinjo Daro type artefacts have been excavated in Pakistan and northern India covering 
an area equal to a quarter of the size of Europe.Some of these places are:-  Pakistan:-  Lewan 
Dheri, Tarakai Qila, Rehman Dheri,Hisam Dheri,Gumla,Jalilpur, Pirak, Mehar Garh, 
Nausharo, Nal, Jhukar, Naru Daro, Lohumjo Daro, Chanhujo Daro, Mehi, Nindowari, Amri, 
Shahitump,Bala kot, Allahdino, Kot Diji. In all, there are 1500 sites in Pakistan which belong 
to Indus valley civilization.  
 
Indian Panjab:- Ropar, Chandi Garh, Hulos, Alamgir, Rohira, Banowali, Rakhigarhi, 
Sandhawala thera,Tarkhanwala Dera, Dhogari, Madhopur, Kotla Nihang, and Raja Sirkap etc. 
 
Rajasthan and Gujarat:- Gharo Bhiro, Desalpur, Khirsara, Pabu Math, Dholvira, Lothal, 
Surkotada, Ragpur, Rojdi, Probhas Patan, Machiala Mota etc. The civilization spread from the 
Arabian `Sea in the south to Simla hills in the North. 
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by 75 ft. 
 
 The grains found in the granary reveal that the inhabitants of 
the town cultivated rice, wheat, and barley. The corn was 
ground with grindstone operated with hand.  Food consisted of 
cooked corn, fruit, fish, turtles, and tortoises. People 
domesticated buffalos, elephants, sheep, pigs, and camels for 
milk, meat, and transport etc. Their fields were watered by 
River Sindh and its tributary Mihran (which has since dried 
up)180.They planted shady trees and fruit trees like date palms 
and berries. Vegetables were common but affluent people 
enjoyed eating meat.   
 
Men and women both wore ornaments of many designs made 
of gold, silver, and copper chiefly including necklaces, armlets, 
girdles, earrings, anklets, and finger-rings. The designs and 
workmanship are marvellous and would favourably match up 
with the present day designs produced by the most skilled 
designers.  Wearing of precious stones and beads181 was very 
common. People used dressing tables, cosmetics, combs, and 
mirrors.182 They knew the arts of spinning, weaving and dyeing 
and wore cotton183 and woollen clothes of various colours. 

 
180 It dried up in the 14th century. 
 
181 Beads of carnelian, jasper and agate, lapis-lazuli, turquoise, and amethyst, have been found. 
Bones, ivory, and shells were also used for ornamentation. 
 
182  A highly polished marvellous copper mirror of 5 inch diameter has been found at Kulli 
(Pakistan). Its handle represents a female with arms and breasts but the head ends up in a 
mirror so that the head is provided by the user. 
 
183  It is now believed that cotton was first cultivated in the Panjab and then it spread to the rest 
of the world. Panjabi variety of cotton has been found in Babylonia where it is called sindhu 
and in Greece where it is called sindon. Cotton, and cotton products were exported from Sindh 
5000 years ago. The use of cotton for textiles was not known in the western world until 3000 
years later. 
The use of bullocks for agriculture and the rearing of cows and buffaloes for milk also started 
first in the Panjab. In Ramayana Raja Janak and in Mahabharat Lord Krishana’s brother 
Balram are mentioned as ploughing their fields. Kautulya mentioned six taxes imposed on the 
agriculturists of those days. They were (1) Bhag (2) Bali (3) Kala (4) Niveeta (5) Raju (6) 
Bhora Raju.  India’s name “Bharat” is also believed to have been given to it by a tribe known 
as Bhratas which once lived in the Panjab “pMjwb dI Bwrq nMU dyx” pMnw 109-11) 
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Needles, sickles, toothed saws, spindle-whorls, and awls were 
all made from bronze. Chairs, tables, and bedsteads were made 
from wood. Some wickerwork indicates that people wove seats 
for low stools out of it. The household utensils like goblets, 
store-jars, dishes, bowls, vases, pitchers, etc were made from 
burnt clay or stone.  
 
Bullock carts made of burnt clay reveal that they had invented 
the wheel184 and used carts.   Dice found at the place tell us that 
chess was their pastime. Spears, maces, shields, knives, axes, 
hatchets, razors, chisels, and daggers were made from copper 
or bronze.185 Bows, arrows, slings and catapults were used as 
weapons of defence indicating that the people were not great 
fighters.  Terracotta toys were in great demand. Numerous 
specimens of rattles, whistles, figurines of men and women, 
birds (mounted on carts), oxen (yoked to carts), parrots, bulls, 
rams, bears, squirrels, and monkeys have been excavated. 
Three figurines of dancing girls indicate that hair was worn by 
coiling it above the left ear, over the head and falling on the 
right shoulder.   
 
People knew shipbuilding and there is evidence that they also 
traded with other parts of the world.186 Their exports consisted 
of diverse types of painted pottery187 and food grains. The 
stone figurines of men (wearing beards and whiskers) and 

 
 
184  Carts found here are the earliest specimens found in the world. Later wheeled vehicles were 
found at Sumeria (Syria). Wheel bearings were first used at Dejbjerg (Jutland) in 100 BC. 
 
185  Iron was not in use. According to the Athravaveda the Panjabis first used iron-tipped 
arrows only in 480BC against the Greek when they fought under the Persian Emperor Xerxes. 
The Greek writers also tell us that later the Panjabis were made to pay 100 talents (a standard 
weight measure of those days) of iron to the victorious Alexander. 
 
186  Wheat grains of Panjab variety have been excavated in Egypt. 
 
187  Pottery was generally wheel-made and then glazed. The glazed pottery of the Indus valley 
is the earliest specimen of glazing in the ancient world. Mesopotamia and Egypt produced such 
glazed pottery only around 1000 BC. 
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animals that have reached us indicate that the people were very 
good at sculpture, drawing, and painting. They drew animals 
like lions, birds, vultures, and fish on their pottery. More than 
2000 seals188discovered here have some kind of hieroglyphs 
which have not been deciphered so far. This was perhaps the 
script used by these people and the writings on the seals may 
be the laws promulgated by the administration. Weighing 
stones found here are in the exact ratio of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 
and 1
 
People worshipped various gods and goddesses, whose 
statuettes have been discovered. The sun, the fire, the water, 
and the bull were also worshipped. Some cylindrical stones 
have been found from which the scholars conclude that 
perhaps some people also worshipped the phallus. Animal 
worship was common and trees, especially peepal trees (ficus 
religiosa), were regarded as worshipful because of their 
presumed indwelling-spirits. The figurine of a deity with a 
hooded snake is interpreted by the scholars as Siva worship or 
cobra (nwg pUjw)  worship.189The figurine of a Yogi, sitting in 
trance with his eyes fixed on the tip of his nose, is a marvellous 
work of art.  
 
The dead were buried in a pit 8ft by 3ft by 2ft always in the 
west of the town with their heads always towards the North. 
Nine such burial pits have been discovered near Chandi Garh 
alone. The funerary articles found in the graves indicate that 

 
188 396 symbols of this script have been identified singly and in combination. They are 
inscribed on seals, pottery, copper tablets, and bangles of clay.  One of these seals carries the 
picture of a ship. Some seals carry strokes which are always twelve in number. Some seals 
carry pictures of humped bulls.  
  
189  This is confirmed by Rig Veda where these Indus valley people are referred to as Phallus 
worshippers (Sisnadevah RV vii 21,5 and x 99,3).  nwg pUjw snake worship is common in 
Maharashtra even now and on the occasion of Nag Panchmi thousands of snakes are 
worshipped and then released. Terracotta figurines of human-faced goats, lions and other 
animals like Nandi bull have been found. A lion is still considered by the Hindus as the vehicle 
of the goddess and Rivers like Ganges and Godavari are still worshipped. Rig Veda mentioned 
that they had 33 gods. 
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pots, beads, bangles, and copper rings were always left worn 
and were buried with the corpse. The dead (37 skeletons found 
so far) of Mohinjo Daro belong to men and women both.  
 
Mohinjo Daro type artifacts have also been excavated in many 
places such as Sanghol, Chandi Garh, and Daulatpur 
(Haryana), Kotla Nihang, Ratta Khera, Burj, Sunet, Bodha, 
Mandiala Kalan and 40 other sites. This leaves us in no doubt 
that the whole of Panjab and some adjoining areas were 
densely populated and were reasonably prosperous. 
 
Some storage jars, terracotta figurines, goblets, baked dishes, 
beads, glazed bangles and pottery excavated by Mr. Vats at 
Kotla Nihang in 1929AD and at Ropar and adjoining areas like 
Bara, Dhang and Mehranwala by Mr. Y.D.Sharma (1952-55) 
are ascribed to a later period (2000BC- 1400BC). To this 
period also belong the antiquities found at Dhogri, Madhopur, 
Katpalon (near Jullundur), Faridkot, and Chandi Garh. 
 
7.2 Harrappa 
 
The ruins of once affluent Harrappa town (Hariyupiya of Rig 
Veda vi 27.5) can be seen on the left bank of River Ravi in 
District Montgomery (now in Pakistan). In the year, 1921 Mr. 
Dya Ram Sahni excavated this site. The antiquities excavated 
at Harrappa and some other places like Quetta and Zhob valley 
of Baluchistan, Rohri and Kirthar hills also match up squarely 
with those of Mohinjo Daro civilization. Similar finds have 
come to light at Kalibangan (Hanuman Garh), Chandi Garh, 
Rupar, and more than one hundred other sites. This indicates 
that a vast extent of common uniform culture–complex had 
spread throughout the Panjab, which places the Panjab 
prominently on the map of highly civilized ancient world. The 
only difference between Mohinjo Daro and Harrappa is that 
whereas Mohinjo Daro had seven periods of occupation, 
Harrappa had eight. The pictographs discovered at Harrappa 
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are in many ways like those found at Mohinjo Daro.   
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7.3 Why Mohinjo Daro and Harrappa 
disappeared? 

 
 So far, we do not know definitely the reasons for the 
destruction of this civilization. Some people think that 
overgrazing by the cattle and over-exploitation of resources by 
humans may have resulted in deforestation. This may have led 
to lack of rain and eventual famine. Some others think that 
growing population or climatic changes may have compelled 
the people to move away. There are two most commonly 
accepted conjectures, one that the ravaging floods in the River 
Sindh inundated the area time and time again and the other that 
the Aryans invaded the city and caused mayhem.190 
 
7.4 Estimates of antiquity 
 
In 1932, Mr. Woolly discovered a seal in a grave at Ur 
matching with those found at Mohinjo Daro and concluded 
that the Sindh valley civilization had trade links with the 
outside world. He dated the seal 2800 BC.  Mr. Ernest Mackay 
dated some of the Mohinjo Daro pottery as belonging to pre 
4250 BC. Mr. Marshall assigns the date 3250BC-2750BC to 
Mohinjo Daro. Harrappan civilization is usually placed 
between 2500BC and 1500 BC. This brings it nearer to the 
coming of the Aryans and the destruction of the civilization of 
placid and civilized Dravids by the barbaric Aryans.191 
 
Wheeler and some other archaeologists believe that Mohinjo 

 
190 Mr.Wheeler and most other historians consider Aryans responsible for the destruction of 
the civilization. The Aryans are usually accepted as entering India between 2000 and 1500 BC. 
 
191 According to the Rig Veda the martial Aryans were swift and expert horse-men and used 
broad axes therefore the gentle and peace-loving Indians could not stop their onslaught. 
Groups of skeletons excavated by the archaeologists indicate that the Dravids were killed 
while running away to save their lives and were left in the streets to rot. The victorious Aryans 
“enjoyed the plentiful provisions of the vanquished Dasas” (See Rig Veda vii 6.31). 
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Daro and Harrappa civilization had developed at more or less 
the same period of history. 
 
Many scholars believe that Mohinjo Daro and Mesopotamia 
civilizations developed at the same time. If it is proved after 
more evidence that this civilization is older than that of 
Mesopotamia, then it would be a conclusive proof of the first 
civilization of man to have developed in the Panjab. 
 
7.5 Centres of Panjabi civilization    
 
1. Kurukshetra 

 
“Even the dust particles of this land wafted by the wind are 
able to lead even the most sinful to the highest abode.” 
Ramayana (III 83.3, 203.4) 

 
Literally, Kurukshetra192means’ the land of the Kauravas’. The 
place is known for the Great War fought between the Kauravas 
and the Pandvas in which the Panjab kings Shakuni of 
Gandhara, Salya of Madra and rulers of Kakeya, Sibi, and 
Malva took active part on the side of the Kauravas and the 
ruler of Abhisar (Kashmir) supported the Pandvas.193 Pandvas 
came out victorious. They ruled from Hastinapore (Delhi) for 
24 years. Their prince Parikhshat married Madravati, a Madra 
princess (A Panjabi woman) who gave birth to Janmeja. A 
mistake in performing a Vedic sacrifice resulted in the loss of 
Janmeja’s kingdom. 
 
The Aryans considered the rivers as divinities and worshipped 
them as such. River Sarasvati, flowing in this region, was 

 
192  This comprises of Ambala, Delhi, and Meerut region of the erstwhile Panjab. It is this area 
of the Panjab which encapsulates the ancient history of India.World famous war of 
Mahabharata was fought here. At a place called Jotisar Lord Krishna uttered to Arjana the 
Sacred Hindu scripture Gita.The great saint Rishi Vyas (Author of Mahbharat epic) lived 
nearby in village Bastali. 
 
193 Surprisingly there is no mention of this war in the later Vedic literature. 
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considered the most sacred and ws named Bharati. It was 
remembered as the protector of the Bharata people. 
Mahabharata (iii 83.201-05) considers Sarasvati as ‘Heaven’ 
and Manusimirti (ii 17-18) calls it the source of Sachiar (Pious 
conduct). Most of the Puranas mention that every part of 
Kurukshetra is holy. 
 
Rig Veda (RV viii 6.39) mentions that once there was a lake 
named Saryana which had thick reeds growing around it and in 
the south of this lake, there used to be a forest known as 
Khandva.  
 
The world famous epic Mahabharat is based on the battle 
fought here in which Lord Krishna dictated the equally world 
famous Hindu scripture “Gita” to Arjan. 
 
2. Madra  
 
Madra kingdom of the central Panjab was the centre of 
learning in Mahabharat times. Sakla (Sialkot) was its capital. 
The place was known to be dominated by Vahikagramma 
(peasants involved in agriculture), and Jatrikas (Jats). The 
Malvas living here were fierce fighters. Queen Madri, wife of 
Emperor Dhritrashtra of Delhi, was the sister of king Shalya of 
Madra tribe. His other wife Gandhari was also a Panjabi 
woman from Gandhara (Sindh). 
 
3. Kakeya 
 
Mahabharata tells us that the territory of the Kakeyas lay 
beyond River Beas. Its capital was Rajgriha. King Asvapati of 
the Kakeyas was a learned scholar. There were no thieves and 
no beggars in his kingdom. Drinking was prohibited and 
education was rife. Licentious men and harlots were punished 
severely. The Kakeyas were excellent archers and showed their 
feats in the war of Mahabharata. Queen Kakei of the Ramayna 
fame was from Kakeya tribe. 
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4. Sanghol 

 
This village is situated in Tehsil Fateh Garh Sahib (Panjab), 40 
miles from Chandi Garh, on a mound about 25 feet high. The 
ruins spread into an area of about 200x200 metres of which 
only 30x50 meter has been explored so far. There is a mud 
fortress called Hathiwara (stable for elephants) constructed 
from sun-dried bricks. According to HieunTsang, it had a 2 
KM long tunnel underneath for escape. There are remnants of 
a quadrangular fort with towers. The town defence depended 
on three concentric moats each 23 to 30 metres wide going 
round the settlement plus a circular wall. The ramparts of 
defence complex around the town agree with the description of 
Kautulya’s writings in the Arthashastra. 
 
Excavations here (1969AD-78AD) and in the surrounding 
villages have revealed artifacts dating from 3000 BC to 1200 
AD. The town appears to have been destroyed many times 
over. The first time it is said to have been destroyed by the 
Aryans in 1400 BC. The last time the whole area was 
destroyed by Mehargull, Torman, and Bhimsen Huns around 
the 6th century AD. Coins and seals of the Huns have been 
found here in large quantities. The town was at the height of its 
glory in the Kushan and Gupta periods. Other places nearby 
that have revealed ancient artifacts are Bara, Rupar, and 
Chandi Garh. Archaeologists believe that there are at least 
twelve layers of different civilizations in and around Sanghol. 
  
According to a local belief, the village was first known as 
Sangladavipa (Sangla Deep) which is mentioned in the popular 
folklore of Roop Basant, whose father Kharg Sen is believed to 
have ruled here. Explanation which is more convincing is that 
it is derived from Samghalya (Place where great conference of 
the Buddhists was held). Other names given to this place in 
history are Nandigram, Sang Pur, Sahiwal, Sango, and Sihal 
Deep.  Chinese traveller Hiuen Tsang who called this town 
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She-to-tu-lu mentioned that in his time ten big monasteries of 
the Buddhists existed here. So far, only two of them have been 
excavated.  
 
 A lot of dishes, bowls, beakers, spouted jars (loty), and vases 
etc were excavated at Sanghol.  Although faience ornaments, 
bangles, ivory, combs, iron ingots, weapons, copper pieces, 
and some precious stones have been found in abundance, 
steatite beads are conspicuously absent. The place has also 
yielded terracotta figurines of animals and humans and a lot of 
old coins of 30 different varieties dating from first to 12th 
century AD. The coins include a gold coin of King Vasudeva 
of Kushan dynasty, a gold coin of Smunder Gupt, and many 
coins of Kashmir rulers, Kabul rulers, and early Muslim rulers. 
Some coins have Brahmi and Kharoshti writings on them. Two 
coin moulds of Gondopharnes found here indicate that the 
Parthian king of that name had established his mint here. A 
tablet discovered here carries the name Devdasa engraved on it 
in Brahmi characters of 1st/2nd century AD. A seal bearing 
some characters matching Gurmukhi reads Nandipura Sya. 
Another seal reads “isrI mhwrwj kiplw inauknsXwDIkwrw nisXw. 
A number of Nanakshahi bricks have also been found here. 
 
Numerous religious figurines, and especially that of the 
standing Jain Tirthankra, point to the fact that the town was the 
centre of Buddhism and Jainism during first to 6th century AD. 
It attracted different religious preachers at different times. At 
one time, it was planned on the model of Buddhist 
Dharamachakra (wheel of law) with brick walls radiating from 
the central hub like spokes of a wheel. People lived in three 
story houses and were very affluent. In the third Buddhist 
Council, which some people believe was held here and was 
attended by King Ashoka himself, Mohindra (King Ashoka’s 
son) was sent to preach Buddhism in Ceylon and Majjhantika 
was sent to Kashmir. Many Bhikshu quarters of 100 to 300 AD 
have been excavated. The archaeologists have found the 
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following very interesting: 
 
1. A 2nd century BC 200 ft high Buddhist stupa 16 meter 

circumference  
2. Bricks of Ashoka period 10 x 20 x 40 cm.   
3. Geometrical design grain storage jars (BVoly) one with a 

very fine painting of a peacock.  
4. Gautama Buddha’s head.  
5. A frog-shaped rattle.  
6. A statuette of a woman wearing many ornaments.  
7. A pregnant lioness painted on a shard  
8. A goddess riding a lion.  
9. A Havan Kund (hvn kuMf) of 1st century.  
10. 117 Red statuettes of various deities.  
11. Pottery of 600 BC.  
12. Conch shells and ivory ornaments  
13. Statues of Maharaja Kapil, Vishnu, and Lakshmi.  
14. A big Buddhist begging bowl. 
 
5. Dholbaha  
 
Dholbaha, once known as Dhavalabaha is an ancient temple 
town about 30 kilometres from Hoshiarpur. It is believed that 
the town was founded by King Dhol. Pre-stone-age chopper 
tools and stone axes of antiquity have been un-earthed here. 
The town was constructed and reconstructed a number of 
times.  Pottery, dilapidated temples, and sculptures pertaining 
to Jain religion have been found over an area of four square 
miles. It is believed that it was an affluent town up to 1200 
AD. The remnants of the temples vouchsafe the excellent skill 
of their builders. Sculptured heads of Vishnu, Ganesa, Parvati, 
and Nandi of around 8th century AD have also been 
discovered. It appears that the place was destroyed with a 
vengeance. The sculptures were not only broken but also 
willfully defaced and disfigured. Some sculptures are 
unfinished proving that the iconoclast swooped upon the town 
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unexpectedly and brought an abrupt and barbaric end. 
Historians believe that this willful destruction and desecration 
was brought about by Behlol Lodhi (1451AD-89AD) who was 
a contemporary of Guru Nanak. Maharaja Ranjit Singh 
(1799AD-1839 AD) revived this place and under the 
supervision of Diwan Dina Nath had some temples 
reconstructed. He also caused a Serai and a rest house to be 
established here. Material from the old destroyed temples was 
used in the construction of The Bhatanwali Devi temple (B`tW 
vwlI dw mMdr). 
 
7. Taxila 

 
Formerly known as Takshashila, Taxila is situated at a distance 
of 20 miles from Rawalpindi (now in Pakistan). Takshan 
means carpenter and Shila means stone. From this, some 
people conclude that it was a place where stones were 
sculptured. In his writings, Alberuni calls it Marikala. The city 
is said to have been founded by prince Bharat’s son. In 
Mahabharat, we read that king Janmeja conquered this town. 
Taxila had well decorated market places, tall buildings and 
numerous temples and beautiful parks. The whole area was 
known for its fruit. People were strong and sturdy and famed 
as excellent warriors. As a Governor, Ashoka used to live here 
before he became the Emperor of Delhi. Later his son Kunala 
lived here. In 326BC its ruler Ambhi, invited Alexander to 
invade India and chastise his enemy Porus. After the Maurya 
period, the city suffered repeated foreign invasions. In the sixth 
century AD, the town was completely destroyed by the Huns. 
 
This place was excavated first in 1913AD, then in 1934AD, 
and lastly in 1944-45AD. The name of this town is mentioned 
in many Pali books. Archaeologists have revealed three city 
sites known as Bhir mound, Sirkap and Sirsukh. Ornaments, 
pottery terracotta figures, and remains of many temples have 
been found here.  
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Buddhist texts mention that Taxila was a centre of trade and 
commerce and a seat of learning (a university) where students 
came from far and wide to learn sciences, politics, military 
arts, philosophy, jurisprudence, metaphysics, political 
economy, and other arts. Many kings and philosophers of India 
received education and training here. The most famous 
surgeon Jivaka (personal physician of king Bindusara) of 
Maghda kingdom was once a student at Taxila. Atrya 
(physician of King Pushkarasarin of Gandhara) was once a 
renowned professor of medicine here. Chandragupta Maurya, 
the founder of Maurya Empire, received military and 
diplomatic training here. 

 
According to Pali texts, 18 sciences and sixty-four arts were 
taught in this university. Arts included Agriculture, Arithmetic, 
Snake charming, Archery, Swordsmanship, Hunting, Training 
horses and elephants, Learning Vedas, Textile making, 
Mining, and driving away ghosts etc. The head of each faculty 
was called Kosadhyaksa. Each student paid one thousand 
pieces of gold as fees (Karsapana). Sutasoma Jataka tells us 
that at one time 103 princes were learning the art of archery 
under one teacher who was world famous. 
 
Kautulya, the greatest political thinker of India, was also 
associated with the Takshashila University.  
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                     Chapter 8  
 
   The glorious past 
8.1 The Vedas 
 
The word Veda literally means ‘Knowledge’. In Hindu 
parlance ‘Veda’ came to be used for the Samhita (collection) of 
hymns and commentaries based on the writings of Rig Veda.194 
Most scholars believe that the Rig Veda was composed on the 
banks of River Sutlej (Panjab) by many Panjabi authors 
(including some women) around 2500 BC. Some other 
historians believe that Rig Veda may have been composed in 
the 4th/5th Millennium BC on the banks of River Sarasvati.  
 
The number of Vedic Samhitas runs into hundreds. It is 
believed that the priest-poets passed on the hymns orally from 
generation to generation until they were written down by about 
1000-1500 BC195. It is also believed, and not without reason, 
that in the later samhitas some parts are spurious which the 
later commentators interpolated or altered as they liked. Some 
of the writers of the Rig Veda are said to be Vishvamitra, 
Vamadeva, Atri, Bharadvaja, and Vashishta. Aspersions have 
been cast upon the names of some authors (such as Brahma) 

 
194 Panini classified the hymns according to the modes. Sruti (revealed), Prokhta (announced), 
Krita (composed), and Vyakhyana (explanatory) Winternitz (History of Indian literature p.63-
64) believes that Rig Veda may have been composed in Afghanistan.  
  
195 Considering the high degree of linguistic and philosophical content of the Vedas, scholars 
think that hundreds of years must have been needed for all the hymns found in the Rig Veda to 
come into being and that“centuries must have elapsed between the composition of the earliest 
hymns and the completion of the Samhita of the Rig Veda.”(Winternitz)  Maxmuller suggested 
that in its present written form the Rig Veda is not older than 1200 BC. 
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associated with the Vedas because these personalities are 
mythical whose names are associated with almost all Hindu 
legends of the old times. 

The Rig Veda has 10 Mandals (divisions) of which the first 
concerns worship of Agni (fire) followed by hymns to Indira. 
Mandals two to seven are considered to be the oldest. Third 
and ninth Mandal are considered to be the latest additions. The 
eighth Mandal is written by the family of Kanva and the ninth 
is devoted to the hymns relating to the moon and a special 
organic drink known as Soma.  A full chapter ndI squqI (Nadi 
Stuti RV X .75) is devoted to worship of rivers.   

A study of the Mandals of the Rig Veda reveals that the 
language of the Rig Veda is not homogeneous but has changed 
from time to time. This becomes fairly evident when the 
language of the 10th Mandal is compared with that of the 
earlier Mandals. Later Vedas provide further evidence of 
language change. The language of the Athrav Veda is 
comparatively easier to understand.   

 Vedic subjects range from Agriculture, cattle rearing, trade, 
religion, sacrifices, and festivities etc. Here and there, one 
finds matters relating to seduction, incest,196 abortion, conjugal 
infidelity, deception, and robbery as well. Sarpa-Vidya 
(Knowledge of snakes), Bhuta-Vidya (Science of ghosts), and 
Daiva –Vidya (Art of hypnotizing) are also discussed in some 
later Samhitas like Satpatha Brahmana. The main theme is 
singing of hymns to please gods or departed parents (Pitr).197  

 
196 The description of sexual relationship between Yam and Yami (Bother and sister) is lewd, 
lascivious, and bawdy.  Refer to Mandal10, Sukat 86 Shalokas 10, 11, 13, 14, 23 etc. The 
popular belief is that Lord Brahma produced the Vedas. He himself is said to have established 
sexual relationship with his daughter Sarusti. “lokW nUM smJwieMdw vyK srusqI rUp luBwxw” (BweI 
gurdws). Howver reading the Vedas one is fully convinced that women had a great respect in 
those days and some of them were well educated. Some hymns of the Vedas are written by 
women like Gosh, Uppla, and Mudgalini etc. 
 
197 Recitation of hymns without understanding the meanings is condemned in the Rig Veda.(X 
71.5) 
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The Rig Veda’s literary and historical importance cannot be 
easily ignored. On the one hand, it outlines the history and the 
culture of the ancient period and on the other, it provides us 
with the origins of the Indian Philosophy which has influenced 
the thinking of every Indian up to the present day. “In the 
history of the world the Veda fills a gap which no literary work 
in any other language could fill. As long as man continues to 
take an interest in the history of his race and as long as we 
collect the relics of former ages, the first place will belong 
forever to the Rig Veda.” (“Ancient Sanskrit Literature” Max 
Muller p.63). 

Other Vedas 
 
Yajur Veda Samhita is mainly a prayer book for the priests. It 
deals with sacrificial rituals like Darsa puranmasa (sacrifices 
for full moon), Pinda pitrya yajna (sacrifices for ancestors), 
Agnihotra (sacrifices for fire), Chaturmasya (sacrifices for 
seasons). Human sacrifice was performed in Purusamedha and 
horses were sacrificed in asvamedha. The most important 
ceremony was Agnichayana (Building a sacrificial altar to fire) 
which lasted for a year. 
 
The Sam Veda Samhita is to a great extent based on the Rig 
Veda and gives many variant linguistic readings of the Rig 
Vedic hymns. It is comparatively more musical and deals with 
spells, charms, and magic. Its greatest contribution is music. 
 
 Athrav Veda Samhita is described by Mr.B.K.Ghosh (The 
Vedic age page 236) as”a prayer book of simple folk, haunted 
by ghosts and exploited by Brahmans”. The word Atharvan 
means “magic formula.” The text has Atharvans which deal 
with holy magic and Angiras which deal with black magic. All 
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types of spells and charms for securing victory, healing 
diseases, defeating opposing magicians, and harming enemies, 
enticing women (Satrikarmani) etc can be found under 
Angiras. In total, this Veda has 731 hymns divided into 20 
chapters. The 20th Chapter records hymns borrowed from the 
Rig Veda. 
 
 In addition to these Vedas, the Samhita has Brahman Granths 
(in prose) and Upnishads explaining the Vedas. The 18 
Puranas and 20 Simirities do not directly deal with the Vedic 
Philosophy. 
 
 When scholars like Panini (500 BC?) and Patanjli (author of 
Mahan Bhash) imprisoned the Vedic language in the 
grammatical maize, it no longer remained the spoken language 
of the people. Vedic language is usually called by some people 
as Vedic Sanskrit. By 500 BC, there were very few speakers of 
literary Vedic Sanskrit. 
 
8.2 Medicine 

 
India was well known for the science of medicine which had 
reached a very high degree of perfection. Colin A.Ronan 
writes, “As far as medicine was concerned, the Indus valley 
people set great store by medicine.”(Cambridge Illustrated 
History of world science by Colin A.Ronan page 195) 
 
 It is on record that Almansur (753AD-774 AD) and later the 
Khalifa of Baghdad (950AD-960AD) had many of the Indian 
books of medicine translated into Arabic. The Muslim 
physicians like Abu Sina, Abu Rasi,198 and especially Abu 

 
198 Abu Rasi has written twelve books on medicine and chemistry. He twice acknowledges 
Indian Physician “Charak” as an authority for use of plants in drugs. Similarly Abu Sinai 
acknowledges his debt to “Charak” for classification of six poisonous leeches and their use in 
treatment of diseases. In Wise’s history of medicine (page 9) Greek physicians are mentioned 
to have invited a Hindu Physician to cure snake-bite. In Elphinstone’s ‘History of India’ (Page 
145). Chinese traveller Fahein mentions the existence of a big hospital in Patliputra whereas it 
is a fact that hospitals started in the West only in the 10th century. 
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Sirabi all acknowledge their indebtedness to Indian physician 
Charak. Mrs. Manning mentions this fact as follows, “Later 
Greeks at Baghdad are found to have been acquainted with the 
medical works of the Hindus and to have availed themselves of 
their medicaments.” (“Ancient and Mediaeval India” Page 
359)  
 
Most medicines were based on the herbs and plants found 
locally. The centre of medicine in the Panjab was Taxila where 
research in medicine was conducted by the topmost physicians 
like Jivka.199 It was also taught as a subject. The system known 
as Ayurvedic is fully explained in Susruta and charaka. 
According to Susruta, expertise in dissection200 was 
compulsory for students of medicine. The stress in training was 
always on knowledge gained through observation and practical 
experience. Professor Wilson writes, “The ancient Hindus 
attained as thorough a proficiency in medicine and surgery as 
any people whose acquisitions are recorded. This might be 
expected, because their patient attention and natural 
shrewdness would render them excellent observers, whilst the 
extent and fertility of their native country would furnish them 
with many valuable drugs and medicaments. Their diagnosis is 
said, in consequence, to define and distinguish symptoms with 
great accuracy, and their Materia Medica is most voluminous” 
(Wilson’s works Vol. III page 269) 
 

 
 
199 Jivka Bhitrya, the most famous physician and surgeon of north India, was the son of a 
courtesan Salavati of Rajgriha, who threw him on a dung heap after his birth. King Bimbisara’s 
son prince Abhya brought him up and helped him to Taxila where he studied medicine for 
seven years and later taught it. He cured King Bimbisara of fistula and was appointed state 
physician.  Later he cured king Pajjota of a very serious disease. His speciality was children’s 
diseases and he was popularly known as Kumarabhachacha. He was an expert in surgery and 
performed many successful brain operations (kapalmochan). Some historians also mention that 
he acted as Lord Budha’s physician.    
 
200 “They cut for the stone, coughed for the cataract and extracted the foetus from the womb, 
and in their early works enumerate not less than 127 sorts of surgical instruments.”( 
Elphinstone’s History of India Page 145) 
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Explaining the Materia Medica of the Indians Sir William 
Hunter writes, “The Materia medica of the Hindus embraces a 
vast collection  of drugs belonging to the mineral, vegetable 
and animal kingdoms, many of which have now been adopted 
by European Physicians.” 
 
Further explaining the achievements of the Indian system of 
medicine Mr.Hunter writes”, the surgery of the ancient Indian 
physicians was bold and skilful. They  conducted amputations, 
arresting the bleeding by pressure, a cup shaped bandage and 
boiling oil; practised lithotomy; performed operations in the 
abdomen and uterus; cured hernia, fistula, piles; set broken 
bones and dislocations; and were dexterous in extraction of 
foreign substances from the body…………. Considerable 
advances were also made in veterinary science, and 
monographs exist on the diseases of horses and elephants etc.” 
(Indian Gazette” India” P.220) 
 
The credit for discovering the smallpox vaccine goes to a 
British doctor named Edward Jenner (1749AD-1823AD), who 
came to be known as the first immunologist. Few people, if 
any, had by then read the greatest Indian Physician 
Dhanwantri.201 Dhanwantri wrote, “Take the fluid of the pock 
from the udder of the cow on the point of a lancet to the arm 
between the shoulder and elbow of a human patient. Puncture 
with the lancet until blood appears. Mixing the fluid with the 
blood will cure the small pox ailment.” Having read this, can 
we really claim that Dr.Jenner invented the cure for small pox? 
 
The noted surgeon Atrya worked in the school of medicine at 
Takshashila. 
 
Aryuveda system of medicine was prevalent in India 

 
201 Bhai Gurdas mentions the name of Dhanwantri when he writes, “jVI bUtI jy jIvIey ikauN mry 
DnMqr” Dhananter was the son of King Dhan of Benares. He studied medicine from Bhardwaj 
and became a world famous physician. Another physician of the same name was the personal 
physician of King Bikrmaditya. 
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approximately 2000 years ago when the book of this name was 
compiled. “The text includes details of surgical treatment and 
many operations were carried out, particularly of the abdomen 
and of the bladder (for the removal of stones) while removal of 
the cataract of the eye was also performed. Moreover, the 
Hindu physician knew how blood vessels should be sealed 
after cutting and even performed cauterization. In deed it 
seems that it was in surgical treatment that Hindu medicine 
excelled…… Vedic literature contains over 260 named 
mammals, birds, reptiles, fish and insects and lists also species 
which are poisonous and cause diseases in cattle and men.” 
(Cambridge Illustrated History of world science by Colin 
A.Ronan page 195-196) 
 
The germination of plants was studied, and in the fifth century 
AD Indian researcher, Mr. Prasastapada suggested a plant 
classification based on whether reproduction was sexual or not. 
(Ibid P.196) 
 
8.3 Chemistry 
 
Writing about the ancient Indian chemists Mr.Elphinston 
says,” Their chemical skill is a fact more striking and more 
unexpected”. The most famous chemist of India was 
Nagarjuna, who is said to have lived most of his life near 
Somnath but there are some indications that he had some 
connection with Taxila. Elphinston acknowledges the skills of 
the Panjabi chemists when he says, “They knew how to prepare 
Sulphuric acid, nitric acid and muratic acid; the oxide of 
copper, iron, lead (of which they had both the red oxide and 
litharge) Tin and Zinc. …………Their modes of preparing 
these substances were sometimes peculiar.” 
 
“From the 4th century AD until about the 11th, Indian science 
made its greatest headway and it was towards the later part of 
this period that Jainist and Buddhist ideas stimulated what was 
a new concept in Indian science, an atomic theory…………. 
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The formation of the bodies to be found in the natural world 
was described in the atomic context……… . In the west, as we 
know, an atomic theory was proposed by Democritos and 
Leucippos and was promoted with great flair by Lucretius …… 
Indian theory, by its dyads and triads was both more complex 
and more subtle in its description of causal effects. It was 
unique among early atomic ideas, and it attracted Indian 
thinkers and scientific men until well into the eighteenth 
century.” (Cambridge illustrated history of the world sciences 
by Colin A. Ronan Page 1). 
 
8.4 Physics 

 
Although laws of motion and theory of gravity are said to have 
been discovered by Newton in 1687AD, but we find references 
to gravity, laws of motion, inertia and momentum (impetus) in 
the Indian writings of antiquity and this fact is now 
acknowledged by the western scientists. For example Colin A. 
Ronan writes” What the Indian view suggested was that when 
a body first experiences the force that sets it moving, the very 
application of this force imparts a quality Vega or impetus, 
which causes the body to continue to move in the same way . 
Thus, doctrine of impetus was a noble contribution to thoughts 
and explanations about the motion of bodies…….. What the 
Indians proposed was a forerunner of what was later 
developed mathematically in the west during the scientific 
revolution.” 
(Cambridge Illustrated history of the world science by Colin 
A. Ronan page 194-95) 
 
8.5 Mathematics 
 
In ancient India, counting was based on words representing 
numbers. For example to represent number One they used the 
word sun (sUrj), to represent two they used eye (A`K, ckSU, 
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locn or nyqr) etc. Numbers were read from right to left (This 
was known as AMkwnw vwmqo gqI). For example nYx vyd muin 
cMdrmw meant 1742 where nYx= 2, vyd=4, muin=7 and cMdrmw = 1. 
We find such counting in Jain and Buddhist literature.  This 
sort of counting was also prevalent throughout the world. 
Romans used Alphabets I, II, III, IV, V, VI, X, L, M etc and 
the Arabians used Abjd, hoz, huqI, klmn, etc where letters 
stood for numbers. For example in Abjd A (AilP) =1, b (by) 
=2, j (jIm)= 3 and d (dwl)= 4. Scholars used different 
words for one and the same number and this caused confusion. 
For example number two (2) could be represented with h`Q 
(two hands), kMn, A`KW, bWhW etc. This sort of counting was not 
conducive to the development of astronomy, mathematics, 
astrology, and science. 
 
Another method of representing numbers came into use later. It 
used lines.1,11,111, --,= etc for counting. Mr. Buhler and Mr. 
Princep believe that the Indians developed numbers from first 
letters of the words formed by using lines. ie`k =  e=1, do= 
d=2, iq`n= q=3, pMj= p=5 etc.  The shapes of all present day 
numbers are available in the inscriptions of Emperor Ashoka 
albeit slightly different in some cases. The question as to when 
the letters or words gave place to numerals cannot be answered 
satisfactorily but it is clear that the numbers from one to nine 
were used extensively by 150 BC. 
 
Mr. Ojha in his book “nwgrI AMk AOr AkSr”, and Mr. Ram 
Moorti in his book “ilpI ivkws” have given tracings of the  
shapes of the old Brahmi characters from the 3rd century 
onwards and have compared  the old numerals with  present 
day numerals of Sarda, Orya, Marathi, Gujarati, Gurmukhi, 
Bengali , Telgu, Kannar, and Tamil. It is surprising to find that 
all present-day Gurmukhi numerals tally exactly with those 
used in Brahmi. Only numeral 8 has a very small variation in 
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that the top horizontal line of modern Panjabi 8 is not 
horizontal in Brahmi. No other Indian language numerals have 
such a perfect match with Brahmi numerals although they do 
have some matching numerals and some nearly matching 
numerals with those of Brahmi.202 

 
It has been admitted worldwide that the Indians (perhaps I 
should say Panjabis) were the inventors of the numerals and 
they were the first to have started counting by tens (known as 
dSguxoqor in old Indian books).This revolutionized the counting 
of very large numbers. An example of this system is found in 
“pMc isDWqkw” written by Varha Mehar in the fifth century. 
Shifting a number to the left increased its value ten times. 
 
“Counting in 10s was certainly adapted by the Vedic Hindus. 
They had specific words for very large numbers up to 1012 or a 
million. Special terms were devised for 1029 and 1053 because 
these occurred in the cyclic rebirth of the universe.”……… 
They calculated the square rots of two and three to a number 
of decimal places.” 
 
(Cambridge illustrated history of the world science by Colin 
A. Ronan page 191-92) 
 
 Up to the period of Caliph Walid (705AD-715AD), the Arabs 
did not use any numerals. Around 773 AD an Indian 
mathematician is said to have brought some calculations to 
Baghdad and explained the Indian system of calculations to 
Abuzafar Muhammad Alkharzami.203 From then onwards the 
Arabs adopted the Indian numerals and the Indian system of 

 
202 The Panjabi University Patiala has published a chart on page 145 of their book “ilpI dw 
ivkws” by Dr. Kala Saingh Bedi comparing numerals of Indian scripts with Brahmi numerals. 
  
203 According to Mr. Suleman Nadvi’s book concerning Indian Arab relationships, the Arab 
traders had been visiting India since 1st Century AD. 
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calculations.204  This is evident from the fact that a numeral is 
called ‘Hindsa’ (ihMdsw) in Arabia. The Arabs borrowed the 
numerals from the Indians and passed them on to the West 
around the 12th century. In this connection Mr.Gauri Shankar 
Heera Chand Ojha write “nvIn SYlI ky AMkoN kI sRSit Bwrq vrS 
myN hUeI iPr XhW sy ArboN ny kRm sIKw AOr ArboN sy auskw pRvyS XUrp 
myN hUAw hY”[ 
 
The fact that Arithmetic and Algebra reached the west from 
India through the Arabs is mentioned by German writer Mr. 
Schlegel. He writes, “It is a gift, we owe to India” On the same 
subject Mr. Hunter writes, “To them we owe the invention of 
the numerical symbols on the decimal205 scale……….The 
Arabs borrowed them from the Hindus and transmitted them to 
Europe” (Imperial Gazetteer p.219).  
 
The numeral Zero is also the invention of the Indian 
Mathematicians.It was used extensively in India around 
876BC. 
 
“Hindus had a sign for zero around 6th century BC. Decimal 
value notation was introduced and Sanskrit digits assumed a 
very convenient form which came close to our present way of 
writing numbers. The Hindu numerals were adopted in Muslim 
Mathematics by Alkhwarizmi in the 9th century AD and three 
hundred years later entered Europe when Adelard of Bath 
began translating Arabic works into Latin.” 
 
(Cambridge illustrated history of the world science by Colin 
A. Ronan page 191-92 

 
204 This is evident from the fact that later when the same numerals and method of calculation 
entered Europe it was called Algorythmas which is a corrupted form of Alkharzami. 
 
205 The Chinese started using decimals later than the Indians only in 1BC, whereas the Indians 
had been using them since 500BC ( see Science Desk Book New York Public Library  page 39 
and 532) 
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It has been established that during the 8th and 9th centuries the 
Indians were teaching Arithmetic and Algebra on a large scale.  
 

Professor Weber has studied the Indian system of Arithmetic 
and considers the ancient Indians as particularly expert in 
Arithmetic. He considers the Arabs as disciples of the Indian 
mathematicians and writes, “In regard to algebra and 
arithmetic in particular, in both of which it appears the Hindus 
attained, quite independently, a high degree of proficiency.” 
 
(Cambridge illustrated history of the world science by Colin 
A. Ronan page 191-92 
 
  Aryabhata, Brahmagupta,206and Bhaskarachrya were the 
greatest mathematicians of India and had some connection 
with the Panjab. 
 
  

 
206 “Brahmagupta (c 598-c665) Indian mathematician and astronomer, who wrote works on 
measuring, Trigonometry, and algebra. He was also one of the first to incorporate negative 
numbers in his work.” (Science Deskbook reference. New York Public Library page 35).The 
Chinese, who are credited with having used negative numbers, began using them only in 
100BC (Science Deskbook  Reference New York page39) Brahma Gupta’s  main claim to fame 
is the set of rules he devised to calculate the volume of a prism and of four sided figures 
inscribed within and around circles. He is also the first person to have summed up the series 
(See A. Ronan’s Cambridge illustrated history of world science page 192) 
 
“Indian mathematician and astronomer who was the most accomplished of the ancient Indian 
astronomers. He set forth the Hindu astronomical system in verse form, including events such 
as lunar and solar eclipses, planetary conjunctions, and the positions of the planets.” Ibid Page 
355 
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8.6 Geometry 
 
Professor Wallace says, “Geometry must have been known in 
India long before the writing of Surya Siddhanta.” Surya 
Siddhanta, as we know now, deals with Geometry and 
Trigonometry. In it, we find some Geometrical theorems which 
were not known to the west at the time of its writing. 
Dr.Thibaut has demonstrated that the popular theorem known 
as Pythagoras Theorem was known to the Hindu 
mathematicians two centuries earlier than Pythagoras (580BC- 
500BC). This is also confirmed by Mr.V.Schroeder when he 
states that “the Greek philosopher owed inspiration to India” 
(History of Hindu Chemistry Vol. 1). The usual belief has been 
that the T–ratios like sine and cosine etc were invented by the 
Arabs but Edinburgh Encyclopedia tells us that the Arabs 
received this knowledge from India. 
 
“Hindu mathematicians knew the relationship between the 
diagonal of a square and its sides; in other words they were 
familiar with the Pythagorean relationship between the sides 
of a right angled triangle. It is claimed too that they knew 
about binomial expressions and the coefficient that arose, and 
were also able to write these down, using long and short 
syllables as early as 3rd century BC. It is therefore sometimes 
said that they knew the Pascal’s triangle as early as this.” 
 
(See page 192 of his Cambridge Illustrated history of the 
world science by Colin A.Ronan)  
 
In Ayeen-e-Akbari (caused to be produced by Emperor Akbar 
of Delhi), we find references to the calculation of 
circumference of a circle as calculated by the ancient Hindu 
mathematicians of Taxila. Here we find the ratio of diameter to 
the circumference as 1250 to 3929 which turns out to be the 
ratio ‘Pie’ used today and valued at 3.143. According to Mr. 
Colin A. Ronan the value of ‘pie’ was first calculated by 
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Aryabhata (born 476 BC)207 up to four decimal places 
 
The circumference of the earth was calculated by the Indian 
mathematicians as 4,967 Yojanas. If a Yojna is taken as equal 
to five English miles, then the circumference of the earth 
calculated by the Indian mathematicians turns out to be 24,835 
miles. (Modern calculations give us the circumference as 
24857 miles) 
 
Mr. Elphinstone in his ‘History of India’ writes, “Their 
geometrical skill is shown among other forms by their 
demonstrations of various properties of triangles, especially 
one which expresses the area in terms of the three sides and 
was unknown in Europe till published by Claudius, and by 
their knowledge of the proportions of the radius to the 
circumference of a circle, which they express in a mode 
peculiar to themselves, by applying one measure and one unit 
to the radius and circumference. This proportion, which is 
confirmed by the most approved labour of Europeans, was not 
known out of India until modern times.” 208 
 
 
8.7 Algebra 
 
The word Algebra immediately brings to mind that its origin is 
Arabic but according to Mr. Colebrook the Indians “ 
Understood well the arithmetic of surd roots; they were aware 
of the infinite quotient resulting from the division of infinite 
quantities by cipher; they knew the general resolution of 
equation of the second degree and had touched upon those of 
higher denomination, resolving them in the simplest cases, and 

 
207 There were two Aryabhatas, both mathematicians. The second Aryabhatta was born 500 
years later.  
208  Read the book “The square and the circles of the Indian art” By Mr. Kapila Watsayan. Mr. 
Kapila proves how ancient Indian art not only invented the widely known geometrical forms 
but has so influenced the thinking of man that we are still guided by the thoughts and designs 
of our Indian ancestors. The Budhist carvings ad statues created near Taxila around the 1st 
century AD onwards (known as Gandhara art) captivate the westerners even today. 
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in those in which the solution happens to be practicable by the 
method which serves for quadratics; they had attained a 
general solution of intermediate problems of  the first degree; 
they had arrived at a method for deriving a multitude of 
solutions of answers to problems of the second degree from a 
single answer found tentatively……. The Arabs were mediately 
or immediately our instructors in this study.”  
(See Science Desk book reference New York Library page532) 
The fact is that Algebra had been taught in India since 500 BC. 
 
In Edinburgh Review (Vol. XXXIX Page 135) Mr.Colebrook 
refers to a mathematical problem which the great 
mathematicians like Brounker, Euler, and De la Grange could 
not solve successfully but the solution to the problem was 
discovered to have been given by the old Indian mathematician 
Brahmagupta of India. It has also been discovered that the 
great mathematician Bhaskaracharya was the first to have used 
Differential Calculus in his problems of astronomy. In this 
connection Dr. Ray writes, “Bhaskara’s formula for the 
computation of sines also implies his use of the principle of 
differential calculus.” 
 
Writing on the same subject Professor Monier Williams says, 
“To the Hindus is due the invention of algebra and geometry 
and their application to astronomy.” 
 
8.8 Astronomy 
 
According to Mr. Weber “Astronomy was practised in India as 
early as 2780 BC.” Mr.Hunter is of the view that “In some 
points the Brahmans made advances beyond Greek 
astronomy.” We find the mention of movements of the earth 
and the other planets mentioned in the old Indian literature. 
The Sanskrit Uccha for (apex of an orbit) appears to have 
become Aux in the west. According to Professor Wilson, “The 
science of astronomy exhibits many proofs of accurate 
observation and deduction, highly creditable to the science of 
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Hindu astronomers………… Although there are some 
remarkable coincidences between the Hindu and other 
systems, their methods are their own.” Dr. Robertson writes, 
“It is highly probable that the knowledge of the twelve signs of 
zodiacs was derived from India.” 
 
It is on record that Caliph Harun-Al-Rashid and Mamun-Al-
Rashid had invited the Indian astronomers to Baghdad and had 
their works translated in Arabic. The greatest astronomer of 
India was Aryabhata who wrote a lot about the motions of the 
planets and the solar and lunar eclipses. His works 
Aryabhatika, Dasa Gitika and Aryashtasata had become world 
famous. 
 
Another great astronomer named Parasara is supposed to have 
lived around 1400 BC. He was followed by Varahmihira, the 
author of ‘Brihat Samhita’ about which Mrs. Manning writes, 
“Richness of detail constitutes the chief attraction of Brihat 
Samhita, a merit which was appreciated by the Arab 
astrologer, Alberuni, as it will be for geography, architecture, 
sculpture etc, is unequalled by any Sanskrit work yet 
published.”  
 
The Indian astronomer to have worked out laws of gravity was 
the great mathematician Bhaskaracharya who lived around 
1200 BC. In Siddhanta Shiromani written before the birth of 
Christ we find this, “The earth, owing to its force of gravity, 
draws all things towards itself, and so they seem to fall 
towards the earth.” 
 
8.9 Metallurgy 
 
Indians were expert in extracting metals and forming alloys. 
Talking about their expertise in this field Mr. Colin A.Ronan 
refers to the 4th century unrusted iron pillar at Delhi (kuqb dI 
lwT) and writes, “It is not clear whether this was a freak or 
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represents an unusual degree of metallurgical knowledge. It is 
however; far greater than anything similar that could have 
been produced in the west at such a date.” 
 
“Smelting of iron in India began in 1050 BC” 
(Cambridge illustrated history of world science by Colin 
A.Ronan Page 197) 
 
 
The interest of the Panjabis in sciences and learning is still 
evident. Out of the four Indian winners of Nobel Prize so 
far, two (Prof. Abdul Salam and Hargobind Khurana) are 
Panjabis. 
 
8.10 Religion 
 
Panjab has contributed a lot in the field of religion. Right from 
the period of the Dravids, the people of the Panjab have been 
religious in nature.  In the Rig Veda (X.136), we find mention 
of a half-clad Sanyasi Sadhu and in Rig Veda (viii 17.14), the 
Hindu god Indira is said to be the friend of saints ieMdro munInwm 
sKw. The world knows that later most Buddhist scholars 
developed Buddhism here in the Panjab at Taxila. Most of the 
Hindu religious literature (including Vedas and “Gita” were 
written in the Panjab.209 The Vedic literature mentions the 
names of seven Rishis (Religious scholars).They are Vishisht, 
Kashyap, Atry, Vishwamitter, Gautam, Jamdagan, and 
Bhardwaj. At least five of them were in one way or the other 
associated with the Panjab. Vishisht crossed river Sindh with 
Indira (RV33 3-7) and helped in the fight against the ten kings. 
Vishwamitter was the family Guru of king Sudas but later 
changed sides and became the cause of Sudas’s 

 
209 There are copious references to the Panjab in the Vedic literature but there is absolutely no 
mention of any parts of Southern India. Gita was uttered by Lord Krishna at Kuru Kashetra. 
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defeat.210Bhardwaj was the religious guide of Divodas, 
grandfather of king Sudas. 
 
Worship of the bull (Nandi), Monkey (Hanuman), Elephant 
(Ganesa), Mother Goddess (Dharti Mata), Phallus (Linga), and 
“peepal tree” among the Hindus of Panjab (or of the Banyan 
tree among Buddhists) are certainly Dravidian and so are Yoga 
and Dhyana. In this connection Mortimer Wheeler writes, “The 
later Hinduism, in spite of its Aryan garb, did in fact retain not 
a little of the non-Aryan Harrappan mentality and 
relationships, perhaps to a far greater extent than can now be 
proved” (The Indus civilization p.136). Tantric yoga is 
definitely Dravidian. Trevor Ling writes,”The Hindu cults of 
the post Buddhist period do not constitute a new 
development,but something which in essence is to be found at 
least two thousand years earlier”(A history of religion East 
and West Page 12) 
 
Guru Nanak, the founder of Sikh religion was also a Panjabi. 
 
8.11 Politics 
 
Politics was a subject in the Taxila University and princes of 
almost all Indian states received their education in politics and 
jurisprudence here. Kautulya (also known as Chankaya), the 
world famous writer of Arthshashtra (political science- cwxk 
nIqI) was a professor of this subject here at Taxila. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
210 Later Wishwamitter and Washisht both became the religious mentors of King Dasrath of 
Ayodhya. 
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                    Chapter 9 
             The Present Panjab  
As has been stated earlier Panjab has been the gateway of 
India through which wave after wave of invaders attacked 
India. Every time an invader entered India, Panjab was the 
most to suffer. Panjabis lost their homes, their children, and 
their honour with every invasion. At one time the frequency of 
invasions was such that the Panjabis started using the phrase 
“GwDw pIqw lwh dw, rihMdw Aihmd Swh dw”211 (Eat and drink to 
your fill because what is left will be snatched away by the 
invader) 
 
Repeated invasions and foreign influences created a composite 
culture which we now call Panjabi culture. It is difficult to say 
how much of the present Panjabi culture is homegrown and 
how much is inherited. One thing is certain that Panjab 
benefited from the culture and customs of all its invading 
hordes and so did the whole of India. However, it must not be 
forgotten that this gain in culture is far outweighed by the 
damage done to the Panjab by the marauders. Guru Nanak was 
the first to point out this fact when he wrote, “rqn ivgwiV 
ivgoey kuqˆØI muieAw swr n kweI] (pMnw 360) 
 
Culture has been defined differently by different people. 
According to Taylor, “Culture is that complex whole which 
includes knowledge, beliefs, art, morals, law and any other 
capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of 
society.” Some other scholars define it as, “An assemblage of 
traits held together by the accident of existing in the same 

                                                 
211 This was at the time of Ahmad Shah Abdali 1752-53 
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society at the same time.” 
 
 Panjabis were compelled by circumstances to develop a spirit 
of cohesion and to learn to live together under extreme 
persecution and intolerance. Fortunately, for them the poison 
of intolerance later found an antidote in Maharaja Ranjit 
Singh. In his reign, religious bigotry had taken flight and 
different communities were freely mingling with one another 
and enjoying convivial relations. All communities were 
contributing their best to the common life of the Panjab. 
People forgot about invasions and internecine bickering. Just 
when the Panjab was making progress by leaps and bounds, 
the English swooped upon it like a hawk. A Muslim poet Shah 
Muhammad laments it by saying. 
  
“suKI vsdy sI muslmwn ihMdU isr dohW dy vfI AwPwq AweI ]  
Swh muhMmdw ivc pMjwb dy jI kdy nhIN sI qIsrI zwq AweI ] 
 
(The Panjabi Hindus and Muslims were leading a comfortable 
and peaceful life but fate struck a blow when a third, foreign 
power, entered the Panjab).  
 
After annexation of the Panjab (1849 AD), the British 
extended its boundaries by detaching Delhi from UP after 1857 
and including it in the Panjab.212So in the British time Panjab 
extended from Yamuna in the East to Sulaiman range in the 
West (excluding Kashmir which was a part of Panjab in Ranjit 
Singh’s time). The length and breadth of the then Panjab were 
about 900 miles by 700 miles. It was one of the biggest states 
of India with five divisions viz Ambala, Jullundur, Multan, 
Lahore, and Rawalpindi.  
 
When the demand for freedom became too intolerable for the 
British, They began to sow seeds of dissention among the 
                                                 
212 Delhi stayed as part of the Panjab only for a short period.   
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different communities213and also established a mission at 
Ludhiana to convert people to their faith. Internecine religious 
problems started cropping up and vitiated the atmosphere. The 
Hindus and the Muslims who lived cheek by jowl now became 
bitter enemies. Before the English departed from the Panjab, 
they divided it on the basis of religion creating a new country 
named Pakistan (1947) which claimed the large chunk of the 
Panjab. Out of the five divisions, only Jullundur and Ambala 
Divisions stayed in India. Millions of Panjabis lost their 
hearths and homes and millions more were killed in cold 
blood. The composite Panjabi culture suffered its worst 
holocaust. Panjabis were no longer held by the accident of 
existing together. Centuries old ties cracked and Panjabis 
became blood-thirsty enemies of each other. With the moving 
away of the Muslims to Pakistan many professions and 
entertainment traditions completely vanished from the Indian 
Panjab. Under the veneer of seeming peace and amity, the 
animosity between the two communities still persists and is 
often fanned by the vested interests. 
 
Almost all historians agree that in the past the Panjabis were 

 
213 In 1892 the British Government of India passed Indian Councils Act which provided the 
appointment of non-official members of the Governor’s council as also the members of 
provincial councils. Without any demand from the Muslims the British Government adopted 
the principle of separate representation for the Muslims. Lord Dufferin, the then Viceroy of 
India, instigated the Muslims by saying, “Fifty million of Muslims are themselves a nation 
and a very powerful nation.” As if this was not enough Lord Salisbury, Secretary of State for 
India said, “It would be impossible for England to hand over the Indian Muslims to the 
tender mercies of hostile numerical majority.” This is how the seed of Pakistan was being 
cleverly sown by the British. The Muslims formed Muslim league much later than this in 1909. 
Immediately the Hindus formed Hindu Mahasabha in 1910.The battle lines had been drawn. 
 
 Muhammad Iqbal (President of the Muslim League) allowed the proposal of Pakistan to be 
discussed in the Allahabad Session of Muslim League in 1930 full 38 years after the viceroy’s 
statement of secret agenda. Surprisingly the resolution was rejected unanimously by the 
Muslim leaders as “chimerical and impracticable.” Obviously it needed time for the British 
injected poison to spread. Pakistan came into existence in 1947. 
 
Even as early as the East India Company the British policy had been “To keep the classes in 
mutual check—to counterbalance race by race and creed by creed.” This is amply clear from 
Todd’s “Annals of Rajasthan” and Elliot’s “History of India.” 
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by nature very peaceful people. The frequent and barbarous 
invasions, arson, loot, plunder and devastation by foreign 
marauders changed their character out of recognition. Their 
religious places were defiled and destroyed by the bigot 
invaders and they were forcibly converted to Islam during the 
Muslim rule. This compelled them to change their 
ploughshares into swords.  They invented a phrase “pMjwb dy jMmy 
nUM in`q muihMmW” (Panjabi children face war daily).Thus the 
invasions compelled the peace-loving intellectuals, (whose 
forefathers had created the Vedas), to become doughty 
warriors. It is for this reason that the Panjabis became 
physically fitter than the rest of the Indians. Most Panjabis 
began to carry a long strong stick (fWg).214 Later these sticks 
changed into spears and when spears were no match for the 
superior weapons of the invaders and the local persecutors, 
Guru Gobind Singh instructed the Panjabis to substitute them 
for a sword. The Panjabis became hardy and resilient. They 
never tolerated any insult and neither did they accept to remain 
subdued forever. They began to consider honour as more 
important than anything else did. Professor Puran Singh has 
described this trait of the Panjabis thus “ieh dUly jvwn pMjwb dy, 
tYN nw mMnx iksy dI, KVH jwx fWgW moFy qy aulwr ky” (These virile 
sons of Panjab never accept subservience to anyone. They take 
up their weapons and confront the enemy fearlessly).215 This 
trait of character in the Panjabis took thousands of years to 
develop but now this is systematically being obliterated by the 
national Govt. of India. First, the Government reduced the 
number of Panjabis joining the army and later by sending an 
army to attack Harmander Sahib they challenged the self-
respect of the Panjabis. This has resulted in the Panjabis being 

 
214 sotw sd hI rwKIey hwQ fyF prmwx, mwry Akl rkIb kI qoVy dWq suAwn ] 
   qoVy dWq suAwn khIN durjn iml jwvy, AOr nhIN kuC pws, qws ky sIs itkwvY ] 
   khy igRDr kvI rwey, bhuq nhINN hovy motw, Awpxy bl qy hyT rwKIey sd hI sotw]  
215 “How can a man fight better than facing fearful odds, 
      For the ashes of his fathers, for the temples of his gods?”  (Anonyous) 
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indignant of the national Government. The valuable asset 
acquired by the Panjabis in centuries is being ridiculed and 
belittled. The sword arm of India against the invaders has been 
forced to fight its own Govt. and thus fritter away the energy 
for no useful purpose. 
 
Among the many important traits of culture is Language.216 It 
is one of the many capabilities acquired by man as a member 
of society and is a part and parcel of human experience. It is 
embedded in culture and like a mirror reflects the culture of a 
country. The inter-relation of the language and culture is so 
close that no part of the culture of a group can be studied 
without reference to its linguistic symbols in use. Mr. Max 
Muller observes, “If there is one safe exponent of national 
character, it is language. Take away the language of a people, 
and you destroy at once that powerful chain of tradition in 
thought and sentiment which holds all the generations of the 
same race together.” 
 
The tragedy of the partition of the Panjab struck the Panjabi 
language a lethal blow. A greater and more productive part of 
the Panjab was cut off and offered on a platter to Pakistan 
forever. All those who left for the newly created Pakistan 
began to claim Urdu as their mother tongue. We have seen that 
Panjabi language was nurtured and developed by the Muslims. 
The writings of Baba Farid, Qadar Yar, Bulleh Shah, Waras 
Shah, Maula Bakhsh Kushta, Sultan Bahu, Shah Sharf, and 
thousands of other Muslim Panjabi writers at once became 
unimportant for the Pakistani Panjabis. Panjabi literature, 
which owed a lot to Muslims almost stopped in its steps and 
Panjabi literary interest got smothered in the Pakistani 

 
216 “It must be remembered that for the transmission of a culture- a peculiar way of thinking, 
feeling, and behaving- and for its maintenance, there is no safeguard more reliable than a 
language.” (Towards the definition of a culture.” By T.S.Elliot). “pMjwbI AwpxI mW bolI nwloN 
in`KV nhIN skdy,AwpxI swihq pRMprw nwloN tut nhINN skdy [ pMjwbI qoN ibnW aunHW dI hoNd nhIN rih skdI, 
pMjwb dyS nhIN rih skdw[“ (coxvyN lyK pMnw 99 ipRM: qyjw isMG ) 
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Panjab.217 
 
According to Malinowski’s ethno-linguistic theory (1920), 
linguistic forms are influenced by psychological, mental, 
social, political, and cultural events. The juggernaut of anti-
cultural forces had already started pulverising the Panjab at the 
time of partition. Just when the truncated Panjab had slowly 
begun to reconstruct itself there came yet another more severe 
blow to the Indian section of the Panjab. The Hindus of the 
remaining Indian Panjab, the very ancestors of Panjabi, began 
to claim that Panjabi was not their mother tongue (1951). The 
Panjabi producers of the Vedas and the Siddh Matrika 
blatantly denied Panjabi their due status.218Panjab had to be 
divided once again (1965). Out of the remaining 18 districts of 
Jullundur Division which comprised the disembodied Panjab, 
only 10 stayed in the Panjab. A large number of Panjabi 
speaking areas were left in Himachal, Haryana, and Rajasthan. 
Haryana, which had been a part of Panjab for centuries, went 
to the extent of denying Panjabi even the status of a second 
language in their schools. The linguistic culture of the Panjab 
which was left injured and bleeding after partition suffered 
another fatal blow. Like the Muslims, who moved away to 
Pakistan, very few Hindus in the remaining Panjab write and 
enrich Panjabi these days. Many have disclaimed the 
contributions of great Panjabi writers like Lala Dhani Ram 
Chatrak, Lala Kirpa Sager, Shardha Ram Philauri, Brij Lal 
Shashtri, Ishwar Chander Nanda, and a host of other Hindu 
luminaries. The influx of millions of Biharies into Panjab is 
diluting the Panjabi language and culture further and preparing 
for its death-knell.   
 
 As if this was not enough the Panjab Government introduced 

 
217 “Writers are the nerve centre of a people’s culture and the whole of it speaks through its 
writers.” (Krishna Gokal) 
218 Only the communists and the Akalis of Panjab claimed Panjabi to be the language of the 
Panjab. It is ironical that the SGPC had to pass a resolution and fight for demanding the use of 
Panjabi language from Panjab Radio Station Jullundur. 
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the subject of English right from the Primary School. This was 
not done even by the British Govt. of India. At one time people 
used to burn English books and shouted slogans against 
learning English. Now we are becoming slaves of English. 
Bedford Experiment of Britain and the experiments conducted 
by Ben Ziv in Israel have proved beyond doubt that if little 
children are taught basic concepts in their mother tongue they 
prove far better in developing cognitive abilities and outsmart 
those who receive their education through a foreign language. 
Nevertheless, our Panjabi educationists have ignored this and 
have stuck to their guns to teach English to the tiny tots in spite 
of the fact that the children cannot even pronounce their own 
names correctly. This practice is likely to affect the intellectual 
calibre of the Panjabis adversely in the coming years. Panjabis 
must learn English because it is an international language but 
not at the impressive primary school age and at the cost of 
blunting their infant brains. To add insult to injury there is a 
tendency among the Panjabi writers to load their writings with 
bombastic Sanskrit words. This is already causing a cleavage 
between the language of the common people and the literary 
language of the intellectuals. 
 
Religion is an important factor of culture. When people of 
different religions live cheek by jowl they learn to acquire 
religious tolerance and respect for each other’s beliefs and 
practices. The more people interact with one another, the more 
they get accustomed to killing the prejudice. Unfortunately, 
when the demand for Pakistan started it was not for political or 
administrative reasons but purely on the basis of religion. This 
brought the ogre of religious fundamentalism to the fore and 
caused untold misery and destruction in the Panjab. Once the 
genie of fundamentalism is out it becomes difficult to bottle it 
up again. Ever since the creation of Pakistan, there has been 
continuous bickering and enmity between the Shia’s, Sunnis, 
and Ahmedia Muslims resulting in bloodshed and desecration 
of mosques in Pakistan. In the Indian Panjab, the fire of 
religious bigotry is being stroked by some misinformed zealots 
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who claim the minority religions to be a part of their own 
predominant religion and expect every one to tow their line. 
Desecration of religious books and religious places is 
becoming commonplace. It appears that the Panjab is busy 
destroying and dismantling itself. 
 
Panjab is mainly an agricultural part of India219 and water is a 
valuable resource provided by nature. Before partition, there 
were five rivers in the Panjab. When Panjab got divided there 
cropped up the problem of water distribution between its two 
parts. It could not be resolved easily. In the Eastern Panjab, 
there are only two rivers (Sutlej and Beas). These two rivers 
are not enough to irrigate the whole of Indian Panjab. To add 
insult to injury the Central Government is doling out water 
from these rivers to Rajasthan and Haryana. This is bound to 
turn the once fertile land of Panjab into a desert. 
 
Panjab is a border state and as such, the Central Government 
always fights shy to invest in Technology and heavy industry 
in the area. As a result, the Panjab is lagging behind other 
states in getting industrialized.This will have a very bad effect 
on the Panjab in future. 
 
Over and above these problems, the political pundits have 
identified two other major problems afflicting the Panjab. One 
is the problem of the rights of minorities and the second is the 
system of Government. On the first point Pandit Nehru, the 
first prime minister of India wrote in Young India dated May 
15, 1930 as follows: 
 
“The historians of India and of many other countries of Europe 
have demonstrated that there can be no stable equilibrium in 
any country so long as an attempt is made to crush a minority. 

                                                 
219 The present Panjab occupies only 1.54% of area of India. In 1950-51 it produced 1.02 
million tonnes of wheat which in 1984-84 rose to 10.18 million tonnes. Pruduction of sugar 
cane, cotton, and rice also rose by nearly the same ratio. 62.6% wheat and 47.0% rice of the 
whole produce of India are produced in the Panjab. 
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There is no surer method of rousing the resentment of the 
minority and keeping it apart from the rest of the nation than 
to make it feel that it has not got the freedom to stick to its own 
ways. Repression and coercion can never succeed in coercing 
a minority…….Therefore, we in India must make it clear to all 
that our policy is based on granting this freedom to the 
minorities, and that under no circumstances will any coercion 
or repression of them be tolerated………..If the bonafides of 
the majority are doubted, as they might well be, then pacts and 
agreements are of little value. These principles should apply to 
all minority groups. To the Muslims, who really are in such 
large numbers in India that it is inconceivable that any 
majority can coerce them; to the Sikhs who, although small in 
number; to the Parsis; to the Anglo-Indians who are gradually 
drifting into nationalism; and to other minorities. 
 
“The congress, I trust, will remain true to these principles and 
will demonstrate to the country that in communal matters it 
will not deviate to the right or the left, and will hold the centre 
impartially. It will, I hope, prove to the minority communities 
that in independent India for which we strive, theirs will be an 
honoured and a favoured place. And by its sacrifices and its 
determined courage, it will convince all of bonafides.” 
  
How far Pandit Nehru,  his daughter Indira Gandhi or their 
poodle congress party adhered to these principles, is any 
body’s assessment. Distrusted bonafides never create amity 
and goodwill. 
 
The second problem is that of the type of Government in the 
centre and its relations with the state governments. When Mr. 
K.Santhanam raised some questions about the constitution of 
India, Dr. Ambedkar, who framed the constitution, said, “The 
basic principal of federalism is that the legislative and the 
executive authority are partitioned between the centre and the 
states, not by any law but by the constitution itself. This is what 
the constitution does. The states under our constitution are in 
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no way dependent upon the centre for their legislative or 
executive authority. The centre and the states are co-equal in 
this matter.”220 
 
The fact however is that all authority lies with the centre. For 
planning and financial help the states have to beg the centre 
with a bowl and usually remain frustrated. If a state 
Government does not tow the line, it is disbanded. Many states 
of India have since demanded more powers and greater 
autonomy and Panjab is one of them. The sates are 
hoodwinked by setting up commissions whose 
recommendations are seldom ever made public much less 
accepted and implemented. Take for example Raj Mannar 
committee established to review the Centre-state relations. The 
committee reported in 1971 as follows: 
 
“Though the constitution set up a federal system, it must be 
admitted that there are several provisions which are 
inconsistent with the principles of federalism. There are 
unitary trends and in the allocation of powers, there is a 
strong bias and tilting of the scales in favour of the centre.” 
 
The findings of the committee gathered dust for years and no 
one bothered to take note and mend the imbalance. After full 
10 years, when the clamour from the states reached a 
crescendo, Mr. Sanjiva Reddy, the then President of India, 
once again mollified the states when he spoke at the Sardar 
Patel Jyanti Smaroh on October 31, 1981. He said, “The 
demand for greater autonomy might lie dormant for a while 
but in course of time the ever growing central control and 
direction, by whatever name the process might be called for 
the sake of euphemism, is bound to be increasingly irksome to 

                                                 
220 It was Pt. Nehru, the first Prime Minster of  free India, who moved a resolution on 9 
December 1946 in the first constitutent Assembly  chaired by Dr. Rajinder Parsad. The 
resolution read, “The various territories of the union of India would be autonomous units with 
residuary powers.” 
 



the states. A stage might come when the demand for greater 
autonomy might become not merely vocal but bitter, 
threatening the country’s integrity. It is the path of 
statesmanship to recognise betimes the desire of the states for 
autonomy to as large an extent as possible. The problem is one 
that aught to be studied in depth in the light of our past 
experience and the experience of other federations. It would be 
unwise to reject a mere demand for examination of the 
problem as a threat to the country’s integrity.  

 

Panjab is a minority state. It can send only thirteen members of 
parliament to the Lok Sabha (House of Commons). Their voice 
is muffled and lost in the melee. Nobody seems to care for 
Panjab’s problems. Very soon, another great leader of India 
will offer sweet wordy palliates and put the Panjabis to sleep 
or offer the carrot and use the stick to smother the Panjabis 
aspirations. Panjab is soon going to be a skeleton bereft of 
flesh. Never in the history of humankind has a nation 
destroyed itself as the Panjabis have done. It is unfortunate that 
the juggernaut of destruction does not appear to be coming to a 
halt.  
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